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ABSTRACT
COMPUTATIONAL SITUATION THEORY WITH
BABY-SIT
Erkan Tin
P h .D . in Computer Engineering and Information Science
Advisor: Prof. Varol Akman
December, 1995

Language is an integral part of our everyday experience and encompasses situ
ated activities such as talking, listening, reading, and writing. These activities
are situated because they occur in situations and they are about situations.
Their primary function, on the other hand, is to convey information. With
this vision, situation theory has been developed over the last decade or so and
various versions of the theory have been applied to a number of linguistic is
sues. However, not much work has been done in regard to its computational
aspects. Existing approaches towards ‘computational situation theory’ incor
porate only some of the original features of situation theory and hence show
conceptual and philosophical divergence from its ontology. This thesis presents
a computational account of situation theory that embodies the essentials of
the theory and adopts its ontological features. A medium (called BABY-SIT)
which is based on the proposed computational foundation is described and its
constructs are formally defined. The features of BABY-SIT are compared to
those of the existing approaches. In order to demonstrate the appropriateness
of BABY-SIT, some examples from the domain of artificial intelligence are
given. Resolution of pronominal anaphora in Turkish, which has been chosen
as a linguistic test-bed for BABY-SIT, is also demonstrated.
Keywords: situation theory and situation semantics, situation schemata, inher
itance, forward and backward reasoning, nonmonotonic reasoning, anaphora,
syntactic and semantic domains, BABY-SIT, PROSIT, ASTL

IV

ÖZET
BABY-SITTE HESAPSAL DURUM KURAMI
Erkan Tın
Bilgisayar ve Enformatik Mühendisliği, Doktora
Danışman: Prof. Dr. Varol Akman
Aralık, 1995

Dil günlük deneyimlerimizin bütünleşik bir parçasını oluşturmakta ve konuşma,
dinleme, okuma ve yazma gibi durumsal etkinlikleri içermektedir. Bu etkin
likler, durumlar içerisinde gerçekleştiklerinden ve durumları ilgilendirdik
lerinden dolayı durumsaldırlar.
taşımaktır.

Diğer yandan, bunların asıl işlevi bilgi

Bu görüş çerçevesinde, yaklaşık son on yıldır durum kuramı

geliştirilmiş ve bu kuramın çeşitli uyarlamaları birtakım dilbilim sorunlarına
uygulanmıştır.

Fakat kuramın hesapsal yönleri ile ilgili pek bir çalışma

yapılmamıştır.

‘Hesapsal durum kuramı’na halihazırda varolan yaklaşımlar

durum kuramının özgün niteliklerinin sadece bir kısmını içermekte ve böylece
kuramın varlıkbiliminden kavramsal ve felsefi uzaklaşma göstermektedir. Bu
tez, durum kuramının temellerini ve varlıkbilimsel özelliklerini benimseyen
hesapsal bir kuram sunmaktadır.

Önerilen hesapsal temel üzerine kuru

lan ve BABY-SIT adı verilen ortam tanımlanmakta ve bu ortamın yapıları
biçimsel olarak tanımlanmaktadır. BABY-SIT’in özellikleri halihazırda varolan
yaklaşımların özellikleri ile karşılaştırılmaktadır. BABY-SIT’in uygun bir or
tam olduğunu göstermek amacı ile З'арау zeka alanından bazı örnekler ver
ilmektedir. BABY-SIT için dilbilimsel bir deney alanı olarak seçilen Türkçe’de
anaforanm çözümlenmesi de gösterilmektedir.
Anahtar Sözcükler: durum kuramı ve durum anlambilimi, durum şemaları,
kalıtım, ileriye ve geriye doğru çıkarım, tekdüze olmayan çıkarım, anafora,
sözdizimsel ve anlambilimsel alanlar, BABY-SIT, PROSIT, ASTL
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Why should I bother today to form the intention
about tomorrow? Why should I not just cross my
bridges when I come to them?

On the first horn,

the future directed intentions are metaphysically ob
jectionable; on the second horn, they are rationally
objectionable; and on the third horn, they just seem
a waste of time.
M. E. Bratman [18, p. 107]
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

In various fields of science, one observes existence of well established theories
that have been followed by their computational counterparts: fluid dynam
ics followed by computational fluid dynamics, geometry followed by computa
tional geometry, category theory followed by computational category theory,
etc. These computational fields have been motivated by the foundations of the
theories on which they are based and have led to useful systems which make the
advanced features of their theories available to users. We think that situation
theory is an obvious candidate in this direction [6, 25, 27].
Situation theory is an attempt to develop a mathematical theory of meaning
to clarify and resolve some tough problems in the study of language, informa
tion, logic, philosophy, and the mind [10]. It was first formulated in detail
by Jon Barwise and John Perry in 1983 [11] and has matured over the last
decade [27]. Various versions of the theory have been applied to a number of
linguistic issues, resulting in what is commonly known as situation semantics
[5, 6, 9, 25, 35, 38, 39, 78]. The latter aims at the application of situation
theory to the semantics of natural languages.
Mathematical and logical issues that arise within situation theory and sit
uation semantics have been explored in numerous works [6, 9, 11, 25, 27, 38].
In the past, the development of a mathematical situation theory has been held
back by a lack of availability of appropriate technical tools. But by now, the
theory has assembled its mathematical foundations based on intuitions basi
cally coming from set theory and logic [ 1, 6, 25, 29]. With a remarkably original
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view of information (which is fully adapted by situation theory) [32], a ‘logic,’
based not on truth but on information, is being developed [27]. This will prob
ably be an extension of first-order logic [4] rather than being an alternative to
it.
Individuals, relations, spatio-temporal locations, and situations are the ba
sic constructs of situation theory. The world is viewed eis a collection of objects,
sets of objects, and relations. Infons [29] are discrete items of information and
situations are first-class objects which describe parts of the real world. Informa
tion flow is made possible by a network of abstract ‘links’ between high-order
uniformities, viz. situation types.

One of the distinguishing characteristics

of situation theory vis-à-vis another influential semantic tradition [31] is that
information content is context-dependent (where a context is a situation).
All these features may be cast in a rich formalism for a computational
framework based on situation theory [85, 87]. Yet, there have been few at
tempts to investigate this [16, 17, 38, 49, 59, 64]. Questions of what it means
to do computation with situations and what aspects of the theory make this
suitable as a novel programming paradigm have not been fully answered in the
literature.
We also consider situation theory as a candidate framework for a new pro
gramming paradigm [84] as justified by the nature of the existing approaches as
general programming and knowledge representation languages. When we have
a look at the history of programming language research, we see that there are
influential paradigms such as functional, logical, and object-oriented. Func
tional languages are motivated by A-calcuIus, logical languages are based on
resolution, and object-oriented languages are built upon the concept of inher
itance. We believe that the mathematical grounding of situation theory and
its original view of ‘reaping’ information from situations are mature enough to
establish a new programming paradigm whose computational flavor may shape
the future of computing [84, 93, 81].

1.2

Objective

Existing approaches towards computational situation theory unfortunately in
corporated only some features of the theory [14, 15, 16, 17, 38, 63, 64]; the
remaining features were omitted for the sake of achieving particular goals.
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This has caused conceptual and philosophical divergence from the ontology of
the original theory— a dangerous and unwanted side effect.
This thesis tries to avoid this pitfall by simply sticking to the essentials
of the theory and adopting the ontological features which were originally put
forward by Barwise and Perry in [11], and streamlined by Devlin in [27]. An
implemented computational medium, BABY-SIT, which is based on situations
is introduced. The primary motivation underlying BABY-SIT is to facilitate
the development and testing of programs in domains ranging from linguistics
to artificial intelligence in a unified framework built upon situation-theoretic
constructs.

In this regard, some examples are given to illustrate the use of

BABY-SIT for handling problems in monotonic/nonmonotonic reasoning and
anaphora resolution.

1.3

Contributions

BABY-SIT has been implemented under the KEE (Knowledge Engineering
Environment) Software Development System, a commercial product of IntelliCorp, Inc. BABY-SIT version 1.0 is a free software package available for pub
lic use, which can be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation. (See Appendix A for
obtaining a copy of BABY-SIT version 1.0.)
BABY-SIT accommodates the following basic features of situation theory:
• Objects: The basic objects include individuals, times, places, infons,
situations, relations, parameters, and types.
• Situations: Situations are first-class citizens which represent limited por
tions of the world.•
• Partiality: Infons can be made true or false, or may be left ‘unmentioned’
by some situation.
• Coherence: A situation cannot support both an infon and its dual.
• Circularity: A situation can contain infons which have the former as
arguments.
• Constraints: Information flow is made possible via. coercions that link
various types of objects.
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BABY-SIT properly implements and supports these features:
• Situations are viewed at an abstract level, and hence are amenable to
computation.
• Situations and infons may have spatio-temporal dimensions.
• All situations are required to cohere.
• Information inheritance is established among situations.
• Anchoring of parameters to unique objects is made possible with respect
to a given anchoring situation.
• Each object has an assigned type.
• Parameter ‘restriction’ allows one to create parameters that can be used
to denote objects of more complex types.
• Restriction of the t}'pe and the number of arguments of infonic relations
can be achieved by the ‘appropriateness’ conditions, and ‘maximality’
and ‘minimality’ conditions, respectively.
• Type ‘abstraction’ enables one to define complex types.
• Computation over situations occurs via constraints.

1.4

Outline

The remaining parts of this thesis are structured as follows.
Situation theory and situation semantics are reviewed in Chapter 2. Com
plementary issues are introduced and the role of situation semantics in natural
language semantics is emphasized.
An argument as to why situations should be used in natural language pro
cessing and knowledge representation for semantic interpretation and reasoning
is made in Chapter 3. In this chapter, we also discuss what properties a com
putational account based on situations should provide and what constructs
are made available by situation theory to establish such an account. This is
followed by a comprehensive survey of the existing computational approaches
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to situation theory. Two of these approaches (PROSIT and ASTL) are criti
cized from the perspectives of situation theory and programming languages.
The degree to which these approaches provide computational counterparts
of situation-theoretic constructs and make programming features available to
their users is discussed.
Chapter 4 describes our computational model, BABY-SIT. The terminol
ogy and the constructs available in BABY-SIT are presented. Additionally,
syntax and semantics of the e.xpressions for various modes of computation are
explained.
The architecture of BABY-SIT and some implementational aspects are ex
plained in Chapter 5.
Chapter 6 includes some examples to demonstrate how problems in various
domains can be modeled and solved in BABY-SIT. The examples have been
chosen from the domain of artificial intelligence in general, and nonmonotonic
reasoning in particular, to refiect the problem solving abilities of BABY-SIT.
Chapter 7 is a summary of the computational medium presented in this
thesis and its contributions to the field in general. It also contains some possible
directions for future research.
Instructions as to how to run BABY-SIT are given in Appendix A. Ap
pendices B, C, and D include the syntax for Assertion Mode expressions, con
straints, and Query Mode expressions of BABY-SIT, respectively. Appendix E
includes a specific example: the resolution of pronominal anaphora in Turk
ish. This demonstrates the use of situation-theoretic constructs and appropri
ate mechanisms available in BABY-SIT for handling syntactic and semantic
phenomena. Finally, predefined infonic relations available in BABY-SIT are
described in Appendix F.

Chapter 2

Situation Theory and Situation
Semantics

2.1

Situation Theory

In this section, we introduce the basic ontology of situation theory. To this
end, we follow the descriptions and definitions given by Devlin [27, 30] almost
verbatim. We also use his notation.
The basic ontology of situation theory consists of entities that a finite cog
nitive agent individuates and/or discriminates as it makes its way in the world.
These objects are known as uniformities in the ontology and include individ
uals, relations, spatio-temporal locations, situations, types, and other ‘higherorder’ entities:
• Individuals: objects that the agent either individuates or at least dis
criminates (by its behavior) as single, essentially unitary items; usually
denoted in the theory by a, 6, c, etc.
• Relations: uniformities individuated or discriminated by the agent that
hold of, or link together specific numbers of, certain other uniformities;
denoted hy P, Q, i?, etc.
• Spatial locations: These are not necessarily like the ‘points’ of mathe
matical spaces (though they may be so), but can have spatial extension.
They are denoted by /, /', /", /q. /], etc.•
• Temporal locations: As with spatial locations, temporal locations may
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be either points in time or regions of time; denoted by t, f , t", to, ti, etc.
• Situations: structured parts (concrete or abstract) of the world discrim
inated (or perhaps individuated) by the agent; denoted by s, s', s " , So,
Si, etc.
• Types: higher order uniformities discriminated (and possibly individu
ated) by the agent; denoted by S, T, U, V, etc.
• Parameters: indeterminates that range over objects of various types;
denoted by a, s. t, 1. etc.
A scheme o f individuation, i.e., a way of carving the world into uniformities,
is an essential aspect of situation theory. It is the ‘agent-relative’ framework
that ‘picks out’ the ontology. In other words, the basic constituents of the
theory are determined by the agent’s scheme of individuation.
Information is always taken to be information about some situation and it
is in the form of discrete items. Infons are these discrete items of information
and situations are first-class objects which describe parts of the real world.
Infons are denoted as <tiR,ai, . . . , a „ , i ; > where R is an n-place relation, oi,
. . . ,a-n are objects appropriate for the respective argument places of R, and i
is the polarity (0 or 1) that can be assigned to the “sequence” R,ai, . . . ,an·
A polarity value of 1 (0) indicates that the informational item that objects Oi,
. . . , a„ do (do not) stand in the relation R.
If R is an n-place relation and oi, . . . ,

{m < n ) are objects appropriate

for the argument places /'i, .. . ,im of R-, and if the filling of these argument
places is sufficient to satisfy the minimality conditions for R, then for i G { 0 , 1),
ai, . . . , Um, i^ is a well-defined infon. Minimality conditions for a partic
ular relation are the collection of conditions that determine which particular
groups of argument roles need to be filled in order to produce an infon. If
m < n, the infon is said to be unsaturated; if m = n it is saturated.
Infons are not items of information that in themselves are true or false.
Rather a particular item of information may be true or false about a certain
part of the world, viz. a situation. Given an infon a and a situation s, we
write
s \= o
to indicate that infon a is ‘made factual’ by situation s (or that cr is an item
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of information that is true of s). It is also said that s supports a, and s \= a
is called a proposition. In case cr is not true of s, this is denoted by s ^ <r.
Situations are intensional objects.

For this reason, abstract situations are

proposed to be their counterparts amenable to mathematical manipulation.
An abstract situation is a set. Given a real situation s, the set {<r | s |= <j}
is the corresponding abstract situation and the relation supports reduces to
set-inclusion.
Situations in which a sequence is assigned both polarities are incoherent.
For instance, a situation s is incoherent if s |= <Chas, alice, A*7, 0 ^ and s |=
<Chas, alice, A'^. 1^ . This is a situation in which Alice holds the
she does not hold the

and

in a particular card game. There cannot be a real

situation s validating this. Nevertheless, the sequence has, alice, A ^ may be
assigned both 0 and 1 for spatio-temporally distinct situations (say, s and s').
Situation theory provides a collection of basic types that can be used for
individuating or discriminating uniformities of the real world.

The ‘higher

types’ of the theory are defined by recursively applying two type-abstraction
procedures over the basic types at the most primitive level. There are nine
basic types:
T I M : the type of a temporal location,
LOG: the type of a spatial location,
I N D : the type of an individual,
REL·"". the t\"pe of an n-place relation,
S I T : the type of a situation,
I N F : the type of an infon,
PAR: the type of a parameter,
PO L: the type of a polarity,
T\ P: the type of a type.
For each basic type T other than PAR., there is an infinite collection Ti,
T21 T3, . . .

of basic parameters, used to denote arbitrary objects of type T.

Frequently a, i, t, I, etc.

are also used to denote parameters for denoting

objects of type I ND, SI T, T I M , LOC, etc., respectively.
Given an object x and a type T, we write
X :T
to indicate that x is of type T.
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Abstraction can be captured by allowing parameters in infons. Parameters
are generalizations over classes of non-parametric objects (e.g., individuals,
spatial locations). Parameters of a parametric object can be associated with
objects which, if they were to replace the parameters, would yield one of the
objects in the class that parametric object abstracts over. For example, <Csees,
X,

alice, 1 ^ and <Csees, x, y,

are parametric infons where x and y stand

for individuals.
Assigning ‘values’ (objects) to parameters is known as anchoring. An an
chor for a set A of basic parameters is a function defined on A, which assigns
to each parameter T,· in A an object of type T. Anchoring all parameters of
an infon to real objects yields what is known as parameter-free infons. For
example, if an anchor assigns x in <Cgoes, .i, Chicago, 1>> to the individual
John, we obtain the parameter-free infon <Cgoes, john, Chicago, 1>>.
Parameters can be restricted so that they represent finer uniformities.
Given a parameter x and a set of infons / ,
XT/
restricts the class of objects that can be anchored to x only to the ones for
which I holds in the ‘ world’ situation (explained in the sequel). This process
is known as parameter restriction. For example, if p is to be a parameter for a
person, then whenever p is anchored to an object a in a situation s, then a is
a person in s. Thus, p can be obtained by tagging a parameter I NDi by the
condition I of being a person, viz.
p = INDi T <Cperson, INDi., 1>>.
Therefore, x '\ I will denote an object of the same basic type as x, that
further satisfies the requirements imposed by / ‘in any situation where this
applies’ .^
Given a situation parameter i and a set of infons / , there is a corresponding
situation-type
[i I i 1= /],
the type of situation in which I obtains. This process of creating a type from
a parameter s and a set of infons I is known as (situation-) type abstraction.
The parameter s used in this type abstraction is then referred to as abstraction
Tn fact, the object should satisfy these requirements in the situation in which the an
choring o f X occurs.
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parameter. For example,
[i I i f= <Ceats, I NDi , I N D 2 , home, TIM\, 1 ^ ]
denotes the type of situation in which someone is eating something at some
time at home. A situation s will be of this type just in case someone is eating
something at some time at home in that situation.
In addition to situation types, situation theory allows for object types.
These include all of the basic types as well as the more fine-grained uniformities
obtained by type abstraction. Given a situation s, a parameter x, and a set of
infons / (involving x),
[ i \ s ^ I]
denotes the type of all objects for which the conditions imposed by / hold in
s. This process of obtaining a type from a parameter ¿, a situation s, and
a set I of infons, is referred to as (object-) type abstraction, x is called the
abstraction parameter while s is called the grounding situation. For example,
the type of people eating sandwiches in a particular situation s is
[a I s [= <Ceats, a, sandwich, LOCi, TIMi , 1 ^ ].
A parameter for a type-T object is allowed to appear wherever a type-T
object may itself appear. In order to accommodate this, the definition of infons
is modified; if

is an infon, then R is either an n-place relation or a /?£'T"-parameter, and
each flj, 1 < i < n, is one of the following:

• an individual or an /.VZ)-parameter,
• a situation or a ¿"/T-parameter,
• a spatial location or a T(9G-parameter,
• a temporal location or a T /M-parameter,
• a relation or a /?F^Z-parameter,
• an infon or an /A^F’-parameter,
• a type or a T y P-parameter.
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(Note that no aj can be a P/li?-parameter or a POL-parameter.)
There might be structural relations among situations. A situation s' is said
to be a part o f another situation s ^ (denoted by s' C s) just in case

(V(t)[s' f= ct ^ s (= (t].
This does not indicate set-theoretic inclusion for real situations, but for abstract
situations.

The part-of relation is anti-symmetric, reflexive, and transitive,

and consequently provides a partial ordering of the situations.

Among the

situations is a unique, maximal situation, the world situation (denoted by w),
of which all other situations are parts.
In situation theory, information flow is made possible by a network of ab
stract links between high-order uniformities, viz. situation types. These links
are called constraints. They capture systematic regularities connecting situ
ations of one kind with situations of another. The idea here is to provide a
mechanism for studying context; the situations are for the most part contexts
for the agent, environments that influence the agent’s activity. One way to
picture the functioning of such constraints is to think of a constraint
S ^ T
as providing a passage that leads from the class of all situations of type S to the
class of all situations of type T. Given a situation s of type S, the constraint
S ^ T provides the information that there is a situation t of type T. Hence,
if an agent attuned to this constraint encounters a situation s of type S and
recognized that s is of type P, then it has the information that the world of
which s is part is such that there is a situation of type T.
The role of constraints in information flow is best illustrated by the use of
the word ‘means.’ The statement
Smoke means fire

expresses the lawlike relation that links situations where there is smoke to
situations where there is fire. If Tgmoke is the type of situations where there is
smoke and T/tVe is the type of situations where there is a fire, then by being
attuned to the constraint Tsmoke

Tjire that links these situation types, an

agent can pick up the information that there is a fire by observing that there
is smoke.
-Sometimes s' is said to be a subsituation o f s.
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Barwise and Perry identify three forms of constraints [11]. Necessary con
straints are those by which one can define or name things, e.g., “Every dog
is a mammal.” Nomic constraints are patterns that are usually called natural
laws, e.g., “Blocks fall if not supported.” Conventional constraints are those
arising out of explicit or implicit conventions that hold within a community,
e.g., “The first day of the month is the pay day.”

All types of constraints

can be conditional and unconditional (or absolute). Conditional constraints
can be applied to situations that fulfill some conditions while unconditional
constraints can be applied to all situations.

2.2

Situation Semantics

Language is an integral part of our everyday experience. Some activities per
taining to language include talking, listening, reading, and writing.

These

activities are situated: they occur in situations and they are about situations.
What is common to these situated activities is that they convey information
[27, 32]. When uttered at different times by different speakers, a statement
can convey different information to a listener and hence can have different
meanings.^ This information-based approach to the semantics of natural lan
guages has resulted in what is known as situation semantics.
According to situation semantics, meanings of expressions reside in system
atic relations between different types of situations. Suppose that John says
Bob is at the door
and Mary hears it.
The first situation involved here is the situation (or context) in which John
makes the utterance (which we will denote by $ ) and Mary receives it. This
situation mainly involves John (the speaker), Mary (the listener), and the
time and location of the utterance. It also furnishes the factors necessary for
identifying which door John is referring to and which person this particular
use of the name ‘ Bob’ denotes. This situation is referred to as the utterance
situation, u [27, p. 86]. It is a situation of type
^Consider the sentence “That really attracts me.” Depending on the reference o f the
demonstrative, interpretation (and hence meaning) would change. For example, this sentence
could be uttered by a boy referring to a cone o f ice cream or by a cab driver referring to fast
driving, meaning absolutely different things [41].
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u = [ u\u \= {< u tters. p,

/, i, 1> ,

<Crefers-to, p, “Bob” , x, /,

1^ ,

<Crefers-to, p, “the door” , y, /, /, 1^ } ] .
The parameter p must anchor to John, hence filling the role of the utterer.
If John utters $ at location I and time t, then the parameters I and t must
be anchored to / and t, respectively. By using the words ‘ Bob’ and ‘the door’ ,
John refers to particular objects, say a and 6, respectively. Thus, letting the
parameters x and y be anchored to a and b, respectively, we have
u f= {<Cutters, John,

/, t, 1>>,

■Crefers-to, John. “Bob” , a, /, t, 1 > ,
<Crefers-to, John, “the door” , b, I, t, !;:§>}.
These connections between the uttered expressions and the objects they
refer to are called the (speaker’s) connections [27, p. 218].
The second situation involved in our example is the described situation, the
situation that $ is about [27, p. 87]. By uttering $ , John describes a situation
e such that
e 1= <;at, a, b, t', 1> .
Mary upon hearing the utterance of the sentence $ would then acquire the
information that there is a situation e described by John’s utterance such that
person a is at 6 at time t' in e.
Then e is a situation of type
E = [e\ e\= < a t , x, y, i, 1> ]
and the propositional content of John’s utterance u is defined as the claim
e : E.
Consequently, the meaning of

||$||, is defined to be an abstract link

that connects the type of an utterance of $, U, and the type of the described
situation, E [27, p. 89]. Given an anchoring on the parameters of U and E,
||i*|| establishes a link between the utterance situation u and the described
situation e.
In interpreting the utterance of $ in a context u, there is a flow of informa
tion, partly from the linguistic form encoded in $ and partly from contextual
factors provided by the utterance situation u. These are combined to form a set
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of constraints on the described situation e which is not uniquely determined;
given u and an utterance o f $ in u, there will be several situations e that satisfy
the constraints imposed. While the meaning of an utterance of $ and hence its
interpretation are influenced by other factors such as stress, modality, and in
tonation [38], the situation in which $ is uttered and the situation e described
by this utterance seem to play the most influential roles. For this reason, the
meaning of an utterance is essentially taken to be a relation defined over $ ,
u, and e. This approach towards identifying linguistic meaning is essentially
what Barwise and Perry call the Relation Theory o f Meaning [11, 12].
In addition to the utterance situation and the described situation, situation
semantics identifies three other situations that play significant roles in natural
language semantics: the discourse situation, the embedding situation, and the
resource situation. “In many cases, the utterance is part of an ongoing discourse
situation, d. In cases, where the utterance is made in isolation, the utterance
situation and the discourse situation coincide. . . . The discourse situation is
part of a larger, embedding situation that incorporates that part of the world
of direct relevance to the discourse . . . ” [27, p. 218]. A resource situation is,
on the other hand, the situation that is used to identify the objects referred to
by the constituent expressions of a sentence. Suppose that John utters, instead
of
The man I saw running yesterday is at the door.
John makes use of a resource situation, r, that occurred the day before the
utterance to identify the person at the door. This person is a particular man
who was running when he saw him:
r 1= -Cruns, m,

t', 1>>.

Hence,
u [= {C utters, John,

/, t, 1> ,

<Crefers-to, John, “The man” , m, /, t, F » ,
<Crefers-to, John, “the door” , b, I, t, 1^ } .
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2.3

Situation Semantics as Natural Language Seman
tics

Situation semantics makes simple assumptions about the way natural language
works. Primary among them is the assumption that language is used to convey
information about the world (the so-called external significance of language)
[11]. Even when two sentences have the same interpretation, i.e., they describe
the same situation, they might carry different information.
Classical approaches to semantics underestimate the role played by con
text; they ignore pragmatic factors such as intentions and circumstances of
the individuals involved in the communicative process [41]. But, indexicals,
demonstratives, tenses, and other linguistic devices rely heavily on the context
for their interpretation [3]. Context-dependence is an essential hypothesis of
situation semantics. A given sentence can be used over and over again in dif
ferent situations to say different things (the so-called efficiency of language)
[11]. Its interpretation, i.e., the class of situations described by the sentence,
is therefore subordinate to the situation in which the sentence is used. This
context-providing situation, discourse situation, is the speech situation, includ
ing the speaker, the addressee, the time and place of the utterance, and the
expression uttered. Since speakers are always in different situations, having
different causal connections to the world and different information, the infor
mation conveyed by an utterance will be relative to its speaker and hearer (the
so-called perspectival relativity of language) [11].
Besides discourse situations, the interpretation of an utterance depends on
the speaker’s connections with objects, relations, times and places, and his
ability to exploit information about one situation to get information about an
other. Therefore, context supports not only facts about speakers, addressees,
etc. but also facts about the relations of discourse participants to other con
textually relevant situations such as resource situations. Resource situations
are contextually available and provide entities for reference and quantification
[ 11].

Situation semantics closes another gap of traditional semantic approaches;
the neglect of subject matter and partiality o f information.

In traditional

semantics, statements which are true in the same models convey the same in
formation. This is not the case in situation semantics since situation theory
allows partiality [38]. Suppose Alice is not present in the room where this thesis
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is being written. Then, “Alice is eating ice cream” is not part of our situation
s and hence gets no polarity assigned to it in s. Therefore, partiality brings
the advantage of distinguishing between logically equivalent statements. For
example, the statements “Bob is angry” and “Bob is angry and Bob is shouting
or Bob is not shouting” are logically equivalent in the classical sense. In situ
ation semantics, these two sentences will not have the same interpretation. A
situation s describing the situation in which Bob is only angry will not contain
any sequence about Bob’s shouting, i.e., s will be ‘silent’ on Bob’s shouting.
However, another situation s' obtained as the union of two situations (Bob is
angry and Bob is shouting; Bob is angry and Bob is not shouting) will contain
a sequence about Bob’s shouting. Consequently, situation semantics takes the
view that logically equivalent sentences need not have the same subject mat
ter, they need not describe situations involving the same object and properties.
The notion of partial situations leads to a more fine-grained notion of infor
mation content and a stronger notion of logical consequence that does not lose
track of the subject matter (and hence enhances the notion of relevance) [76].
The ambiguity of language is regarded as another aspect of the efficiency
of language. Natural language expressions may have more than one meaning.
We have earlier noted that factors such as intonation, gesture, the place of an
utterance, etc. play a role in interpreting an utterance [38]. Instead of throwing
away contextual elements, situation semantics tries to build up a full theory of
linguistic meaning by initially isolating some of the more important phenomena
in a formal way and by exploring how the rest would further contribute [11].
According to situation semantics, we use meaningful expressions to convey
information not only about the external world but also about our minds (the socalled mental significance of language) [11]. Situation semantics differs from
other approaches in that we do not, in attitude reports, describe our mind
directly (by referring to states of mind, ideas, senses, thoughts, etc.)

but

indirectly (by referring to situations that are external).
With these underlying assumptions and features, situation semantics pro
vides a fundamental framework for a realistic model-theoretic semantics of
natural language [10].

It has been applied to a number of linguistic issues

(mainly) in English [5, 6, 9. 22, 24, 25, 35, 39]. The ideas emerging from re
search in situation semantics have been coalesced with well-developed linguistic
theories such as Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) [72] and led to rigorous
formalisms [38]. On the other hand, situation semantics has been compared
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to other influential mathematical approaches to the theory of meaning, viz.
Montague Grammar [23, 31, 69] and Discourse Representation Theory (DRT)
[51].

Chapter 3

Computing with Situations

3.1

W hy Compute with Situations?

A computational formulation of situation theory may generate interest among
artificial intelligence and natural language processing researchers. The theory
claims that its model theory is more amenable to a computationally tractable
implementation^ than standard model theory (of predicate calculus) or Mon
tague Grammar.^ This is due to the fact that situation theory emphasizes
partiality whereas standard model theory is clearly holistic.
From a natural language processing point of view, situation theory is in
teresting and relevant simply because the linguistic account of the theory (viz.
situation semantics) handles various linguistic phenomena with a flexibility
that surpasses other proposals. It seems that indexicals, demonstratives, ref
erential uses of definite descriptions, deictic uses of pronouns, tense markers,
names, etc. all have technical treatments in situation semantics that reach be
yond the theoretical apparatus available elsewhere. For example, the proposed
mechanisms, as reported in [39], for dealing with quantification and anaphoric*
*Kowalski [57] formalizes situation semantics in his metalogic, hence providing a com pu
tational non-model-theoretic alternative.
^Montague’s intensional logic is particularly problematic in that the set o f valid formulas
are not recursively enumerable. Therefore, few natural language processing systems attempt
to use it; the general inclination is to employ less expressive but more tractable knowledge
representation formalisms.
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connections^ in English sentences are all firmly grounded in situation seman
tics. The insistence of situation semantics on contextual interpretation makes
the theory more compatible with speech act theory (and pragmatics in general)
than other theories.'*

3.2

Situations: A Computational Perspective

Intelligent agents generally make their way in the world by being able to pick up
some information from a situation, process it, and react accordingly [27, 32, 50].
Being in a (mental) situation, such an agent has information about situations
it sees, believes in, hears about, etc. Alice, for example, upon hearing Bob’s
utterance “A bear is running towards you,” would have the information, by
relying on the utterance situation, that her friend is the utterer and that he
is addressing her by the word “you.” Moreover, by relying on the situation
the utterance described, she would know that there is a bear around and it is
running towards her.
Having heard the w^arning above, Alice would realize that she is faced with
a type of situation in which there is a bear and it is running.

She would

form a ‘ thought’ over the running bears—an abstract object which carries the
property of both being a bear and running— and on seeing the bear around,
would individuate it.
Realization of some type of situation causes the agent to acquire more infor
mation about that situation as well as other situation types, and to act accord
ingly. Alice, upon seeing the bear around, would run away, being in possession
of the previously acquired information that bears might be hazardous.

She

can obtain this information from the situation by means of some constraint— a
certain relationship between bears and their fame as life-threatening creatures.
Attunement to, or awareness of, that constraint is what enables her to acquire
and use that information.
^Gawron and Peters [39] focus on the semantics o f pronominal anaphora and quantifica
tion. They argue that the ambiguities o f sentences with pronouns can be resolved with an
approach that represents anaphoric relations syntactically. This is achieved in a relational
framework which considers anaphoric relations cis relations between utterances in context.
“^Kamp’s DRT may safely be considered as the only competition in this regard [51].
However, it should be noted that there are currently research efforts towards providing an
‘ integrated’ account o f situation semantics and DRT, as witnessed by Barwise and C ooper’s
work [8].
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An important phenomenon in situation theory is that of structured (nested)
information [32]. Assuming the possession of prior information and/or aware
ness of other constraints, the acquisition by an agent of an item of information
can also provide the agent with an additional item of information. On seeing
a square, for example, one gains the information that the figure is a rectangle,
and that it is a parallelogram, and that its internal angles are 90 degrees, and
so on.
Reaping information from a situation is not the only way an agent processes
information. It can also act in accordance with the obtained information to
change the environment. Creating new situations to arrive at new information
and conveying information it already had to other agents are the primary
functions of its activities. Having the information that there is a bear around,
Alice would run away, being attuned to the constraint that the best way to
avoid danger in such situations is to keep away from the bear.

Or, having

realized that she cannot move, she would yell for help, knowing that calling
people in such situations might work.
In short, an intelligent agent has the ability to acquire information about
situations, obtain new information about them (by being attuned to assorted
constraints), and act accordingly to alter its environment. All these are ways
of processing information about situations [91].

An information processing

environment for such an agent should then have the following properties:

• Partitioning of information into situations.
• Parametrization of objects to give a proper treatment of abstraction over
individuals, situations, etc.
• Structuring of situations in such a way that they allow nested informa
tion.
• Access to information partitioned in this way.
• Access to information in one situation from another situation connected
to the former via some relation.•
• Constraint satisfaction to control the flow of information within a situa
tion and between situations.
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These properties would naturally define the underlying mechanisms for a
situation-theoretic computational environment. But what constructs are pro
vided by situation theory to build such an environment?
In situation theory, infons constitute units of information. Parameter-free
infons are the basic items of information about the world (i.e., ‘facts’) while
parametric infons are the basic units that can be utilized in a computational
treatment of information flow.

By putting parameters into work, one can

abstract over classes of objects, and hence define object types in the framework.
Associating parameters with values results in instances in these object classes.
Then, in a computational system, anchoring can be taken as a form of contextsensitive instantiation function by which different objects can be obtained from
a certain object type at different contexts.
To construct a computational model of situation theory, it is convenient to
have available abstract analogs of objects. As noted above, by using parameters
we can have parametric objects, including parametric situations, parametric
individuals, etc. This yields a rich set of data types. In this model, abstract
situations can be viewed as models of real situations. They are set-theoretic
entities that have only some of the features of real situations, but are amenable
to computation. Hence, it is possible to define abstract situations as structures
consisting of a set of parametric infons.
Information can be partitioned into situations by defining a hierarchy be
tween situations.

A situation can be larger, having other situations as its

subparts. (For example, an utterance situation for a sentence consists of the
utterance situations for each word forming the sentence.) Being in this larger
situation gives the ability of having information about its subsituations. The
part-of relation of situation theory can be used to build such hierarchies among
abstract situations and the notion of nested information can be accommodated.
Being in a situation, one can derive information about other situations
connected to it in some way. For example, from an utterance situation it is
possible to obtain information about the situation it describes. Accessing in
formation both via a hierarchy of situations and explicit relationships among
them requires a computational mechanism. This mechanism will put informa
tion about situation types related in some way into comfortable reach of the
agent and can be made possible by a proper implementation of the supports
relation of situation theory (cf. the ‘extensionality principle’ in [27, p. 72].)
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Constraints enable one situation to provide information about another and
serve as links. They actually link the types of situations. Constraints can be
used as inference rules in a computational system. When viewed as a backward
chaining rule, a constraint can provide a channel for information flow between
types of situations, from the antecedent to the consequent. This means that
such a constraint behaves as a ‘definition’ for its consequent part [20]. Another
way of viewing a constraint is as a forward chaining rule. This approach enables
an agent to alter its environment.

3.3

Related Work

Only a few approaches towards a computational account of situation theory
have been proposed so far in the literature. These approaches are briefly re
viewed in this section (also cf. [88]).

3.3.1

PRO SIT

PROSIT (PROgramming in Situation Theory) is a situation-theoretic pro
gramming language developed by Nakashima et al. [64] and implemented in
Common Lisp.
PROSIT is tailored more for knowledge representation in general than for
natural language processing. One can define situations and assert knowledge in
particular situations. It is also possible to define relations between situations
in the form of constraints. There is an inference engine similar to a Prolog
interpreter. PROSIT offers a treatment of partial objects, such as situations
and parameters. It can also deal with self-referential expressions [9].
One can assert facts that a situation will support.

For example, if s i

supports the fact that Bob is a young person, this can be defined in the current
situation s as:
s:

(!= s i (young B o b )).

The supports relation, !

is situated so that whether a situation supports

a fact depends on where the query is made.
In PROSIT, there exists a tree hierarch}', with the situation top at the
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root of the tree, top is the global situation and the ‘owner’ of all the other
situations generated. One can traverse the ‘situation tree’ using the predicates
in and out. It is possible to make queries from a situation about any other
situation, the result depending on where the query is made. If a situation s it 2
is defined in the current situation, say s i t l , then s i t l is said to be the owner
of s it2 .
The owner relation states that if (!= s it 2 in fo n ) holds in s i t l , then
in f on holds in s it 2 , and conversely, if in fon holds in s it 2 then (!= s it 2
in fo n ) holds in s i t l . So, in causes the interpreter to go to a specified situation
which will be a part of the ‘current situation’ (the situation in which the
predicate is called) and out causes the interpreter to go to the owner of the
current situation.
Similar to the owner relation between situations there is the ‘subchunk’
relation. It is denoted as (c< s i t l s i t 2 ) , where s i t l is a subchunk of s it 2 ,
and conversely, s it 2 is a superchunk of s i t l .

When a situation, s i t l , is

asserted to be the subchunk of another situation, s it 2 , it means that s i t l is
totally described by s it 2 . A superchunk is like an owner except that out will
always cause the interpreter to go to the owner, not to a superchunk.
PROSIT has two more relations defined between situations. These are the
‘subtype’ relation and the ‘subsituation’ relation. When the subtype relation
(denoted by (-> s i t l s i t 2 ) ) is asserted, it causes the current situation to
describe that s i t l supports i for every infon i valid in s i t 2 and that s i t l
respects every constraint that is respected by s it 2 , i.e., s it 2 becomes a subtype of s i t l . The subsituation relation is denoted as (s< s i t l s it 2 ) and is
the same as (-> s i t l s i t 2 ) except that only infons, but no constraints, are
inherited. Both relations are transitive.
One can define a 'default inheritance’ relation between two situations.
When a default inheritance relation (denoted by (d< s i t l s i t 2 ) ) is asserted,
s i t l inherits an infon i to s it 2 if and only if (no i ) cannot be proved to hold
in s it2 .
The fact that PROSIT permits situations as arguments to infons makes it
possible to represent self-referential statements. Consider a card game where
there are two players. John has the ace of spades and Mary has the queen of
spades. When' both players display their cards the following infons will be true:
(!= s i t

(has John a c e -o f-s p a d e s ))
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(!= sit (has Mary queen-of-spades))
(!= sit (sees John sit))
(!= sit (sees Mary sit))
There is no notion of situation type in PROSIT. For this reason, one can
not represent abstractions over situations and specify relations between them
without having to create situations and assert facts to them.
It is possible to define a relation as an abstraction over parameters of an
infon. A PROSIT expression of the form
[ pari . . . par„ |infon ]
describes an abstraction and it can be applied to arguments:
([ pari ■· · рагп |infon ] argi . . . arg^)
to yield infon' where infon' is the result of replacing each par,· in in fo n with
the corresponding arp,. Therefore, abstraction in PROSIT does not yield an
object type or situation type in the situation-theoretic sense.
PROSIT allows definition of a special kind of infon which is called restricted
infon [17]. An expression of the form
(" infoni in fo n 2 )
defines an infon where infon^ is the restriction of in fon i. For example,

(~ (man P) (human P))
puts a restriction on the parameter P of the infon (man P) such that P must
fulfill the relation human. Hence, a restriction specifies what relations hold of
the parameters of the infon. This approach does not provide a mechanism
equivalent to parameter restriction; rather it seems to offer a limited mecha
nism to specify appropriateness conditions for a given relation and a specific
parameter.
PROSIT has a constraint mechanism. Constraints can be specified using
either of the three relations
(respectively,

and 4Ф. Constraints specified using ^

are forward (respectively, backward) chaining constraints; the

ones using ^ are both backward and forward chaining constraints. Backward
chaining constraints are of the form (ф= head facti . . . fact„). If all the facts
are supported by the situation, then the head fact is supported by the same
situation. Forward chaining constraints are of the form

fact taiii . . . tailn).
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If fact is asserted to the situation, then all the tail facts are asserted to the
same situation.

Backward chaining constraints are activated at query-time

while forward chaining constraints are activated at assertion-time. By default,
all the tail facts of an activated forward chaining constraint are asserted to
the situation, which may in turn activate other forward chaining constraints
recursively.
For a constraint to be applicable to a situation, the situation must be
declared to ‘respect’ the constraint. This is done by using the special relation
respect. For example, to state that every man is human, one would write:
s:

(resp s i (<= (human *X) (man * X ) ) ) .

This states that s i respects the stated constraint and is made with respect
to s. (*X denotes a variable.) Since assertions are situated, a situation will
or will not respect a constraint depending on where the query is made. If we
assert:
s:

(!= s i (man B o b )),

then PROSIT will affirmatively answer the query:
s?

(!= s i (human B o b )).

Constraints in PROSIT are about local facts within a situation rather than
about situation types. That is, the interpretation of constraints does not allow
direct specification of constraints between situations, but only between infons
within situations.
Parameters, variables, and constants are used for representing entities in
PROSIT. Variables, rather than parameters, are used to identify the indeterminates in a constraint. Parameters might be used to refer to unknown objects
in a constraint. Variables have a limited scope; they are local to the constraint
in which they appear. Parameters, on the other hand, have global scope. Vari
ables match any expression in the language and parameters can be equated to
any constant or parameter.
PROSIT has been used to show how problems involving cooperation of
multiple agents can be studied, especially by combinipg reasoning about situa
tions. In [63], Nakashima et al. demonstrate how the Conway paradox [6, pp.
201-220] can be solved. The agents involved in this problem use the common
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knowledge accumulated in a shared situation. This situation functions as a
communication channel containing all information known to be commonly ac
cessible. One agent’s internal model of the other is represented by situations.
Individual knowledge situation plus the shared situation help an agent to solve
the problem; also cf. [34] for further work on similar epistemic puzzles.

3.3.2

ASTL

Black’s ASTL (A Situation Theoretic Language) is another programming lan
guage based on situation theory [16].

ASTL is aimed at natural language

processing. One can define in ASTL constraints and rules of inference over the
situations. An interpreter, a basic version of which is implemented in Com
mon Lisp, processes ASTL definitions and then answers queries about the set
of constraints and basic situations.
ASTL allows individuals, relations, situations, parameters, and variables.
These form the basic terms of the language. Complex terms are in the form of
i-terms (to be defined shortly), situation types, and situations. Situations may
contain facts which have those situations as arguments. Sentences in ASTL
are constructed from terms and can be constraints, grammar rules, or word
entries.
The complex term i-term is simply an infon (re/, argi, . . . , arg„, pol)
whei'e rel is a relation of arity n, argi is a term, and pol is either 0 or 1. A
situation type is given in the form ¡par | condi.. .condn] where condi has the
form par (= i-term.

If situation SI supports the fact that Bob is a young

person, this can be defined as:
SI:

[S I S f=

(young,bob,l)] .

The single colon indicates that SI supports the situation type on its righthand side.

The supports relation in ASTL is global rather than situated.

Consequently, query answering is independent of the situation in which the
query is issued.
Constraints are actually backward chaining constraints. Each constraint is
of the form sito : typeo <= siti : ty p ci,. . . ,sitn ■typCn, where siti is a situation
or a variable, and typci is a situation type. If each siti, I < i < n, supports
the corresponding situation type, typci, then sito supports typeo· For example.
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the constraint that every man is a human being can be written as follows:

*S: [S I S (= (human,*X, l)] <= *S: [S | S )= (man,*X,l)].
*S, *X are variables and S is a parameter. An interesting property of ASTL
is that constraints are global. Thus, a new situation of the appropriate type
need not have a constraint explicitly added to it. Assume that SI, supporting
the fact that Bob is a man, is asserted:

SI:

[S I S 1= (man,bob, l)] .

This together with the constraint above would give:

SI:

[S I S 1= (human,bob,l)] .

Grammar rules are another form of constraints. An example grammar rule
describing the utterance of a sentence consisting of a noun phrase and verb
phrase is

♦S: [S I S 1= (cat ,S,sentence, l)] -^·
*NP: [S I S [= (cat ,S,nounphrase, l)] ,
*VP: [S I S 1= (cat ,S,verbphrase, l)]
where cat denotes the category of the construct, and —> indicates that this is
a grammar rule. The rule reads: “When there is a situation *NP of the given
type and situation *VP of the given type, there is also a situation *S of the
given type.”
As in PROSIT, variables in ASTL have scope only within the constraint
they appear. They match any expression in the language unless they are de
clared to be of some specific situation type in the constraint. Hence, it is not
possible to declare variables as well as parameters to be of other types such as
individuals, relations, etc. Consequently, anchoring of parameters cannot be
achieved appropriately in ASTL.
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Figure 3.1: (a) A prototype situation schema, (b) the general format of LOG
in (a).

3.3.3

Situation Schemata

Situation schemata have been introduced by Fenstad et al. [38] as a theoretical
tool for extracting and displaying information relevant to semantic interpreta
tion from linguistic form.

A situation schema is in fact an attribute-value

system which has a choice of primary attributes matching the primitives of
situation semantics. The boundaries of situation schemata are, however, flex
ible, and, depending on the underlying theory of grammar, are susceptible to
amendment. Hence, available linguistic insights can be freely exploited.
A simple sentence (p has the situation schema shown in Figure 3.1(a). Here
r can be anchored to a relation, and a and b to objects; i G {0,1} gives the
polarity.

LOG is a function which anchors the described fact relative to a

discourse situation d, c. LOG will have the general format in Figure 3.1(b).
IND.a is an indeterminate for a location, r denotes one of the basic structural
relations on a relation set R, and

I ocq

is another location indeterminate. The

notation [ ]c indicates repeated reference to the shared attribute value, IND.a.
A partial function g anchors the location of SIT.<p, viz.

SIT.(p.LOC, in the

discourse situation d, c if
g{loco) = locd and
<Cc(r), ^(IND.a), locd. 1 >
where locd is the discourse location and c{r) is the relation on R given by the
speaker’s connection c. The situation schema corresponding to “Alice saw the
cat” is given in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Situation schema for “Alice saw the cat.”

Situation schemata can be adopted to various kinds of semantic interpre
tation. One could give some kind of operational interpretation in a suitable
programming language, exploiting logical insights. But in their present form,
situation schemata do not go further than being a complex attribute-value
structure. They allow representation of situations within this structure, but
do not use situation theory itself as a basis. Situations, locations, individuals,
and relations constitute the basic domains of the structure. Constraints are
declarative descriptions of the relationships holding between aspects of linguis
tic form and the semantic representation itself.
Theoretical issues in natural language semantics have been implemented on
pilot systems employing situation schemata. The grammar described in [38],
for example, has been fully implemented using a lexical-functional grammar
system [37] and a fragment including prepositional phrases has been imple
mented using the DP.ATR format [21].
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Critique of PROSIT and ASTL

In this section, we focus on two computational systems PROSIT and ASTL
from the stand point of situation theory and programming languages.

Types
At the heart of situation theory lies a scheme of individuation.

Situations,

relations, individuals, temporal and spatial locations are the basic uniformities.
The need for a mathematical representation of these uniformities resulted in
what is known as types. Types are higher-order uniformities which cut across
basic uniformities. The ontology of situation theory has been extended further
to include other uniformities such as infons, polarities, etc. In this respect,
PROSIT and ASTL do not allow their objects to be of some type.
situations can be declared to have a situation type.

Only

Other objects in the

system are left untyped. This approach has particular consequences on the
conception of relations and parameters, which are explained in the sequel.

Parameters
The development of types necessitates devices, such as parameters, for making
reference to arbitrary objects of a given type. In ASTL, there is no special
treatment of parameters, they are just atomic objects in the model. Declaring
situations to be of some type allows abstraction over situations to some degree.
But, the actual means of abstraction over objects in situation theory, viz.
parameters, do not carry much significance in ASTL. Parameters are only
used in identifying situation types. Since there is no notion of types other
than situation types in ASTL, a parameter can hold the place of any object.
PROSIT treats parameters in a way similar to its variables, except they can be
equated to any constant or parameter. PROSIT has no mechanism to define
object types. It cannot define a situation-type explicitly. On the other hand
PROSIT can query a certain type of situation and put constraints between
situation-types.
It is useful to have parameters that range over various classes of objects
rather than to work with parameters ranging over all objects. $uch particular
ized parameters can be obtained by parameter restriction. On the other hand,
in situation theory, parameters are used to achieve abstraction at the level of
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almost all object types, i.e., situations, individuals, temporal locations, etc. by
using type abstraction.
In PROSIT some of these are hard to achieve. First of all, there is no
typing in PROSIT. A variable can match any parameter or constant without
due regard to types. Obtaining restricted parameters and type abstraction is
not possible since there is no built-in mechanism in the system. But one can
pose queries on restricted parameters. For example, all men kicking footballs
can be queried using the following expression:

(AND (kicking *a *b) (man *a) (football *b)).
Although none of the variables are restricted, this expression queries a re
stricted class of individuals.
In ASTL, abstraction is only at the level of situations. There is no direct
equivalent of properties in ASTL. Consider the abstraction for an individual
having the property of being happy in some situation s:

[A" I s 1= <t:happy, X , !> ].
In ASTL, Black achieves this by allowing situation types with parametric
infons. But this is not an appropriate way to use abstractions since one cannot
abstract over other objects such as individuals, temporal locations, etc.

Parameter Anchoring
Parameters are place holders for indeterminate objects in situation theory and
yield a form of abstraction over objects. The ties of these abstractions with the
real world occur via a kind of assignment function called anchor. This function
changes from one cognitive agent to the other, and from one perspective to
the other of a single cognitive agent. Information content of an abstract object
increases when its parameters are anchored to objects in the real world by an
anchor. An anchor maps a parameter to a unique, appropriate object in the
world. Technically speaking, a parameter must be anchored to an object of the
same type since the parameter is a filler for an object having specific properties.
The issues of anchoring to a unique object and anchoring to an object of the
same type introduce technical dilficulties in building a computational system.
Some treatment of parameters is given in PROSIT with respect to anchor
ing. Given a parameter denoting an object of some type (individual, situation.
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etc.), an anchor is a function which assigns an object of the same type to the
parameter [27, pp. 52-63]. Hence, parameters work by placing restrictions on
anchors. But, there is no appropriate anchoring mechanism in PROSIT since
its parameters are untyped.
In case of A STL, there are several points worth mentioning. Black proposes
to consider anchors as situations {anchoring situations) having infons of the
form <^anchoT-to, label, term, 1>> and other related infons. Second, the current
version of ASTL must be modified to use anchoring situations. This cannot be
controlled by the user. The main reason is that whenever an anchoring occurs,
the system must check whether the first argument of the relation anchor-to is a
label and the second one is a term. Moreover, the system must assure that the
parameter is anchored to only one object in that anchoring situation. Finally,
type checking for both of the arguments is required. The crux of all these
problems lies in ASTL’s not having type-theoretic objects and not employing
parameters as they are intended in situation theory.

Infons
There are three characteristics of an infon in the existing systems which should
be evaluated from the standpoint of situation theory: argument places, mini
mality conditions, and argument roles.
Each relation should have a limited number of argument places. Consider
the relation walks.

A reasonable assumption will be that this relation has

four argument places: a walking agent, a direction/destination, the location of
walking, and the time of walking.
To have a formally well-defined infon, there must be a lower bound as to the
number of argument places to be filled in an n-place relation. For example, at
least one argument place of the relation walks is to be filled, namely the walking
agent. Otherwise, the infon <Cwalks,

would have zero information content.

Minimality conditions are, then, necessary for a relation to provide an item
of information. All argument places of a relation in ASTL are required to be
filled, and consequently all infons are saturated. As for the infons in PROSIT,
there is no restriction as to the number of argument roles of a relation to be
filled.
Any object appearing as an argument of a relation must be appropriate for
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the argument role imposed by that argument place. Hence, appropriateness
conditions must be defined for each possible argument place of a relation. This
is generally done by forming a set of infons for an argument place which are
supposed to be supported by the world situation for a given object. At the
primary level, each argument role requires the appropriate object to be of some
basic type. That is, each argument role is associated with a certain type, the
type of the object that may legitimately fill that argument role. In a technical
sense, appropriate conditions for an argument role are complex types having
possibly the world situation as their grounding situation.
PROSIT and ASTL do not allow definition of appropriateness conditions
for arguments of relations, mainly because objects are not typed in these sys
tems. However, one can define restrictions on the parameters of infons by using
restricted infons in PROSIT. The relation walks, for example, might require
its walking agent role to be filled by an animate object. Such a restriction
can be defined only by using constraints in PROSIT and ASTL. However, this
requires writing the restriction each time a new constraint about walks is to
be added. Having appropriateness conditions as a built-in feature would be
better.

Hierarchy of Situations
Being in a larger situation gives one the ability of having information about its
subsituations. Although there is no mention of a hierarchy in situation theory,
the part-of relation can be used to build such a structure (i.e., information
nesting) among abstract situations.

ASTL does not have a mechanism to

relate two situations so that one will directly support all the facts that the
other does. While this might be achieved via constraints of ASTL, there is no
built-in structure between situations.
PROSIT has a tree structure among situations established by the use of
owner and subchunk relations. In fact, this hierarchy of PROSIT turns out to
be useful in problems regarding knowledge and belief.
The other two PROSIT relations (subtype and subsituation) should be ex
amined carefully. At first glance, it seems that there is a similarity between
these relations and the concept of inheritance in object-oriented programming.
However, in PROSIT the super situation inherits all the infons from the subsit
uation, whereas in object-oriented programming it is the subclass that inherits
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the properties and methods from the superclass [93].
Another question may come as to where one can use these relations. The
example given in the PROSIT manual [17] uses these relations to classify the
airplanes of type DC (DC-9, DC-10, and so on). But from a situation-theoretic
point of view, it is not correct to consider airplanes of type DC as a situation.
An agent does not individuate the DC type of airplanes as a situation and
DC-9s as a subsituation of that situation. These can only be considered as
a class and its subclass.

This example surely suits well to object-oriented

programming, but not to situation theory.

Coherence of Situations
ASTL does not provide a mechanism, such as truth maintenance, to pre
serve coherence within situations. This is left to the user’s control and can
be achieved by specifying some special constraints in the ASTL descriptions.
A constraint of the form

*S: [S I S (= (actual,S,0)] -> *S: [S | S |= (*R,*A,l)],
♦S: [S I S f= (*R,*A,0 )]
is given by Black as an example. However, this is not a solution to the problem
of having incoherent situations. Moreover, this approach may be quite expen
sive for the user since maintaining coherence is a complicated task and when
left to the user, a large number of constraints must be written. What is worse
is that consequences of allowing incoherent situations and reasoning over them
may be drastic, e.g., it may lead to unintended models during computation.
It seems that coherence, as a built-in notion, can hardly be embedded in an
extension of the existing version of ASTL since it is not a syntactical matter
and requires meta-level control over the whole system.
Similar to ASTL, PROSIT cares little about coherence within situations.
This is left to the user’s control.
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Computational Feature
Unification
Type-theoretic
Coherence
Forward chaining
Backward chaining
Bidirectional-chaining
Legend:

PROSIT

35

ASTL
n/

v/

: exists,
doesn’t exist.

Table 3.1: Computational features of PROSIT and ASTL.

Constraints
PROSIT supports constraints, but handles them in a different fashion. These
come in three flavors in PROSIT: forward chaining constraints, backward chain
ing constraints, and forward and backward chaining constraints (bidirectionalchaining constraints). In fact, both methods (forward or backward) result in
the same answer to a particular query. However, forward chaining incurs a high
cost at assertion-time, and backward chaining incurs a high cost at query-time
[93].
ASTL constraints are all in the form of backward chaining constraints. The
user can only issue queries. However, an intelligent agent has the ability to not
only acquire information about situations and obtain new information about
them by being attuned to assorted constraints, but also act accordingly to
alter its environment. Thus, having forward chaining constraints as well would
be better. In this way, fresh situations would be created, new infons would be
inserted into situations, and consequences of the new infons would be observed.
(See Table 3.1 for a tableau comparison of computational features of PROSIT
and ASTL.)
PROSIT’s constraints are situated infon constraints, i.e., they are about
local facts within a situation rather than about situation-types.

Stilt, it is

possible to simulate constraints that are not local to one situation (but are
global). This can be achieved by introducing a situation which is global to
all other situations and then asserting the constraint in this global situation.
Because all other situations will be in this global situation, any constraint that
is asserted here will apply to all situations. For example.
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Constraint Type
Nomic
Necessary
Conditional
Situated
Global

PROSIT

ASTL

v/
v/

v/
v/

-

-
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-

-

Legend: ^/: exists,
doesn’t exist.

Table 3.2: Constraint types available in PROSIT and ASTL.

(!= (resp topsit
(<= (!= *Sitl (touching *X *Y))
(!= *Sitl (kissing *X ♦¥)))))
states that if, in situation topsit, there is a situation that supports a fact with
the relation kissing, then that situation also supports a fact with the relation
touching on the same arguments. (The constraint types available in PROSIT
and ASTL are listed in Table 3.2.)
Situated constraints offer an elegant solution to the treatment of conditional
constraints which apply in situations that obey some condition. For example,
when Alice throws a basketball, she knows it will come down—^a constraint
to which she is attuned, but which would fail if she tried to play basketball
in a space shuttle. This is actually achieved in PROSIT since information is
specified in the constraint itself. Situating a constraint means that it may only
apply to appropriate situations. This is a good strategy to achieve background
conditions.

However, it might be required that conditions be set not only

within the same situation, but also between various types of situations. Because
constraints have to be situated in PROSIT, not all situations of the appropriate
type will have a constraint to apply.
Although one can define constraints between situations in ASTL, the notion
of background conditions for constraints is not available.

This means that

conditional constraints are not available. However, this can be achieved by
writing additional sets of conditions on the ASTL constraints. These conditions
will obviously be placed on the consequent part of each ASTL constraint since
all ASTL constraints are used for backward chaining.
Black identifies three classes of constraints in [16]:
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Constraint Class
Situation constraint
Infon constraint
Argument constraint

PROSIT

37

ASTL

-

n/

v/
-

-

Legend: y/: exists,
doesn’t exist.

Table 3.3: Constraint classes that can be modelled by PROSIT and ASTL.
• Situation constraints: Constraints between situation types.
• Infon constraints: Constraints between infons (of a situation).
• Argument constraints: Constraints on argument roles (of an infon).
PROSIT cannot model situation constraints since it does not have situation
types. Defining infon constraints is possible in all systems (cf. Table 3.3).

Nonmonotonicity
A typical user studying situation theory will not only want to investigate if
an infon is supported by a situation, but also want to see if an infon is not
supported by that situation. In other words, he would like to know if a situation
is not of a certain type and then use this knowledge. This calls for negation
in both query statements and constraints [93]. A straightforward way to do
this is by having the appropriate syntax and semantics for the negation of the
supports relation, i.e., by letting

be used in these statements.

Having such a construct in constraint mechanism, and hence in query mech
anism, allows nonmonotonic reasoning. Unfortunately, neither PROSIT nor
ASTL heis an equivalent construct.

Some Formal Properties
Black shows that ASTL is sound, but he leaves its completeness formally un
proved. Similar arguments are valid for PROSIT as well. Although it has not
been proved explicitly, PROSIT can be said to be a sound system.
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Miscellaneous Features
Circularity
Partiality
Parameters
Type Abstraction
Parameter restriction
Anchoring
Information nesting
Unsaturated infons
Nonmonotonic reasoning
Set operations
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PROSIT

ASTL

v/
n/

v/
v/

v/

v/

Legend: \ /: exists,
doesn’t exist,
?: partially/conceptually exists.

Table 3.4: Miscellaneous features of PROSIT and ASTL.

Domains of Application
The main group of problems that PROSIT can handle is that of individual
knowledge and belief in multi-agent systems, and common knowledge (mutual
information). 4’here are three main properties that enable PROSIT to simulate
human-like reasoning. The first one is situated programming, i.e., infons and
constraints are local to situations.

The second is PROSIT’s situation tree

structure by which one can represent nested knowledge/belief. The third is the
use of inconsistency to generate new information. Self-referential expressions
and situations as arguments of infons are two powerful features. These features
can efficiently be used in representing knowledge and belief. The owner relation
and the superchunk relation are useful in modeling epistemic puzzles [34].
ASTL has been developed with natural language processing in mind. Still,
it is possible to use it as a general knowledge representation language. Advan
tages of employing declarative or procedural approaches in knowledge-based
systems are still being debated. Both have been justified from perspectives
of cognitive science and philosophy. For the time being, the declarative ap
proach fits best for a situation-theoretic computational language, but one can
also benefit from procedural knowledge. PROSIT is a candidate for a unified
framework since it is possible to use Lisp statements as part of the language.
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User Interfaces
PROSIT and ASTL provide simple user interfaces. The user writes definitions
into a file which can be loaded in a Common Lisp environment. Other than
querying what situations support, the user has the opportunity to view some
system features. ASTL is not an interactive language in the sense that a static
definition is input to the system and the user can only observe what can be
inferred from these definitions. Moreover, one cannot assert propositions to
the system; new propositions must first be added to the static description and
then the system must be reloaded. This prevents the user from directly seeing
the consequences of his propositions.
A comparison of the miscellaneous features of PROSIT and ASTL is given
in Table 3.4.

Chapter 4

The Computational Model

BABY-SIT is a computational medium based on situations. It has been de
signed by sticking to the essentials of situation theory and adopting the onto
logical features which were originally put forward by Barwise and Perry [11]
and then refined by Devlin [27]. Its design respects the criteria specified in
Chapter 3 for a situation-theoretic computational environment. The primary
motivation underlying BABY-SIT is to facilitate the development and testing
of programs in domains ranging from linguistics to artificial intelligence in a
unified framework built upon situation-theoretic constructs.

An interactive

environment helps one to develop and test his program, observe its behavior
vis-à-vis extra (or missing) information, and issue queries.
There are basically three modes of computation in BABY-SIT: Assertion
Mode, Query Mode, and Object Deletion Mode. BABY-SIT is an object-based
system. Assertion Mode allows the user to define objects in his program. Query
Mode lets the user issue queries about information in the system. These modes
employ constraint satisfaction in order to compute the results of assertions
and queries. Constraints establish links between situation types and are the
primary means of computation. They are rule-like dependencies that can be
established between situation types. Objects can be removed from the system
by the help of Object Deletion Mode.
In this chapter, we describe the computational model underlying B A B Y 
SIT and introduce the basic notions and terminology in situation theory
adopted from Devlin [27]. This work also forms a formal backbone for the
computational model introduced in this thesis.
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The Computational Model

The computational model underlying BABY-SIT consists of nine primitives:
individuals, times, places, relations, polarities, parameters, infons, situations,
and types. Each primitive carries its own internal structure;

• Individuals; Unique atomic entities in the model which correspond to
real objects in the world.
• Times: Individuals of distinguished type, representing temporal loca
tions.
• Places: Similar to times, places are individuals which represent spatial
locations.
• Relations; Various relations hold or fail to hold between objects. A rela
tion has argument roles which must be occupied by appropriate objects.
• Polarities: 0 and 1.
• Infons: Discrete items of information of the form <Crei, argi, .. ., ar^„,
p o l^ , where rel is a relation, argi, 1 < ¿ < n, is an object of the appro
priate type for the ¿th argument role, and pol is the polarity.
• Parameters: ‘Place holders’ for objects in the model. They are used to
refer to arbitrary objects of a given primitive.
• Situations: Situations are set-theoretic constructs, e.g., a set of paramet
ric infons (comprising relations, parameters, and polarities). A paramet
ric infon is the basic computational unit. By defining a hierarchy between
them, situations can be embedded via the special relation part-of.
• Types: Higher-order uniformities for individuating or discriminating uni
formities in the world.

4.2

The Computational Primitives

A model M for BABY-SIT consists of the following:
I : a set of individuals.
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IZ: a set of relations,
V: a set of parameters,
S: a set of situations,
TC\ a set of temporal locations,
SC\ a set of spatial locations,
CT: a set of labelled infons,
B T : the set of basic types, i.e., {~IN D , ~REL, ~PAR, ~SIT, ~T IM ,
~LO C, ~INF, ~ T Y P , ~ P O L },
C T : a set of complex types,
V O : {0, 1},
TM: a set of infons {CX C ZA/”),
V: a set of variables.
To distinguish some particular objects, we use the following notation:
T : the set of all types, i.e., B T U CT,
V T : the set of primitive types, i.e., ( 5 T —{~ P A R }),
O: the set of all BABY-SIT objects, i.e., T uT^-U TU iSuTC U iSC uC T U T.
For the interpretation of a BABY-SIT object, we assume the following
functions:
D efin ition 4.1 A variable assignment is a function VA: V

O.

■

D efin ition 4.2 A valuation function V T is such that
1. v T (v p ) = V A ('r),

ifv>ev,

2. VT(v^) = <r>, otherwise.

■

Given a valuation function V T , the semantic values of BABY-SIT objects
can be described with respect to a model M as follows:
•

=

0,

if o G O .

•

= P, it p e P O .
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Basic Types

A particular cognitive agent can either individuate or discriminate certain reg
ularities (uniformities) in its behavior. For instance, human beings can indi
viduate certain parts of reality as objects and act accordingly, most of the time
depending on the spatio-temporal locations and the surrounding environment
of the objects. We can individuate entities such as tables, houses, pop-corn
machines as individuals. We can also observe and think about various situa
tions, involving a cat scratching a dog, the act of kicking a ball, a man walking
in Central Park, etc. And we can act with respect to the nature of the en
vironment, the variety provided by the immediate situation. Our behavior is
effected by this variety, whether it is an entertainment variety, a conversational
variety, a threatening variety of some sort, and so on. Additionally, we can dis
criminate temporal locations and spatial locations from other entities to the
degree that our perceptual devices permit.
Situation theory provides a collection of basic types that can be used for
individuating or discriminating uniformities of the real world. There are nine
basic types which are also employed in BABY-SIT. These are special objects of
BABY-SIT that can be used in the same way as ordinary objects are. Moreover,
they can be used to associate a type with a new object in the system.
D efinition 4.3

^LOC, '^IND, '^SIT, '^REL, '^PAR, '^INF, '^POL,

and ~ TYP are the basic types in BABY-SIT.

■

The type of each object in B.ABY-SIT is identified by a type structure which
is a simple construct consisting of a type marker and a set of conditions. For
the sake of clarity of the present discussion on basic types, we will not consider
the set of conditions in type structures. Thus, we define basic types as built-in
objects of BABY-SIT that come with empty type conditions.

D efinition 4.4 The finite collection, T M — {TIM , LOG, IND, SIT, REL,
PAR, INF, POL, T Y P }, of symbols is called type markers which is used for
tagging objects with types.

D efinition 4.5 A type structure is {t?,0) where t? 6 T M .
We assume the following functions for a given object o:

■
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Type Marker
TIM
LOG
IND
REL
SIT
INF
TYP
PAR
POL

Used to Denote
the type of a temporal location
the type of a spatial location
the type of an individual
the type of a relation
the type of a situation
the type of a labelled infon
the type of a type
the type of a parameter
the type of a polarity
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Basic Type Object
r^TIM
^LO C
^IN D
^R E L
^ S IT
^ IN F
^TYP
^P A R
^P O L

Table 4.1: Type markers and basic type objects.

0 (o, 7 ,/3): a function such that given an object o of the form

kiCk^,

and

symbols 7 and
e 6 TM,

7 ^ null, ^ ^ null, «/ = 7 , and Kr = ¡3

Kis € T M ,

7 = null, ^ ^ null, and Hr = /3

6Kr G T M ,

7 ^ null, ^ —null, and

KiSKr ^ T M ,

k/

= 7

otherwise.

Object J'ype(o): a function returning the basic object type structure for a
given object o such that
(T Y P ,0),

o is a basic type

(PAR, 0),

o is a basic parameter

{

^ TM ,

otherwise.

Denotcd-Type{o): a function returning the basic denoted type structure
for a given object o such that
Dcnotcd-Type{o) = <

( 0 (~ T ,

null), 0),

o is a basic type
of the form ~ T

{tm,^)Nm^TM,

o is a basic parameter

( 0, 0), t m ^ T M ,
otherwise.
As mentioned above, basic types can be used to define the types of new
objects when they are first introduced to the system.

But note that basic

types are predefined objects and hence each basic type is associated with a
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type, i.e., a type structure. Thus, each basic type is an object with a type
structure tagged with the type marker TYP (see Table 4.1). Furthermore, we
can use basic types to define the type of new objects since they have denotations
for types.
E xam p le 1 ~IND, for example, has the basic object type structure (TYP, 0)
while it has the basic denoted type structure, (IND, 0). For this reason, we
have introduced two functions; Object JType which furnishes us with the type
structure for an object and Denoted-Type which returns a type structure by
which the object can be used to denote the type of other objects.

■

We also define a function. Assign, which maps an object (a situation, pa
rameter, individual, relation, type, temporal location, spatial location, labelled
infon, or a polarity) in BABY-SIT to one of the members of the object classes
in a model M (i.e., to one of the members of S, V, X, IZ, T , TC, SC, CX, or
V O , respectively):
Assign{o): a function such that
o ^ S,

Object XType{o) = (SIT, 0)

oeV,

Object XType{o) = (PAR, 0)

o G T,

Object XType{o) = (IND,0)

o G IZ,

Object XType{o) = (REL, 0)

Assignee) = ·( o G X ,

ObjectXType{o) = (TY P,0)

oeXC,

Object XType{o) = (TIM, 0)

o G SC,

Object XType{o) = (LOG, 0)

o G CX,

Object XType{o) = (INF, 0)

o G VO,

Object XType{o) — (POL, 0)

for a given object o.
Now we can provide semantic values of basic types in BABY-SIT for a
valuation W

and a model A i as follows:•

• If ^ T is a. basic type, then f ~

= t G B X such that the following

conditions hold for ^ T :
1. Object XTy p e { ^ T ) = (TYP, 0),
2. DenotedXType(^T) = (© (~ T , ~ , null), 0), and
3. As s i g n ( ^ T ) = t.
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In order to define a new object in BABY-SIT, its object type must be
defined as well. One way of doing this is via assertion of an object type propo
sition.
D efin ition 4.6 A basic object type proposition is of the form
o : ~7'
where o is an object other than a parameter, a labelled infon, and a type, and
~ T is a basic type other than ^PAR, ^IN F and ~ TYP,^ and has the following
interpretation:
• If 0 is a basic object type proposition of the form o : ~ T, then

If

is associated with a basic denoted type structure (t?^, 0) (i.e.,

D en oted -T yp e(^ T ) = {t?<, 0)), then the following hold for o:
1. ObjectYType{o) = {dt, 0),
2. Denoted-Type(o) = (0,0), and
3. Assign{o) = o E. (O — { V , C T , T } ) .

D efin ition 4.7 Let

o

^

O

and

be

■

a

basic

type

such

that

Denoted-Typei/^T) = {dt, 0). Then, the object o is said to be o f basic type
^ T , denoted by o ±

if o has the basic object type structure {dt, 0) (i.e., if

A ssign(o) = o and Object FType{o) = {dt, 0)).

■

E x a m p le 2 Assertion of the proposition

sandwich I

IND

defines saindwich to be an object of basic type ^IND.

■

Therefore, every basic type is an object of basic type ^ T Y P and every
parameter is an object of basic type ^ P A R ? Individuals are said to be of basic
^Since parameters are distinguished objects in BABY-SIT, they are not declared as or
dinary objects are. (Refer to Section 4.2.2 for defining parameters.) As for the labelled
infons, they cannot be declared by basic object type propositions, but by labelled infon type
propositions (cf. Section 4.2.3). Types cannot be declared by object type propositions, but
only by using special propositions (cf. Section 4.2.6).
^For simplicity, we will use external forms o f objects to mean the corresponding objects
in the system. For example, by ‘‘type
we mean the type i where Assign{^IND) —
i G BT^ and by “parameter P ” we mean the parameter p where Assign{P) — p E V.
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type ^IND. Similar is the case for situations, relations, temporal and spatial
locations, labelled infons, and polarities. Therefore, for each object o in our
framework, there exists exactly one basic type ~ T such that the object is of
that basic type, i.e., o ± ~ 7 ’.

4.2.2

Basic Parameters

Sometimes it is desirable to have means of making reference to arbitrary ob
jects of a given type. One such device available in situation theory is that of
parameters. They are used as place holders for objects of some type, and hence
denote objects in some class.
Parameters are also employed in BABY-SIT. They are particularized ob
jects in the system. For each basic type

other than

there is an

infinite collection Tl, T2, . . . of basic parameters. We will refer to a parameter
Ti as

T-parameter.

cl

D efin itio n 4.8 A basic parameter Ti other than PARi, for some i, is an
object which can be used to denote arbitrary objects of type

Given a

model A4 and a valuation function VJ-, semantic value of a basic parameter is
defined as follows:
• If Ti is a basic parameter, then \Ti\'^’^^ = p € "P such that the following
hold:
1. ObjectTType{Ti) = (PAR, 0),
2. D enoted.T ype{T i) = {Q{Ti, null., i), 0), and
3. Assign{ Ti) = p.

Example 3 Thus, SIT12 is a basic parameter (a SIT-parameter) denoting
objects of basic type ^ S IT and IND5 is a basic parameter (an IND-parameter)
denoting objects of basic type ^IND. Since IND5 serves as a place holder for
objects of basic type ^IND, it is allowed to occupy any place where an object
of basic type ^IN D can be used in BABY-SIT expressions.

■

^Since basic parameters are built-in objects, they do not need to be declared explicitly.
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Relations and Infons

In addition to the entities that cognitive agents can individuate, there are
various properties and relations. Cognitive agents can determine relations to
either hold or fail to hold between some of the entities thus individuated.
Things are connected in various ways and relations are obtained by abstracting
over various instances of these connections. Relations are the links that keep
things together. They are situation-theoretic objects that are treated as firstclass citizens.
Each relation that a cognitive agent is able to recognize comes with a set
of argument roles. Consider the relation eating, a relation that holds at some
spatio-temporal location if something is eating some other there and then. The
spatio-temporal location of eating, the eater, and the thing eaten by the eater
are the three roles that that must be filled before we have a full-fledged eating
relation.
We define the notion of information as a conceptual form (cf. [27, p. 22]):

Objects ai, . . . , On either stand or do not stand in the relation R.

The relation R applies to objects of certain kinds, objects that are appro
priate for the respective argument roles of the relation. Only certain kinds of
situation-theoretic objects will be appropriate to fill these argument roles. For
example, a relation is not appropriate to fill the eater argument role of eating.
This is because it (probably) makes no sense to say ‘walk eats my sandwich’
or ‘walking eats my sandwich’ nor to say the negation of these sentences. We
postpone the discussion on the notion of appropriateness for the time being
and define the basic informational item in situation theory.
If R is an n-place relation and Ci, . . . , a„ are objects appropriate for the
respective argument places of R, then we write
*^^R, Ctl, · · ·, rt,i,
to denote the basic informational item that aj, ....,
Similarly, we write
^^R,

o.\,

...,

o ,,i,

0^^

stand in the relation R.
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to denote the basic informational item that ai,
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a„ do not stand in the

relation R.
The basic situation-theoretic informational unit is called infon‘* which de
notes an object of the form:
Oi, . . . , G„,
where R is an n-place relation, a\,

a„ are objects appropriate for the

respective argument places of R, and i is the ‘truth value’ , polarity, of the
infon which is either 0 or 1. If cr = <C/?, oi, . . . , a„,

is an infon, then R is

called the major constituent of a, and each Ojt is called a minor constituent of
a. If the polarity is 1, cr is called positive. Otherwise it is called negative. If a
is a positive (negative) infon, a denotes its negative (positive) counterpart.
Everyday ‘real world’ relations generally form complex interlinkages be
tween a whole range of possible argument roles. It is fairly difficult to predict
the number of argument roles needed in a particular context.
E xa m p le 4 Consider the activity of selling where someone sells something.
So we take selling as a two-place relation with the argument roles seller and
object-sold. We can specify the selling relation as follows:
( sells I seller, object-sold ).
In this case, we can have a basic infon a to represent the fact that John sells
his car (denoted by c):
cr = <CselIs, john, c, 1^ .

■

But we are assuming a certain ordering on the argument roles here. One
may assume some arbitrary ordering of these roles. For this reason, we use the
following notation:
a = <Csells, seller'^ john, object-sold

c,

But what about the time and place at which the selling act takes place? We
'may also want to include a spatio-temporal location as an additional argument
^Also called state o f affairs, soa, or possible fact in the literature. (These terms are now
obsolete.)
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role for our infon to be more informational. If we do so, it makes selling a
four-place relation:
( sells I seller, object-sold, time, place )
and our basic infon can be modified to incorporate time t and place I of selling:
a = <Csells, seller'^ John, object-sold

c, t i n i e r t, p l a c e I , 1^

Then, what about the person to whom John’s car is sold? We will need to
reserve an argument place for this individual, too. And then we may want to
talk about other issues such as the price of the car. If we stop at this stage,
the selling relation becomes a six-place relation:
( sells I seller, buyer, object-sold, price, time, place )
such that for the buyer b and the price p, our infon finally gets the form:
a = <Csells, seller

john, buyer

b, object-sold

c,

p r i c e p , tim e·^ t, p l a c e I ,
Therefore, the number of argument roles of a relation may vary. However,
in order for a relation to yield an ‘item of information’ it is necessary for some
argument roles of the relation to be absolutely filled by appropriate objects.
E xam p le 5 None of the following would alone be considered to be valid or
informational:
(Ta = <Csells, 1> ,

<76 = Csells, seller--^ john, 1>
while the following can be considered to be informational:
a' = <Csells, seller'^ john, object-sold

c, 1^ .

■

So, a certain minimal collection of argument roles of a relation must be filled
in order for the resulting infon to be informational. For the selling relation, we
have {seller, object-sold} that must at least be filled.
D efin ition 4.9 The condition that determines which set of argument roles of
a relation needs be filled in order for it to yield an infon is called minimality
condition for the relation.

■
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On the other hand, one can identify a maximal collection of argument roles
of a relation that can be filled to have a full-fledged, sensible infon. For the
selling relation, this collection comes out to be {seller, buyer, object-sold, price,
time, place}.

D efinition 4.10 The condition that determines the set of argument roles a
relation can maximally have for it to yield an appropriate infon is called maximality condition for the relation.

■

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, a relation can apply only to
appropriate kinds of objects. An argument place of a relation can be filled by
an object which is eligible for the corresponding argument role. For example,
the seller role of the selling relation can be filled by individuals that are ca
pable of selling things, the object-sold role by things sellable, the buyer role
by individuals that are capable of buying things, etc. Similarly, consider the
relation eating. It may have argument roles for the eater, the object eaten,
the time and the location of eating. Normally, the only things that are eligible
to fill the role of the eater are animate individuals, the thing eaten must be
some edible substance, and the time and location roles must be filled by some
respective appropriately sized temporal and spatial locations. Therefore, for
each argument role of a relation there must be appropriateness conditions that
any object should satisfy in order to fill that argument role.
In BABY-SIT, relations are assumed to have a fixed, finite collection of
argument role-slots into which only appropriate objects can be placed. Each
argument role has associated with it a certain set of types, at least one of which
is the type of object that may legimately fill that argument role. Henceforth,
we define appropriateness conditions in our framework as follows.

D efinition 4.11 Appropriateness conditions for an argument role of a relation
is a set of (basic) types.

■

In addition to minimality and maximality conditions, the association of
appropriateness conditions with each argument role forms another facet of a
relation. These facets together constitute a structure, a part of a relation, asso
ciated with it. We refer to these structures as the relation condition structures.
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D efinition 4.12 A relation condition structure is {E,6min,^max) where Smin
is an integer value denoting the minimality condition for the relation such that
<^mtn is the number of argument places of the relation that are required to
be filled (from left to right) by objects, Smax is an integer value denoting the
maximality condition, and S = { 0 ] , . . . ,

where each 0 ,, 1 < i < Smax,

is a set of types denoting appropriateness conditions for the

argument role

of the relation with which this structure is associated.

■

As usual, we define a function for retrieving the relation condition structure
associated with a BABY-SIT relation.
Relation-Struct(r): a function that returns the relation condition structure
associated with the relation r where Assign(r) = r E IZ.
Note that relations are viewed as abstract objects having definite struc
tures in that there are restrictions telling what kind of entities may fill various
argument roles of a relation and restrictions that stipulate which collection of
argument roles must at least and at most be filled in order to obtain an infon
with that relation as its major constituent. A relation and its structure can be
defined in BABY-SIT by means of relation type propositions.

D efinition 4.13 A relation type proposition is of the form
< r I 01 , . . . , 0 „ > [m]
where r is a relation, each 0 ,·, 1 < e < n, is either a (basic) type or a set of
(basic) types, n identifies the maximality condition for the relation, and m is
an integer value forming the minimality condition for the relation such that
m < n. A relation type proposition is then interpreted as follows:•
• If

is a relation type proposition of the form < r | 0 i , . . . , 0 „ > [m],

then

such that:

1. ObjectTType{r) = (REL, 0),
2. DenotedJType{r) = (0,0),
3. Assignor) = r £ It, and
4. Relation.^tvxLctij''^ — (E^Smin,Smax') wheie.
i. S = { 01 , . . . , 0 n} 5
ii. Smin —
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^max —

Example 6 Consider the relation type proposition:

< sells I ~IND, ~IND, ~IND, ~IND, ~TIM, ~L0C > [2]
where the argument roles are ordered as follows:
{ sells I object-sold, seller, buyer, price, time, place ).
The selling relation is defined as a six-place relation, hence its maximality
condition is six.

Its minimality condition is given as two. This means, at

least its first two arguments, the roles object-sold and seller must be filled with
objects of type ^IN D for it to give rise to an item of information.

Other

arguments can optionally be filled by appropriate objects.
Now consider the relation seeing with the argument roles:
( sees I observer, object-seen, time, place ).
The proposition

< sees I ~IND, {~IND, ~L0C, ~SIT}, ~TIM, ~L0C > [2]
then defines seeing as a four-place relation where at least the roles observer
and object-seen are required to be filled. Only objects of type ^IND, ^LO C,
or '^SIT can be placed into the second argument place.®

■

Sometimes we may like to talk about relations without knowing exactly
what features they have, what kind of argument roles they have, etc., but only
knowing that they are relations, glues that hold things together. Such relations
can only appear in the argument places of other relations. They cannot be the
major constituents of infons, but rather minor constituents. For this reason,
we distinguish between relations that can appear as the major constituent of
infons and the ones that cannot.

D efin ition 4.14 Relations that can be used as major constituents of infons
are called infonic relations. Other relations— the ones that can only fill the
argument roles of infonic relations—are called non-infonic relations.

■

®Note that for the time being we are dealing with basic types and type structures with
empty sets o f conditions, and providing definitions accordingly. These definitions will be
extended when we introduce more complex types and structures.
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Infonic relations can be introduced to the system via relation type proposi
tions. Non-infonic relations, on the other hand, are treated as ordinary objects
and can be defined via object type propositions. It should be noted that infonic
relations can serve for the same purpose as non-infonic relations do. Therefore,
infons can be constructed b}' using infonic relations as their major constituents.
Infons are also first-class objects of BABY-SIT.
Before explaining how infons are expressed in BABY-SIT, we define what
it means for an object to be appropriate for an argument role of a relation and
what a well-formed infon is.
D efin ition 4.15 Let r E IZ and o G {O — V }.
of r for its

If

is an argument role

argument place, with appropriateness conditions 0 = {tj, . . . ,

tn} where

G T , j = 1, . . . , n, then o satisfies the appropriateness

conditions of r for Ur iff there exists a

G 0 such that o L tj. This is denoted

by APC{o, r, 0 , i).

■

Parameters can appear in the argument roles of relations. In this case, the
type of the object that the parameter denotes must be compatible with at least
one type in the appropriateness conditions for that argument role. In order to
handle these situations, we give a definition for what it means for a parameter
to satisfy the appropriateness conditions of argument roles of a relation.
D efin ition 4.16 Let

p

E

V

D enotedJType{^T) = (t?/, 0).

and

be

a

basic

type

such

that

Then, the parameter p is said to be deno-

tationally o f basic type ~ T, denoted by p T ~ T, if p has the basic denoted
type structure (dt, 0) (i.e.. if Assign(p) = p and Denoted.Type{p) — {dt, 0)).

D efin ition 4.17 Let r E TZ and p E V. If

is an argument role of r for its

argument place, with appropriateness conditions 0 = {¿i, . . . , tn) where
G T , y = 1, . . . , n, then p satisfies the appropriateness conditions of
r for Or, i.e., AVC{p, r, 0 . i), iff there exists a tj E 0 such that p T tj.

■

Now we assume the existence of the following functions for an infon cr.
Relation(a): returns the infonic relation (major constituent) of a.
Argument(cr,i): returns the
It is undefined if cr has no

argument object (minor constituent) of a.

argument.
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Polarity(cr): returns the polarity of a.
Furthermore, we introduce a new predefined object which will be used as a
null object to fill some argument roles of a relation. The purpose of introducing
this object will be explained in the sequel.

D efin ition 4.18 The null-argument filler, tj € O, is an untyped predefined
object, denoted by

used to fill argument roles of relations.

■

D efin ition 4.19 Let a be an object such that Relation{a) = r £ R,. Also let
r be a relation with the relation condition structure {E,6min,^max) where S =
{ 01 , . . . , OsmiLx}· The object a is called a well-formed infon iff:
• Argument {a, i) ^ rj, Wi, i = 1, . . . , 6min,
• A rg u m en t{a ,j) is undefined, Wj, j > Smax,
• AVC{Argum ent{(T,i), r, 0 ,, f) , Vi, i = 1, . . . , Smax-

■

Informally, cr is a well-formed infon iff it satisfies the minimality conditions,
maximality conditions, and appropriateness conditions of its major constituent,
i.e., its relation. Hence, we describe infons in BABY-SIT as follows.

D efin ition 4.20 An infon is of the form
< r, argi, . . . , argn, pol >
where r is a relation, each argi is a BABY-SIT object including parameters,
and pol is a polarity.

■

An infon has the following interpretation in BABY-SIT:

• If V? = < r, argi,
a.

arg^, pol > , then

is defined iff:

^re1Z,

b. {argiY^NJ^ — (irgi £ O, Vargi, i = I, . . . , n,
c. \polY^'^^ = pol £ V O ,
d. R ela tion S tru ct{r) = {E,Smini^max) where S = { 0 i , . . . , 0n}?
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Vi, i = 1, . . . , Smin,

f. AVC{{argiY^Ny^^

0 .^

Var^-,·, i = 1, . . . , n, and

S· ^min ^ ^ ^ ^max^
and it denotes an infon <t 6 ZA/* such that:

1. Relation(cr) = r,
2. A rgum ent{a,i) = argi, Vi, i = 1, . . . ,
3. A rg u m en t{a ,j) is undefined, V ; , ; > <5,nai,
4. P olarity(a) = pol.
(p is undefined if any of the conditions (a-g) does not hold.

Proposition 1 All valid infons in BABY-SIT are well-formed.
Proof. Straightforward from the interpretation of infons.

□

Example 7 Take the relation selling and assume that John, mary, b ic y c le ,
and usdlO are objects of type ^IND, and t and 1 are objects of type ^ T IM
and ^LO C , respectively. Then, the following expressions define valid infons in
BABY-SIT:
i. «

s e l l s , b i c y c l e , John, 0 » ,

ii. << s e l l s , b i c y c l e , joh n , - , usdlO, 1 >>,
iii. «

s e l l s , b i c y c l e , - , mary, - , t , 1 , 0 » a n d

iv. << s e l l s , b i c y c l e , joh n , mary, usdlO, t , 1, 1 >>

where the corresponding well-formed infons are as follows:

i. <C sells, bicycle, john, - , -, - , - , 0 > ,
ii.

sells, bicycle, john, -, usdlO, - , - , 1

iii. <C sells, bicycle, - , mary, -, t, 1, 0
iv. <C sells, bicycle, john, mary, usdlO, t, 1, 1
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Definition 4.21 Let cr be a well-formed infon such that Relation^a) = r 6
Tl where r is associated with a relation structure {E,Smin,Smax)· The infon a
is said to be saturated if Argum ent(a, i) ^ tj Vi, i = 8min + 1, · · ·,

i-e., if

all of its argument places are filled by appropriate objects other than -q. If
^

^mtn T 1; ' · · j ^maxt such that Argument[(T,i) = q , then it is unsaturated.

(i-iii) in Example 7 are all unsaturated infons and (iv) is a saturated infon.
We distinguish between the infons that involve parameters as their minor
constituents and the ones that contain no parameters. This distinction fur
nishes us with the basis for applying anchors to the BABY-SIT propositions.
This issue will be explained in detail in Section 4.2. 7.

Definition 4.22 An infon is said to be a

param etric infon

if it involves at

least one parameter as one of its minor constituents.® Otherwise, it is referred

■

to as a param eter-free infon.

E xa m p le 8 Consider the following valid infons where PI and P2 are param
eters for denoting objects of type ~/AT>:
i. -C sells, bicycle, P L P2, 0 > ,
ii. <C sells, bicycle, john, -, usdlO, 1 > ,
iii. < sells, bicycle, john, mary, usdlO, t , 1, 1 > .
(i) is a parametric infon while (ii-iii) are parameter-free infons.

■

We categorize infons into two; the infons that are implicit in the system
and the infons that are explicit. The infons in the former category are treated
in a specific way and they cannot be used to fill the argument roles of rela
tions. These infons can only be represented by typing them explicitly. The
latter kind of infons are treated as usual BABY-SIT objects. They can be
placed into the argument places of other infons. We refer to the infons in this
category as labelled infoas. Labelled infons can be defined by labelled infon
ty p e propositions.
®In the literature, infons that have parameters as their m ajor constituents are also called
parametric infons [27]. Parametric infons may even have parameters placed at the polarity
positions [24]. However, we do not permit such forms o f infons in BABY-SIT.
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D efinition 4.23 A labelled infon type proposition is of the form
lin = (f>
where lin is a labelled infon and (f> is a valid infon. In case

is a parametric

infon, it is called a parametric labelled infon type proposition.

■

A labelled infon type proposition has the following semantic value:
• If 'P is a labelled infon type proposition of the form lin =
£ CT such that

then

= cr e XAf and the fol

lowing hold:

1. Object XType{lin) = (INF, 0),
2. D enoted.Type{lin) = (0,0), and
3. Assign(lin) = a.
Hence, labelled infons are objects, objects of type ^INF, representing wellformed infons in BABY-SIT. As mentioned above, they can be used as argu
ment objects in infons.
E xam ple 9 Consider the following sequence of declarations:
< knows I ~IND, {~IN F, ~ S IT , ~L0C) > [2 ],
infl = «

s e e s , John, mary, 1 » .

Then,
<< knows, John, i n f l ,

1 >>

represents a well-formed infon in BABY-SIT.

·

In a similar manner, a labelled infon can be used wherever the use of an infon
is allowed. This issue will be clarified by examples in the following sections.

4.2.4

Situations

In addition to the basic elements such as individuals, relations, and spatiotemporal locations individuated by a cognitive agent, situations are included
in the ontology of situation theory as first-class citizens. Situations are viewed
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as parts of the reality picked out by some individuation scheme. A situation is
a structured part of the reality which should be understood as a whole in its
own right.
An agent can individuate various parts of its world as situations. There
are situations perceived, situations imagined, situations described, and so on.
For example, suppose John is telling about the nightmare he had last night
to Mary. John and Mar}· are both in a conversation situation and John is
describing the imaginary situation he was in during his nightmare. Mary does
not individuate his nightmare as an individual, but as a situation.
Therefore, (real) situations are highly structured parts having properties
and standing in relations. This enables situations to interact with the environ
ment, i.e., interact with other situations and entities. Moreover, they may be
minor constituents of infons. For example, assume that s' denotes the imagi
nary situation (John’s nightmare), then

ch a d , john, s', t, /,

would be an infon where t and / represent the respective temporal and spatial
locations at which John slept last night.
If an infon a is ‘made true’ by a situation s, then it is written:
s 1= cr

which is read “s supports cr.” ^ For example, if s is the situation in which John
had his nightmare, then we have:
s \= ch a d , john, s', t, I, 1^ .

In order to construct a computational model of situation theory, we need
a mathematical modeling of the theory. The construction of a mathematical
model, in turn, needs abstract analogs of real situations to be available since
real situations are not amenable to computation. One way of forming such
abstract analogs is to view situations as sets of infons, i.e., to have abstract
situations. Thus, a real situation is a part of reality individuated according to
is also called a fact. If s ^ <t, it is then said c is made factual by s.
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some scheme of individuation. On the other hand, an abstract situation is a
mathematical construct consisting of a set of infons build out of entities such
as relations, infons, times, places, parameters, polarities, and possibly other
abstract situations of the ontology.

A x io m 1 All BABY-SIT situations are abstract situations.

■

A situation can be defined in BABY-SIT via assertion of an object type
proposition where the type provided must have ~ 5 /T as its basic type.

E xa m p le 10 The following basic proposition creates a situation s:

s :~SIT.

■

Since we have abstract situations, the supports relation simply reduces to
set membership.

D efin ition 4.24 Let s E S and a G TAf- The situation s supports cr, denoted
by 5 1= cr, iff (7 € 5. In this case, s is said to be a supporting situation for <j .
If <7 ^ s, s does not support <7, written s ^ cr.®

■

D efin ition 4.25 A compound infon <j is a conjunction, a\ A . . . A cr„, of one
or more infons where cr,· € lA f, i = 1, . . . , n.

■

A x io m 2 Let s 6 <5 be a situation and cr = crj A .. . A cr„ be a compound
infon. Then, s f= cr iff s f= cr,·, i

1, . . . , n. Otherwise, s ^ a.

■

For a given real situation, we can construct an abstract counterpart. How
ever, there may be abstract situations for which one cannot have the cor
responding real counterparts. For instance, abstract situations that contain
contradictory infons, i.e., a positive infon and its negative counterpart, are the
ones for which one cannot have corresponding real situations. For example, if
s 1= {<sees, john, s', t, /, 1> , <sees, john, s', t, I, 0> } ,
®We will call s the supporting situation without taking into account whether a is sup
ported by s or not.
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s is contradictory. Such situations are said to be incoherent [27, p. 35]. Then,
we define the following two terms that will be used in the interpretation of
BABY-SIT expressions.
D efin ition 4.26 I^et a =

be a compound infon. a is said to be

a coherent compound infon, denoted by CCXAi(cr), if cr satisfies the following
conditions:
• for no conjunct (7, of a, it is the case that di is a conjunct of cr,
• if for some a,b G O and a conjunct a, of cr, it is the case that
= <equal, a, b, 1> ,^

then a = b,
• for no a G C? and conjunct cr, of cr, it is the case that

cr, = «Cequal, a, a, 0;>.

D efin ition 4.27 A situation s G

■

is said to be a coherent situation, denoted

by C S IT {s), if CCZA^(At=i,...,n<^t) where {cr, |f = 1, .. ., n} is the set of all
infons supported by s. Otherwise, s is called an incoherent situation.
■
We require each BABY-SIT situation to be a coherent situation.
Compound infons can also be expressed in BABY-SIT.
D efin ition 4.28 A compound infon expression is of the form
{ CTj , . . . , cr„ ]·
where n > 1 and each cr, is either an infon or a labelled infon, with the following
interpretation:
• If r is a compound infon of the form (cri, . . . , cr„}, then
A.=i,...,n

=

iff C C J A r(A ,= i„..,J ^ .r’'^^).

If any of |cr,j"'^’^^ is undefined or the coherency requirement does not hold,
then

is also undefined.

^Equal is a special relation; refer to Appendix F for details.

®
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Assertion of the fact that an infon (or a compound infon) is supported by
a particular situation can be made via what we call infonic propositions.

Definition 4.29 An

infonic proposition

is an expression of the form

sh r

where s is a situation and F is either a labelled infon or a compound infon. If
r contains parametric infons, it is called a param etric infonic proposition.

■

Semantic value of an infonic proposition is then given as follows:
• If ^ is an infonic proposition of the form 5 |= F, then

is true iff

the following hold in order:
i.

and IFJ^’^^ are defined,

ii.
iii.

h

iv.
An infonic proposition is considered to be valid only if adding the infons
into the given situation does not make that situation incoherent.

E x a m p le 11 Assume that situation s initially supports no infon. Now con
sider the assertion of the following sequence of propositions:
i. s 1= « s e l l s , b i c y c l e , John, 1» ,
ii.

s 1= { « s e e s , John, mary, 1>>, <<sees, John, mary, 0» } ,

iii. i n f l = «

s e e s , John, mary, 1 » ,

iv. s 1= << knows, jo h n , i n f l , 1 >>.
*°Some infons may not be directly supported by the supporting situation, but treated in
a special way (cf. Definition 4.31 for functional infons).
“ This condition will be e.xtended when we introduce infon inheritance among situations.
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(i) is a valid infonic proposition in BABY-SIT. But (ii) is an invalid infonic
proposition since the compound infon <Csees, John, mary,

A <Csees, John,

mary, 0>> is incoherent in the very first place. Finally, (iii) defines a labelled
infon and (iv) is a valid infonic proposition.

■

As mentioned before, a situation can be characterized as a part of a whole,
that can be comprehended as a totality on its own right. But what is more is
that there is a fundamental relation of one situation being a part of another.
This relation does not indicate set-theoretic inclusion in case of real situations.
But situation theory considers it as set-theoretic inclusion, for abstract situ
ations are of concern. In BABY-SIT, however, this relation has a diiferent
interpretation. A situation can be said to be a part of another situation only
if there is a structural link between these two situations where the former is a
subsituation of the latter. This link also implies set-theoretic inclusion between
two situations as will be explained in the sequel.
D efin ition 4.30 A situation si may be structurally linked to another situation
$2 , denoted by si ^ S2 - This link provides a part-of relation between Si and
S2 , and Si is said to be a part o f S2 - Furthermore, si is called a subsituation of
S2 and S2 is called a supsituation of si.

■

Part-of is a special relation that holds between situations. If there exists
a structural link between two situations, the supsituation is always aware of
this structural link.

The subsituation may or may not be informed of this

link. In case such a link is established between two situations, an appropriate
infon with the relation part-of as its major constituent is asserted into the
supsituation.
A x io m 3 Let si, S2 € S. If si < S2 , then it is the case that S2|=^part-of, si,
52, 1> .

■

Establishing structural links is possible only by the assertion of an infonic
proposition which includes a functional infon.^^
D efin ition 4.31 An infon with the relation make-part-of (or the relations
anchor, assert, and retract (cf.

Section 4.2.7)) as its major constituent is

^^The Situation Browser menu operations also help to create structural links between
situations, cf. Section 5.8.
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referred to as a functional infon. The relation make-part-of (and accordingly
the relations anchor, assert, and retract) is then called an operative relation.

A x io m 4 A functional infon is valid, and hence functional, only if it is a
positive infon.

■

The operative relation make-part-of holds between two situations s\ and
$2 ,

being the subsituation and S2 being the supsituation.

The situation

into which make-part-of functional infon is asserted is not c r u c i a l . A direct
structural link is established between si and S2 and <^part-of, Si, S2 ,

is

added to S2.
E xam ple 12 Let s i , s 2, and s3 be three existing situations.

The infonic

proposition
s3 1= <<mcLke-part-of, s i , s2, 1>>
lets s i be a part of s 2 and consequently the following holds:
s2 f= <Cpart-of, s i, ¿2, 1^.

■

Occurrence of a make-part-of infon in an infonic proposition is then inter
preted as follows:
• Let s 1= r be an infonic proposition and a j — -Cmake-part-of, Si, S2 ,
where a / is a conjunct in T.
i.
ii.

= Si e 5 and
Si

^

= cr € TAf iff:
= S2 € <S,

S2,

iii. S2 ^ w where w is the background situation defined in Defini
tion 4.33,
iv. it is not already the case that S2 ^ Si.
If

is defined, then S2 |= <7 where a = <Cpart-of, si, S2, 1 > .

contrast, assertion o f an anchor functional infon causes the anchor to be established
in the situation into which the assertion is made, cf. Section 4.2.7.
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Note that a situation is always a part of itself. Moreover, a situation cannot
be a part of another situation if it is already a supsituation of that situation.
That is, circular structural links between situations are not allowed in B AB Y
SIT.
The part-of relation obtained by the structural links between situations is
reflexive, anti-symmetric, and transitive. Hence, it provides a partial ordering
of the situations.
A x io m 5 (Partial Ordering o f Situations) The part-of relation between situ
ations is a partial ordering:
• s ^ s,
• if Si ^

$2

and S2 ^ .S3, then Si < S3, and

• if Si ^ S2 and S2 ^ 51, then si = S2.

■

If a situation si is part of a situation S2, all the infons supported by si are
inherited by S2. That is, S2 supports all the infons supported by Si.
A x io m 6 (Infon Inheritance) Let Si, S2 € <5 such that si < S2.
(V(t)[si 1= (T —> S’2 1=

Then,
■

cr],

D efin ition 4.32 Let s be a situation and a an infon. If a ^ s, but there exists
a situation s' such that s' < s and s'[=iT, then we say, via infon inheritance,
>
that s indirectly supports a, and we write s [= cr. If it is either the case that
>
^
(7 € s or s 1= cr, then we write s [= cr.
■
One point needs some clarification here. A notable consequence of infon
inheritance is that whenever a situation becomes incoherent, all of its supsituations also become incoherent. But BABY-SIT situations are required to
cohere. Then, assertion of an infon into a situation must not only preserve
the coherency of that situation, but also that of its supsituations.

For this

reason we add one more coherency condition on the semantic interpretation of
an infonic proposition:
V.

(Vs')[Isl^·^'^ ^ s'

C S I T {s %
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Relation
time-precedes
time-overlaps
space-overlaps

Denotation
Argument Types
argi
arg2
■TIM
■TIM argi precedes arg 2
■TIM
■TIM argi overlaps arg 2
HOC
H O C argi overlaps arg2

Table 4.2: Special relations between temporal locations and spatial locations.
Some versions of situation theory [27, 64] allow the use of a unique, maximal
situation, the world, of which every other situation is a part. It corresponds
to the totality of situations. We believe that this totality in general may not
be individuated by a cognitive agent. For this reason, there is no maximal
situation in BABY-SIT. But in our framework it can be viewed as a collection
of all situations and this collection cannot be grasped by the use of a single
situation. On the other hand, we have a minimal situation which is a part of
every other situation. We refer to this situation as the background situation.

D efin ition 4.33 The background situation, denoted by w, is the minimal sit
uation in BABY-SIT such that w ^ S and (Vs)[5 G

—> ty ^ sj.

■

Since w is part of all situations, infons supported by w are also supported
by other situations.

P ro p o sitio n 2 For any s £ S (Vcr)[ty \= a

s \= cr].

□

Proof. Directly follows from Definition 4.33 and Axiom 5.

The coherency requirements also apply to w. In case w is incoherent, all
other situations become incoherent due to the infon inheritance property be
tween w and the other situations.
Situations have spatio-temporal dimensions. Some situations may involve
unique spatial locations, or some may involve “a number of contemporary
spatial locations” [27, p. 34]. Such situations are called static situations [27,
p. 34]. On the other hand, there may be dynamic situations, situations that
“possibly spread over a time-sequence of locations” [27, p.

34].

Temporal

locations may be points in time or regions of time. Similarly, spatial locations
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may be points in space or regions of space. The abstract situations of BABY
SIT may also have spatial and temporal locations. These locations can appear
in the infons.

E xa m p le 13 Let t denote a temporal location and 1 denote a spatial location.
Consider
i. <<sees, John, mary, t , 1»

and

ii. <<sees, John, itiary, t , 1 , 1>>.
(i) defines an infon with a temporal argument. It gives the information that
John sees Mary at time t. (ii) defines an infon involving spatial and temporal
location arguments. 1 is the place, say, where John was standing when he saw
Mary.

■

Locations, either temporal or spatial, may precede each other. These lo
cations may be either a point or a region. There is a special relation, timeprecedes, that can be used to represent temporal order between temporal lo
cations (Table 4.2).
E xa m p le 14 Given the temporal locations t l and t 2,
<<tim e-precedes, t l , t 2 , 1>>
indicates that t l temporally precedes t 2. Likewise, the relations time-overlaps
and space-overlaps can be used to denote the temporal and spatial overlap
between temporal regions and spatial regions, respectively.

■

Instead of letting temporal and spatial locations figure in the infons of a
situation, one can associate that situation with the time and space information.
For this purpose, we have special relations, tim e-of and place-of, that can be
used to represent the time and spatial location of a situation, respectively.

E x a m p le 15 If t is a temporal location and 1 is a spatial location, then s
may involve a single spatio-temporal location:
s 1= { « t i m e - o f , s, t ,

1» ,

< < p la c e -o f, s , 1 , 1» } .

■
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Relation

thne-of
place-of
tprecedes
precedes
toverlaps
soverlaps
overlaps

Argum ent Types

argi
'SIT

arg2

'S I T

'L O C

'S I T

'S I T

■TIM

'S I T

'S I T

'S I T

'S I T

'S I T

'S I T

'S I T

'S I T
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D enotation

argi has temporal location arg 2
argi has spatial location arg2
argi temporally precedes arg2
argi spatio-temporally precedes arg 2
argi temporally overlaps arg2
argi spatially overlaps arg2
argi spatio-temporally overlaps arg 2

Table 4.3: Special relations for representing spatio-temporal dimensions of sit
uations.
Obviously, a situation may be a part of other, larger situations or it may
include other situations cis parts. And these other situations may have their
own spatio-temporal dimensions. Maintaining consistency of location infor
mation (either spatial or temporal), when such complex interlinkages between
situations are of concern, is however left to the BABY-SIT user. As in the
case of temporal and spatial locations, it is also possible to represent temporal
precedence and temporal/spatial overlap information for situations by using
some special relations. These are listed in Table 4.3.

4.2.5

Parameter Restriction

The basic parameters introduced in Section 4.2.2 are the means of capturing
uniformities in the world, but to the degree limited by the basic types. They
are too general to represent much finer uniformities. In most cases, rather than
parameters that denote a class of objects, one would prefer parameters that
range over its various subclasses. For example, instead of parameters ranging
simply over all individuals, one may like parameters ranging over the class of
persons, the class of individuals playing football at a particular location, the
class of birds, the class of birds that can fly, etc. This is similarly the case for
situations, spatio-temporal locations, relations, types, and infons.^'*
One available mechanism to construct such particularized parameters in
situation theory is parameter restriction. Suppose that we would like to have
^''Apparently, polarities are excluded in this discussion since they are too specific to supply
the necessary informational items for deriving their subclasses.
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a parameter to refer to individuals that can fly. Initially, we can use a basic
parameter, say INDl, which represents the class of individuals. This is too
coarse to refer to flying objects. For this reason, INDl should be tagged by
the condition of being capable of flying. This process is known as parameter
restriction and can be expressed in BABY-SIT by a restricted parameter type
expression.
D efin ition 4.34 A restricted parameter type expression is of the form
P r' r
where Pr is a parameter and F is a compound infon such that at least one of
the infons in F involves Pr as its minor constituent. Pr is called the restriction
parameter and F is called the restriction set.

■

Pr " F will denote the type of an object which has the same basic type
as that of Pr. Moreover, this type is associated with a set of conditions— the
requirements imposed by F in
E xam p le 16 The expression

INDl " «eating, INDl, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1 »
will denote the type of an individual, say a, eating something at some location
such that the following holds:
w [= -C eating, a, IND2, LOCI, TIM l, !>>.
Assume that we would like to form an object denoting an individual that
is singing at the same time it is eating. Then, we can use

INDl " {<<eating, INDl, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1>>,
«singing, INDl, LOCI, TIMl, 1»)
to obtain the required type.

■

Therefore, parameter restriction brings a set of conditions to be posed on
the type structure of the restriction parameter under consideration. For this
reason, we give a broader definition of type structures for objects in BABY-SIT.
^®Note that situation theory selects the situation in which F should hold as the current
anchoring situation since parameter restriction places restrictions on anchors. However,
B A BY -SIT takes it as the background situation so that parameter restriction places restrictions on all situations.
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D efin ition 4.35 A type condition set $ is a set of triples (p, , s,, F,), i = 1, . . . ,
n for some n, such that p, € V (an abstraction parameter*® or a restriction
parameter), s,· € (<S U {p ,}), and F, is a collection of, possibly parametric,
infons {(T,·,, . . . ,

for some m.

D efin ition 4.36 A type structure is

■

where d G TA4 and $ is a type

condition set. If d is TYP, then $ = 0.

D efin ition 4.37 Let

■

be a type structure where $ = {(pt, s,·, F,·) |z — 1,

. . . , n] for some n. If there exists at least one cr G F,· for some (p,·,^,·, F,) such
that (7 is a parametric infon except the occurrence of p, in a, then $ is referred
to as a parametric type structure. If an object o has a parametric object type
structure, then o is said to be a parametric object and if o is a type with a
parametric denoted type structure, then it is called a parametric type.

■

Note that Definition 4.36 also includes the definition for basic type struc
tures given in Definition 4.5. Accordingly, we extend the definitions for the
functions Object JType and DenotedTType:
ObjectTType{o): a function returning the object type structure for a given
object o such that
(T Y P ,0),

o is a basic type

(PAR, 0),

0 is a parameter

{tm,^),tm G T M ,

otherwise.

{

Denoted-Type{o): a function returning the denoted type structure for a
given object o such that
Denoted-Type{o) =

(© (~ 7 ’, ~ , nuU),th), o is a basic type
of the form ~ T
{tmi^),tm E T M ,

o is a parameter

( 0, 0),
otherwise.
Moreover, these extensions should be reflected onto Definition 4.7 and Def
initions 4.15-4.17.

But before proceeding, we assume the existence of the

following function in order to properly define interpretations of BABY-SIT
objects and propositions.
^®See Definitions 4.43 and 4.44 for a description o f abstraction parameters.
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Definition 4.38 A replacement function R T is such that given an expression
£, a parameter p ^ P . and an object o G 0 :
1.

RlF{e^p, o) = o if e = p,

2. 7ZjF(£, p , o) = £ if p is null,
3. otherwise, T lT {e,p ,o) = ® n T {e i,p ,o ), f = 1, . . . , n, where each
£,· is a subexpression of the compound expression e and 0 is the
symbolic concatenation function over expressions.

■

RJ- replaces each occurrence of p in £ by o.

Definition 4.39 Let o G

and

be a type with D en oted J 'ype{^ T ) =

(i?<, $(). Then, the object o is said to be o f type ~ 7 ’, denoted by o J. ~ T, iff
the following conditions are satisfied by o under a given A4 and VlF:
• ObjectJType{o) =

for some $o,

• (V(p,·, Si, r,·) G ^i)(V(T,·, G L'i)[{RT{si,pi,

D efin ition 4.40 Let p G O and

|= ¡RT'((Ti^,pi,

T be a type with D en oted J T yp e[

T) = (A ,

$ i). Then, the parameter p is said to be denotationally o f ty p e ^ T , denoted
by p T ~ T, iff the following conditions hold for p under a given A i and ViF:
• Denoted-Type{p) = (i?i,^p) for some $p,

• (V(p., s,, r,) G

G Ti)[{RJ^{s„p„

h

D efin ition 4.41 Let r E R and o E O. If Or is an argument role of r for its
argument place, with appropriateness conditions 0 = {ti, . . . , tn} where
G T , 7 = 1, . . . , n, then o satisfies the appropriateness conditions of
r for ttr, denoted by AVC{o, r, 0 , i), iff there exists a
T

if o G T*, (b) o J- tj otherwise.*’^

G 0 such that (a) o
■

''A n y previous use o f this definition can be interpreted according to these updated
specifications.
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Semantic value of a restricted parameter type in BABY-SIT is then defined
as follows:
I If ^ is a restricted parameter type of the form Pr ' F where IPt\^'^^
E V with a denoted type structure
infon, then

$p) and [FJ^·^·^ is a compound

is a type structure (i?, $) such that:

1. -9 = 9p,

2. $ =

u

If any of

and [FJ'^’'^·^ is undefined, then

is

also undefined.

Example 17 The expression

INDl

«eating, INDl, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1»

defines a type structure (i?, $ ) where
9 = IND and
$ = {( INDl, w, {< eatin g, INDl, IND2, LOCI, T IM 1> } ) } .
This type structure is parametric since the infon in the condition set includes
parameters other than the restriction parameter INDl.

■

By putting parameter restriction into work, one can define parameters that
are derivatives of the existing ones.

These parameters are called restricted

parameters. One way of introducing restricted parameters to the system is
through the use of restricted parameter type propositions.

D efin ition 4.42 A restricted parameter type proposition is an expression of
the form
P =<i!
where P is a parameter and ^ is a restricted parameter type. P is then called
a restricted parameter.

■

Semantic value of a restricted parameter type proposition can be defined
for a model A i under the valuation ViF as follows:
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then

and P is associated with a denoted type structure

(i?p,$p) where

= (t?p,$p). In this case, the following hold for

P:

1. ¡pj^^^^ = p e v .
2.

O b j e c t -T y p e { P )

= {>^PAR , 0),

3. D e n o t e d -T y p e { P ) = (t?p,$p),
4. A s s i g n ( P ) = p, and

5. (V(p,,s,,r,) e $p)(V(T.^ e r.)[IP j^(5.,p„o)r·^^h
Example 18 Suppose we want to define a parameter, PI, denoting the indi
viduals eating something:

PI = INDl ^ «eating, INDl, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1».
This will cause the following to hold:
w 1= "Ceating, PI, IND2, LOCI, T IM l, 1^ .
We proceed to form another parameter, P2, in order to represent the indi
viduals eating something and singing at the same time. One way of doing this
would be to write:

P2 = INDl ' {«eating, INDl, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1»,
«singing, INDl, LOCI, TIMl, 1»}.

■

Note that the restriction parameter in a restricted parameter type expres
sion needs not be a basic parameter. Parameters already defined can appear
in the construction of new parameters.
Example 19 For instance, rather than defining P2 as in Example 18, it would
be more natural to write:

P2 = PI " <<singing, PI, LOCI, TIMl, 1».
In either case, the following holds for P2:
w 1= (< eatin g, P2, IND2, LOCI, T IM l, 1> ,
Csinging, P 2, LOCI, T IM l, 1;^ ).
Notice that in the latter case PI restricts P2 further by making P2 to adopt
its restriction set, i.e., <Csinging, P 2, LOCI, TIMl, 1> .

■
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Parameters other than the restriction parameter can be freely employed in
the construction of new parameters.
E xa m p le 20 Suppose that we would like to form a parameter, P3 , that will
denote the individuals singing in a botanical garden. Instead of defining P3 by:

P3 = INDl ^ {«singing, INDl, LOCI, TIMl, 1»,
<<botaüical-garden, LOCI, !>>},
it would be more appropriate to use an already defined parameter, say LI, and
write:

P3 = INDl ^ «singing, INDl, LI, TIMl, 1»
where it is already the case for LI that w |= <Cbotanical-garden, LI, !>■.

4.2.6

■

Type Abstraction

So far we have introduced only the basic types and a way of obtaining more
fine-grained types, i.e.. parameter restriction. In situation theory, there are two
kinds of types which are obtained by a procedure similar to that of parameter
restriction.
The first kind of type is the situation-type.

Situation-types denote the

types of situations, i.e.. definite and higher-order uniformities across situations.
At the most primitive level of situation-types lies the basic type ~ 5 /T . More
fine-grained situation-types can be obtained from a parameter of type ^ S IT
and a set of infons.

This process is generally referred to as situation type-

abstraction. Situation type-abstraction can be done in BABY-SIT by using a
situation type-abstraction expression.

D efin ition 4.43 A situation type-abstraction expression is of the form

(ft I ft [= r 1
where Ps is a parameter and T is a compound infon, possibly involving paramet
ric infons. {Ps might also appear in P.) Pg is called the situation abstraction
parameter.

A situation type-abstraction expression has the following interpretation:

■
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• If ^ is a situation type-abstraction expression of the form [P, j P, |= FJ
where { Ps } ^’^^ G V with a denoted type structure (SIT, $ ,) and
is a compound infon, then

is a type structure (i?,

such that:

1. Î? = SIT, and

2. $ =
If

U
or

iP.r·'^^, irr-^^).
is undefined, then

is also undefined.

E xam p le 21 The expression

[ S m IS m

1= «eating, John, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1»]

denotes the type of situations in which John is eating something at some place
at some time.

■

In addition to situation-types, there are other kinds of types, called objecttypes, which can be discriminated by cognitive agents. The basic types ^IND,
'^REL, ^SIT, ^TIM , '•^LOC, ^INF, ^ T Y P , and '^POL are all object-types.
As it is the case for situation-types, object-types include more complex uni
formities constructed by t}'pe abstraction. An object-type is obtained from a
parameter, a situation, and a set of infons. This process is then referred to as
object type-abstraction. The object type-abstraction expressions are used to
form object-types in BABY-SIT.

D efin ition 4.44 An object type-abstraction expression is of the form

[ ft I i N r 1
where Po is a parameter and F is a compound infon involving parametric infons
such that Po is involved in at least one of the infons in F. P, is called the object
abstraction parameter and s is referred to as the grounding situation.

■

An object type-abstract ion expression has the following interpretation:
• If ^ is an object type-abstraction expression of the form [P<, | s |= F]
where

€ V with a denoted type structure {do, ^o) and

is a compound infon. then

1. d — do, and

is a type structure (d, $) such that:
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is also undefined.

E xam ple 22 For example, the type of all individuals eating something at
some location could be expressed by

[INDl I w 1= «eating, INDl, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1»].
If s denotes a situation, ‘an environment’ for John, then
[IND2 I s \= « e a t i n g , John, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1 » ]
denotes the types of the things John eats in s at some location.

■

Abstraction parameters may not be basic parameters. Any parameter can
be employed as the abstraction parameter in type abstractions.

E xam p le 23 If

P4 = INDl “ «singing, INDl, LOCI, TIMl, 1»,
then the following denotes the type of all individuals who are eating something
in situation s and singing in w:

[P4 I s 1= «eating, P4, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1»].

■

An abstraction parameter which denotes a situation can also be used in
object type-abstraction.

E xam ple 24 Consider

[SITl I s 1= «sees, John, SITl, 1»]
which denotes the type of alt situations John sees within situation s.

In

this case, we obtain the type of a situation, but not a situation-type.

In

fact, “situation-types classify situations according to their internal structure,
whereas in this case the situation is typed from the outside” [27, p. 60].

■

Having introduced situation and object type-abstraction, we can name the
types obtained in this way and define these as type objects in BABY-SIT. This
is done by using what we call type-abstraction propositions.
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D efin ition 4.45 A type-abstraction proposition is an expression of the form

where ~ 7 ’ is a type and ^ is a situation/object type-abstraction expression.

The object

is then defined as a new object in the system such that it

is of type ^ T Y P , but denotes a type obtained by the type-abstraction in
Semantic value of a type-abstraction proposition can be defined for a model
A4 under the valuation VJ^ as follows:
• If 0 is a type-abstraction proposition of the form ~ T = ^, then
|[0 j>i,v:r _

is associated with a denoted type struc

ture (i?a, $a) where
1.

= (i?a, 4»o). In this case, the following hold:

= t g CT,

2. ObjectTTypei^T) = {^T Y P , 0),
3. Denoted-Type{'^T) =

and

4. A s s i g n ( ^ T ) = t.
is undefined in case

is undefined.

E xam p le 25 Consider the proposition
~JEATS = [IND2 I s \= « e a t i n g , joh n , IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1 » ] .
Assertion of this proposition defines ~ JEATS as a type object which denotes the
type of all things that John eats in situation s at some location. Since ~ JEATS
is a type object, it can be employed in the declaration of new objects in a
manner similar to basic type objects. An object introduced in this way will be
of the type that ~ JEATS denotes. In other words, such an object will be defined
as one of those objects eaten by John in situation s at some place and time. In
order to accommodate such object declarations, we extend Definition 4.6 for
basic type propositions.

D efinition 4.46 An object type proposition is either of the form
o : ^T
or of the form

■
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o :
where o is an object other than a parameter, a labelled infon and a type, ~ T
is a type other than ^PAR, ^IN F and <^TYP, and $ is a situation/object
type-abstraction expression.^® These have the following interpretations;
• If 0

is an object type proposition of the form o :

|0 jx ,v :r _
ture
hold:

then

jf ^ 7’ jg associated with a denoted type struc

$() (i.e., D enoted.T ype{^T ) — {'dti ^t)), then the following

1. Object J'ype(o) = {dt, $<),
2. Denoted-Type(o)

= (0,0),

3. Assign(o) = o E O, and
4. (V(p,-,s,-,r,) €$,)(V<T,, € r ,) [ | R jr ( i „ p ,,o )r .v ^ ) = [ 7 l;F (< 7 i „ p „ o ) r '‘'^].
• If 0

is an object type proposition
_ |^jx,v:r j£

of the form o :
then
then the following hold:

1. ObjectdType{o) = {da, $a),
2. Denoted-Type{o) = (0,0),
3. Assign{o) = o Ç: 0 , and
4. (V (p .,s.,r.) 6 $„)(Vcr, , e T i ) [ i n F { s i ,p i ,o ) r y ^ h {nH <^i,,Pi,o)\^y^].

E xa m p le 26 Therefore, the assertion of the object type proposition
sandwichl2 : ~JEATS
yields sandwichl2 to be defined as an object of type ~JEATS, an object which
is eaten by John in s at some location.

On the other hand, since ~JEATS

denotes the type of an object whose basic type is ^IN D, sandwichl2 is also
an object of basic type ^ IN D such that the following holds:
s 1= <C eating, john, sandwichl2, LOCI, TIM l, !>·.
*®In particular, if ~ T (or

sition.

■

denotes a situation type, it is called a situation type propo
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E xa m p le 27 Now assume that the situation-type ~SITJEATS is constructed
by the situation type-abstraction proposition:
~SITJEATS = [S IT l I SITl |= < < e a t i n g , John, IND2, ! > > ] .

Then, a situation, say lu n ch sit, in which John eats something can be defined
as:
l u n c h s i t : ~SITJEATS.

In this case, l u n c h s i t is a situation object, i.e., it has the basic type ^SIT.
Moreover, it is also of type ~SITJEATS such that the following holds for
lu n ch sit:

lunchsit 1= <C eating, John, INDl, -, - , 1 ^ .
Note that the same result can be obtained by asserting:
l u n c h s i t : [S IT l | SIT l f= « e a t i n g , Joh n , IND2, 1 » ] .

■

E xa m p le 28 Consider the sequence of declarations:
PNl = INDl'' < < s e e s , mary, INDl, 1>>
PLl = LOCI “ <<knows, d a v id , LOCI, 1>>
P4 = PNl " « s i n g i n g , PNl, P L l, TIMl, 1 »
^GLUTTONOUS = [P4 I s f= « e a t i n g , P 4, IND2, LOCI, TIMl, 1 » ]
John : -GLUTTONOUS.

John is defined as an individual who eats something at some location in s as
well as an individual who is seen by Mary in w and and who sings at some
spatial location that David knows. (Note that t/; is a part of all situations.)
Then, the following propositions hold for John:
s 1= <C eating, John, IND2, LOCI, TIM l,
w 1= {<C singing, John, LOCI, TIMl, 1 ^ ,
<C sees, mary, John,

So far we have introduced the basic parameters.

■

These are predefined

parameters. Additionally, we have shown how to define new parameters by
using parameter restriction. Parameter restriction defines an object-type whose
grounding situation is w. This means that the same types can be obtained by
using object type-abstractions where w is the grounding situation. We can do
more in BABY-SIT. As with the object type propositions, parameters can be
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declared to be of some predefined type. This permits the use of types whose
grounding situations could not simply be w, but also other situations. This
can be achieved by a parameter type proposition.

D efin ition 4.47 A parameter type proposition is of the form
P = ^T
where T* is a parameter and ~ T is a type other than ^PAR, ^INF, and ~ TYP.
A parameter type proposition has the following interpretation:
• If 0 is a parameter type proposition of the form P = ^ T , then
|0 jx ,v :r _
If
¡3 associated with a denoted type struc
ture (i?i, $t)) then the following hold:

1. ObjectJType{P) = (PAR, 0),
2. D enoted.T ype{P ) = (dt,
3. A ssign{P ) = p e V, and

Example 29 The proposition
PJ = ~JEATS
defines a parameter PJ. Since parameters are place holders, PJ can be used in
place of objects of tj^pe ~JEATS.

■

Note that new basic parameters can be introduced to the system via pa
rameter type propositions.

Example 30 PBASICl can be defined to be a new basic parameter denoting
an object of type ~L0C by writing:

PBASICl = ~L0C.

■

The complete syntax of .Assertion Mode propositions is given in Table B.2 in
Appendix B. Note that an omission of the polarity in the infons of a proposition
defaults to a polarity 1.
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Parametric Objects and Anchoring

Parameters and hence parametric objects constitute the central part of any
version of situation theory.

In Section 4.2.2, we have introduced the basic

parameters and then we have showm in Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.6 how to get at
more complex parameters. Parameters are, in fact, the means of abstraction
or generalization over classes of non-parametric objects. They are some kind
of ‘place holders’ in parametric objects. When the parameters of a parametric
object are associated with objects, i.e., if parameters of a parametric object
are replaced by ‘appropriate’ objects, one would come up with an object in the
class that the parametric object abstracts over.

E xa m p le 31 Consider object sajidwichl 2 introduced in Example 26. It has
been declared to be of type ~JEATS. It is a parametric object since ~JEATS
is a parametric type; the location of John’s eating of this object in s is left
indeterminate. For this reason, we have
5 1= <C eating, john, sandwichl2, LOCI, TIM l, !]:>.
However, if the parameters, other than the abstraction parameter, of
type ~JEATS were to be replaced by appropriate objects, this would yield
a parameter-free type and in turn sandwichl2 would be a parameter-free ob
ject. For instance, assume 1 and t are the objects used to replace parameters

LOCI and TIMl of ~JEATS, respectively. Then, the following would hold for
sandwichl2:
s 1= <C eating, john, sandwichl2, /, t, l;> ,
qualifying sandw ichl 2 as an object that John eats in s at time t and place 1.
Objects 1 and t are then said to be anchors for their respective parameters.
Anchors are provided by what we call anchoring situations.^^

■

Anchoring situations are situations that support infons having the relation
anchor as their major constituents.

The relation anchor has two argument

roles: one for a parameter and another for an object which serves as an anchor
for the parameter:
< anchor I ^P A R , {^IN D , ^SIT, ^REL, ^^PAR,
~/yVF,

~ L 6>C, ^TIM , ^P O L ] > [2].

*®Somewhat different versions o f anchoring situations are named environments [24].
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A parameter may have a single anchor in an anchoring situation. In other
words, parameters can be anchored only once in an anchoring situation. But
the same parameter can be anchored to different objects in different anchoring
situations. On the other hand, an object may be an anchor for more than one
parameter in a single anchoring situation.
For this reason, we say that an anchoring situation for a parameter p is a
situation which supports at most one infon of the form
<C

anchor, p,

V,

I

^

where object v is the anchor for parameter p.
Similar to the relation make-part-of, anchor is an operative relation (cf.
Definition 4.31) and it can only form a functional infon.

This means that

infons for anchors cannot be negative.
In fact, parameters are the means of making reference to arbitrary objects
of some type. That is why they have ‘object types’ and ‘denoted types,’ i.e., the
types of objects that they can be used to refer to. Anchoring a parameter to
an object then establishes this referential link between the parameter and the
object. This however requires the anchoring object to have the type denoted
by the parameter.

E xa m p le 32 Consider the following sequence of propositions:

PAl = ~IND1
John :~IND
central-park:~L0C
which yields PAl to be a parameter denoting an object of type ~/A^D, John
to be an individual, and central-park to be a place. PAl can be anchored
to John, but not to central-park since the basic denoted type of PAl is not
compatible with the basic object type of central-park.

E xam p le 33 Now consider the sequence:

PA2 = INDI" <<eating, INDI, sandwichl2, LOCI, 1»
^OBSERVER = [INDI | w |= «sees, INDI, mary, 1»]
~GLUTT0N0US0BS,ERVER =
[INDI I w 1= {«sees, INDI, mary, 1»,
«eating, INDI, sandwichl2, LOCI, 1»}]

■
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John :^OBSERVER
david :~GLUTT0N0US0BSERVER.
The object John cannot be an anchor for PA2 since it is not the case for
John that
in 1= <C eating, John, sandwichl2, LOCI, -, 1 >>.
However, PA2 can be anchored to david since
<C eating, david, sandwichl2, LOCI, -, 1

w

Along the same lines, assertion of the propositions
bob : -OBSERVER

w 1= <<eating, bob, sandwichl2, LOCI, 1>>
daisy :— OBSERVER
s 1= <<eating, daisy, sandwichl2, LOCI, TIM47, 1>>
edward:— OBSERVER
w 1= <<eating, edward, seindwichl2, L0C34, 1>>
qualifies only bob as a possible anchor for PA2. Objects daisy and edward are
not appropriate to form anchors for parameter PA2.

■

Occurrence of an anchor infon in an infonic proposition is then interpreted
as follows:•
• Let s 1= r be an infonic proposition and a/=<Canchor, P , o, 1^ where
a j is a conjunct in F.
i.

— cr E TM iff:

= p €l V and

^^

ii. p 7^ o,
iii. s ^ <Canchor, o, p,

if o 6 7^,

iv. D enoted-Type{P) = (i?p, $p) and Denoted.Type{o) = (do·, ^o) if
o £ Vi ObjectTType{o) = (i?o, ^o) otherwise,
V.

do

=

dpi

vi. (V(p,',ii,r,) e $,)(V<7,, €
Informally, the anchoring object should have the same type marker as that
of the denoted type of the anchored parameter and it should satisfy the con
ditions imposed by the type conditions of the denoted type of the anchored
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parameter. Note that it is also possible for a parameter to be an anchor for
another parameter. However, a parameter cannot be anchored to itself in a
situation.

A x io m 7 (Unique Anchoring) A parameter p can be anchored only to a unique
object o in an anchoring situation s.

■

In defining anchoring situations, we have required an anchoring situation
to anchor a parameter to a unique object.

But note that the semantics of

anchor infons does not circumvent such a situation. However, these situations
are managed dynamically upon assertion of an anchor infon that anchors a
parameter already anchored to an object.

E xam p le 34 Assume for instance that anch is an anchoring situation in which
parameter P is anchored to object a:

anch 1= <<anchor, P, a, 1>>.
If zinch ^ <<anchor, P, b, 1>> is asserted, there will be two competing
anchors for P, namely a and b.

BABY-SIT tries to see if there is a justi

fication for parameter P’s anchoring to the most recent anchor b.

If there

is one, then infon <<anchor, P, a, 1>> is deleted and anch |= <<anchor,

P, b, 1>> holds. Otherwise, the least recent anchor is preserved and hence
anch f= <<anchor, P, a, 1>> holds. The justification is done by looking
for a proof of the proposition anch |= <<anchor, P, b, 1>> by using the
backward chaining constraints— an issue which is explained in Section 4.3.3. ■

When a parameter is anchored to another parameter, the denoted type of
the anchoring parameter is taken into consideration to decide if an appropriate
anchoring is possible. In such a case, the type markers of the denoted types
of the two parameters must be equal and as in the usual case the anchoring
object should satisfy the conditions imposed by the type conditions of the de
noted type of the anchored parameter. Consequently, one may have anchoring
situations in which there are pairs of anchorings forming anchor chains.

D efin ition 4.48 Let s be an anchoring situation and p be ,a parameter. If
s 1= {^anch or, p, ui, 1> , . . . , <anchor, a ^ -i, on , 1> ,
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then the set of pairs {{p, aj), . . . , ( oat- i , oiAr)} is called an anchor chain for p
in s. If there is no infon in s anchoring oyv to an object, then this set is called
the maximal anchor chain (or anchor trace) for p in s. In this case, object
is referred to as the drift anchor of p in s.

■

Example 35 For example, if aoich is an anchoring situation where:
Cinch 1= {<<ainchor, P, Q, 1>>, <<anchor, Q, R, 1>> ,
<<cinchor, M, N, 1>>, <<anchor, N, John, 1>>,
< <a nc ho r, R, S, 1>>, <<anchor, E, ap pl e,

1> >),

{(P, Q)} and {(P, Q), (Q, R)} are anchor chains for P in einch.

The sets of

pairs {(P, Q), (Q, R), (R, S)}, {(M, N), (N, John)}, and {(E, a p p le)} are maximal
anchor chains for P, M, and E in einch, respectively. S is the drift anchor of P,
j ohn is the drift anchor of M, and apple is the drift anchor of E in anch.

■

Note that the semantics of anchor infons prevents circular anchor chains.

P ro p o sitio n 3 A parameter p cannot anchor another parameter q in a situa
tion s if q already anchors p in s.
Proof. Direct result of the semantics of anchor infons.

□

Apparently, anchoring situations are the ones that keep anchoring informa
tion for parameters. In order to derive non-parametric objects from parametric
ones, we can anchor parameters of parametric objects. Hence, anchoring is a
function. In this direction, we take anchoring situations as forms of functions
carrying out this task. For this purpose, we define:
Anchor(p, s): a function that returns the the drift anchor of object p in s
such that
p

€ V and there exists the maximal

anchor chain (p, oj), . . . , ( ua^-i , oat)

A nchor{p,s) =

for p in s
p,

otherwise.

D efin ition 4.49 A parameter p is said to be anchored in a situation s if
Anchor{p, s) ^ p.

■
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D efin ition 4.50 A set of parameters {pi, . . . , p „) is said to be partially an
chored in a situation s if there is at least one parameter p, left unanchored in
s. Otherwise, the set of parameters is said to be fully anchored in s.

M

In BABY-SIT, it is possible to apply anchorings to propositions only at
assertion time, prior to their a s s e rtio n .T h e re are two different anchoring
methodologies depending on the type of proposition asserted; one for infonic
propositions and labelled infon type propositions, and another for other kinds
of propositions.

We discuss these methodologies in the sequel.

Anchoring

of parameters in the examples of the following discussions will be done with
respect to the anchoring situation anch introduced in Example 35. .

A n ch orin g In fon ic and L a belled Infon T y p e P rop osition s
When an infonic proposition or a labelled infon t}'pe proposition is concerned,
parameter anchoring is applied on the surface level. That is, all of the param
eters in the infons involved in these propositions are directly anchored by the
given anchoring situation.

E xam p le 36 When anchoring is applied, with respect to anch of Example 35,
to the labelled infon type proposition
i n f l = << s e e s , N, mary, 1 » ,
N gets anchored to John and then its new form
i n f l = << s e e s, John mary, 1 »
is asserted for evaluation.

■

E xa m p le 37 Consider
s 1= { i n f 2 , << e a tin g , M, E, LOCI, 1 >>}
where i n f 2 is the labelled infon denoting << se e s, N, mary, 1 >>. Applying
anchoring with respect to anch yields the assertion of the proposition
s 1= {<< s e e s , John, mary, 1 » ,
<< e a tin g , John, a p p le, LOCI, 1 >>}.
■“ Anchoring can be done on the query expression.s as well, both before and after issuing
queries; cf. Section 4.4 for details.
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Note that the parameters of this proposition are said to be partially anchored
since parameter LOCI is anchored to itself, i.e., it is left unanchored.

■

A n ch orin g T y p e S p ecify in g P rop osition s
Propositions including type specifiers can be subject to the second type of
anchoring. Type-abstraction propositions, situation/object type propositions,
and (restricted) parameter type propositions are involved in this category. In
stead of directly anchoring parameters appearing in the proposition, the pa
rameters in the type conditions of the type structure obtained from the type
specifying expression in the proposition are anchored with respect to a given
situation.

E xa m p le 38 Consider the restricted parameter type proposition

P2 = PI * «singing, N, PI, TIMl, 1»
where PI has been defined as

PI = LGCl ~ «sees, M, Q, LOCI, 1».
Then, parameter P2 is cissigned a type structure with a type condition set
consisting of two conditions:

• (pi, w, {<Csinging, N, PI, TIM l, !]> }) and
• (loci, w, {<Csees, M, Q, LOCI, L > }).

Application of an anchoring on this proposition is done over the parameters
in the type conditions of the resulting type structure. Except restriction pa
rameters PI and LOCI, parameters in the type conditions are directly anchored
with respect to a given anchoring situation. Applying anchoring with respect
to anch yields the type conditions:

• (pi, w, {<Csinging, John, PI, TIM l, ! > } ) and
• (loci, w, {<Csees, John, s, LOCI, ! > } ) ·

and the following proposition holds for P2:

88
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w 1
= {<Csinging, John, P2, T IM l,

1>>, «Csees, John,

s, P2, !>►}.

In fact, declaring P2 by the proposition above is equivalent to declaring it
by writing

P2 = LOCI " {«singing, N, LOCI, TIMl, 1»,
«sees, M, Q, LOCI, 1»}.
In both cases, when anchoring is done with respect to situation anch, the
proposition will be interpreted as if it were asserted cis

P2 = LOCI " {<<singing, John, LOCI, TIMl, 1>>,
<<sees, John, S, LOCI, !>>}.

■

Example 39 Now let

^GLUTTONOUS = [INDl | s f= «eating, INDl, E, Q, TIMl, 1»]
with no anchoring applied to it. Then, when we write

John :^GLUTTONOUS
and apply anchoring with respect to anch, parameter Q is replaced with its
drift anchor S and we have
s 1= <Ceating, John, apple, S, T IM l, 1 » .

■

Anchorings applied to other type specifying propositions are carried out in
a similar manner.
D efin ition 4.51 An anchoring function A T with respect to a anchoring sit
uation a and an abstraction parameter q is recursively defined as

1. if (/? is a type structure (i?, $ ), then
A T {^ ,a ,q ) = (i?, ^') where

I V(p.-,5.-,r,·) e $ },

2. if (/? is a compound infon

then

A T { ^ , a , q ) = A,=i„.„„.4jr(i7,-,a,9),

3. if

is an infon o where Relation{o') = anchor, then
A T ( ‘p ,a ,q ) =

4. if (p is an infon <r with a major constituent having the maxirnality
condition ¿max·, then
A T {ip ,a ,q ) = cr' such that
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i. Relation{cr') = Relation(a),
ii. Vi, i = 1, . . . , ¿max, let A rgum ent{a,i) = p,, then
Argument{cr',i) —

Anchor(pi, a), pi ^ q
otherwise.

Pi
iii. Polarity(a') = P olarity(a).

Provided with an anchoring function A ^ , BABY-SIT propositions are first
fully interpreted under valuation function

and then they are ‘ partially

interpreted’ with respect to anchoring function A T .

We talk about partial

interpretation here since only the infon constructs are subject to anchoring
in infonic and labelled infon type propositions, and only type specifiers are
subject to anchoring in other kind of propositions. Therefore, A T is applicable
to some portion of a given BABY-SIT proposition rather than to its totality.
Then, BABY-SIT propositions are assigned semantic valuations under a given
anchoring function A T (with respect to an anchoring situation a and a null
initial type abstraction parameter) as follows:
• If 0 is an infonic proposition of the form 5 |= T, then

is inter

preted with respect to
• If 0 is a labelled infon type proposition of the form lin — a, then
is interpreted with respect to
• If 0 is a (restricted) parameter type proposition of the form P =

then

|0 jA^,VJF is interpreted with respect to
• If 0 is a type-abstraction proposition of the form

then |0|·^’'^^

is interpreted with respect to
• If 0 is a situation/object type proposition of the form o : ~ 7 ’, then
|01 ^ T ^ is interpreted with respect to

Note that the definition of A T prevents parameters of anchor infons in
proposition from being anchored in a given situation (cf. condition 3 in Defi
nition 4.51). Otherwise, we would have infons where not parameters but other
kind of objects are subject to anchoring, and in consequence these would not
be accepted as valid infons.
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P rop osition 4 Valid propositions asserted in Assertion Mode do not yield
incoherent situations in BABY-SIT.
Proof. Directly follows from the definitions of the semantics of BABY-SIT
propositions.

4.3

□

Computational Links

Defining objects and asserting infons into situations via propositions form a
description of the model. This description evolves when new assertions are
made.

On the other hand, it is possible in BABY-SIT to make inference

over a given (snapshot) description by the help of constraints and hence carry
the current description to new stages.

Constraints establish computational

links between situation types. They enable situations to convey information
about others and serve as links. There are mainly three types of constraints in
BABY-SIT: forward chaining, backward chaining, and bidirectional chaining
constraints. We will examine each of these in the sequel.

4.3.1

Constraints

Before considering constraints and querying in detail, we define new terms that
are employed in BABY-SIT constraints and query expressions.

D efinition 4.52 A schematic infon is an infon that contains at least one
variable as either its major constituent or one of its minor constituents. A
schematic compound infon is a collection of infons, in which there exists at
least one schematic infon.

■

D efinition 4.53 A schematic infonic proposition is an expression of the form

sit {|=,

r

where sit is either a situation or a variable, and F is either a compound infon
or a schematic compound infon. The ones having the form sit |= F are called
positive schematic infonic propositions and others having the form sit ^ F are
called negative schematic infonic propositions.

■
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D efin ition 4.54 A schematic infonic condition is an expression of the form
sit : r
where sit is either a situation or a variable, and F is either a compound infon
or a schematic compound infon.

■

A BABY-SIT constraint has two constituent parts: the body part and the
background-conditions part.
The body part of a constraint is of the form:
antecedenti, . . antecedentn {^i=, =^,
consequenti, . . consequent^
where each anteceden^, 1 < ¿ < n, is a (positive or negative) schematic infonic
proposition and each consequent^, 1 < j < m is a positive schematic infonic
proposition. Table C.2 in Appendix C shows the syntax of the body part. The
“chain-sign” determines the type of the constraint:
•

for backward chaining,

• “=>” for forward chaining, and
•

for bidirectional chaining.

The background-conditions part of a BABY-SIT constraint has the form:
conditioni, ..., condition^
where each condition!, 1 < / < A:, is a schematic infonic condition.

The

background-conditions part may be empty. Its syntax is given in Table C.l
in Appendix C.
D efin ition 4.55 A conditional constraint is a constraint with a non-empty
background-conditions part.

®

Each constraint has a unique identifier associated with it and it must belong
to a group of constraints. Inferences can be drawn with respect to a given
group of constraints. These groups are called perspectivity (constraint) sets.
A perspectivity set can contain different types of constraints.
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E xa m p le 40 The following is a backward chaining constraint named HUMANBEINGS-012 under the constraint group SPECIES-PERSPECTIVE:
SPECIES-PERSPECTIVE:
HUMAN-BEINGS-012:
?S \= «hum an, ?X, 1 » <= ?S \= «m an , ?X, 1»
where ?S and ?X are variables. ?S can only be assigned to an object of type
^ S IT while ?X can have values of some type appropriate for the argument roles
of the relations human and mam. This constraint can apply in any situation.
Hence, BABY-SIT constraints can be global.

■

Constraints can also be situated.
E xa m p le 41 HÜMAN-BEINGS-012 can be rewritten to apply only in situation
s:
s f= <<human, ?X, 1 » <= s

<<man, ?X, 1>>.

■

A constraint belonging to a perspectivity set cannot belong to another
perspectivity set at the same time. This is possible only if the same constraint
is stored under another perspectivity şet with a different identifier.
Conditional constraints of BABY-SIT come with a set of background con
ditions which must be satisfied for the constraint to apply.
E xa m p le 42 To state that blocks drop if not supported, one can write:
NATURAL-LAW-PERSPECTIVE:
FALLING-BLOCK:
?S1 1= « b l o c k , ?X, 1 » ,
?S1 ^ <<supported, ?X, 1>> => ?S2 f= <<drops, ?X, 1>>
UNDER-CONDITIONS:
w : < < e x ists, g r a v ity , 1>>.

■

Background conditions are, in fact, assumptions which are required to hold
for constraints to be eligible for activation. The FALLING-BLOCK constraint
can become a candidate for activation only if it is the case that w ^<Ce.xists.
gravity, 0 ^ , i.e., if the absence of gravity is not known in w. In this >\’ay,
background conditions and the use of negative schematic infonic propositions
in BABY-SIT constraints allow nonmonotonic reasoning.
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Note that a conditional constraint can be reduced to an unconditional one.

A x io m 8 Let sit : F be a schematic infonic condition. Then, there exists a
semantically equivalent negative schematic infonic proposition sit |= F' where
F' = {<t[, . . . , cr'^} such that <7- = <7^, Va € F, z = 1, . . . , n.

■

A x io m 9 Let
antecedenti, ..., antecedentn chain-sign
consequently ..., consequentm
conditioni, ..., conditiouk

be a conditional constraint. Then, there exists a semantically equivalent un
conditional constraint of the form:
antecedently ..., antecedentny
newpropositioniy ..., newpropositionk chain-sign
consequently ..., consequentm

where each newpropositioniy 1 < i < ky is a negative schematic infonic propo
sition semantically equivalent to conditioniy 1 < i < k.

■

E xa m p le 43 An equivalent unconditional constraint for FALLING-BLOCK in
Example 42 can be given as:
NATURAL-LAW-PERSPECTIVE:
FALLING-BLOCK:

?S1 (= «block, ?X, 1»,
?S1 ^ <<supported, ?X, 1>>,
w ^ «exists, gravity, 0 » => ?S2 [= <<drops, ?X, 1».
Due to this equivalence property, in the following discussions we will con
sider only unconditional constraints.

P ro p e rtie s C o m m o n to A ll C onstraint T y p es
There are some rules governing the syntax, and as a consequence the semantics,
of all types of constraints:

■
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• As apparent from the definition of constraints, negative schematic infonic
propositions can be used only in the antecedent parts of constraints.
• Negative schematic infonic propositions can contain variables. However,
binding of these variables can only be done in the following ways:
a. If these variables appear only inside the negative schematic infonic
propositions (of the antecedent part), they cannot be bound and
hence their values cannot be used in their occurrences in the conse
quent part of the constraint. For this reason, it cannot be assumed
that variable bindings obtained inside these propositions are valid
at other parts of the constraint.
b. If these variables also appear inside the positive schematic infonic
propositions of the antecedent part, then these variables can only
be bound from outside.

That is, they inherit their values from

the bindings of their occurrences in the positive schematic infonic
propositions of the antecedent part.
c. If a variable appears inside the negative schematic infonic proposi
tions, but not inside any other part of the constraint, occurrences
of this variable in different infons of these propositions may have
different bindings.
The binding policy above is also valid for the variables appearing in the
supporting situation positions of negative schematic infonic propositions.
As a consequence of the binding policy, variables appearing only inside
the negative schematic infonic propositions of a constraint cannot appear
inside the consequent part of that constraint.

4.3.2

Variables

Variables are used only in BABY-SIT constraints and query expressions, and
have scope only within the constraint or the query expression they appear.
Variables are represented with parameter-like symbols that start with a ques
tion mark ( “?” ).
When BABY-SIT tries to evaluate a part of a constraint or a query con
taining variables, it may find out that it can satisfy a subgoal by assigning
(i.e., binding) certain values to the variables. Then, in the remaining paits of
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that constraint or query, those variables are replaced by the values they were
assigned to. Furthermore, variables preserve their values (i.e., bindings stay
the same) unless and until BABY-SIT “backtracks” to find another solution.
The basic data manipulation operation is unification which results in a sub
stitution. Operationally, this substitution can be thought of as a simultaneous
assignment of appropriate data structures to variables. As in logic program
ming [20], the single-assignment property, i.e., the ability to assign one variable
to another and a structure containing variables to a variable, is preserved. Uni
fication in BABY-SIT is similar to the one used in logic programming, but with
some minor differences. The basic rules of unification are as follows:
• An unbound variable in the supporting situation position of a schematic
infonic proposition can be unified only with a situation.
• A variable in an infon is unifiable with any other object. An unbound
variable, in general, unifies with an object until the system backtracks
for another solution.
• Different variables may be unified with the same object.
• The null-argument filler cannot be unified with anything but itself.
• Two infons can be unified only when their constituents are component
wise unifiable.
• Any other object is not unifiable with anything but itself.
Therefore, a variable can match any object; however the object must be
appropriate for the place or the argument role it appears in.

Example 44 Given the relation type declaration

< sees I ~IND, {~IND, ~SIT} > [2],
variables ?S and ?X in the proposition ?S[=<Csees, ?X, sitl,
match objects of type ^SIT, and <^IND or ^SIT, respectively.

can only
■
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Backward Chaining Constraints

Backward chaining constraints are inference rules that provide a channel for
information flow between types of situations, from the antecedents to the con
sequents. For this reason, a backward chaining constraint can serve as a defi
nition for its consequent part. In fact, backward chaining constraints are used
to prove propositions.
A BABY-SIT backward chaining constraint is a constraint with backward
chaining sign

Its consequent part constitutes the main goal which suc

ceeds whenever the antecedents succeed.
In addition to the properties common to all constraint types, each backward
chaining constraint should satisfy the following syntactic criterion:
• All variables in the consequent part must appear in the positive schematic
infonic propositions in the antecedent part of the constraint.
E xam p le 45 Consider the following constraints:
i. ?s [= <<human, John, 1>> <= ?S |= <<man, ?X, 1>>
ii. ?S 1= <<humeui, John, 1>>,
?S ^ « f e m a l e , ?X, 1 » <= ?S |= «m a n , ?X, 1 »
iii. s i 1= <<human, ?X, 1>> <= ?S |= <<man, ?X, 1>>
iv. s i ^ <<human, ?X, 1>>,
?S ^ « f e m a l e , ?X, 1 » <= ?S |= «m a n , ?X, 1 »
V.

vi.

?S \= «hum an, ?X, 1 » <= ?S |= «m a n , ?X, 1 »
?S 1= <<human, ?X, 1 » ,
?S ^ « f e m a l e , ?X, 1 » <= ?S |= «m a n , ?X, 1 »

vii. s2 [= <<human, ?X, 1>> <= s i f= <<man, ?X, 1>>
viii. ?S [= <<human, ?X, 1>^,
s i ^ « f e m a l e , ?X, 1 » <= ?S \= «m a n , ?X, 1 »
Constraints (i—iv) are not valid backward chaining constraints since variable
?X in the consequent parts of (i-ii) and variable ?S in the consequent parts
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of (iii-iv) do not appear in the positive schematic infonic propositions in their
corresponding antecedent parts. On the other hand, (v-viii) are valid backward
chaining constraints.

■

We define the following notion which will help in interpretation of con
straints and query expressions.

D efin ition 4.56 A compound infon F is said to be minimally supported by a
situation s (or s is a minimal situation for F) if there does not exist a situation
s' such that s' ^ s and s' |= F. Likewise, a set of infonic propositions, {© i,
. . . , ©n}, is said to minimally hold if for each ©,, 1 < 2 < n, its compound
infon is minimally supported by its supporting situation.

■

E xam p le 46 Assume that we have two supsituations s i and s 2, each having
a pair of subsituations, s l l and s l 2, and s 21 and s 22, respectively, such that:
s l l 1= «m a n , John, 1»
s l 2 1= « s e e s , John, mary, 1»
s i 1= { « p a r t - o f , s l l , s i , 1» ,

« p a r t - o f , s l 2 , s i , !>>}

s 21 1= «h a p p y , John, 1»^ *
s 22 [= « s e e s , John, mary, 1»
s 2 1= { « p a r t - o f , s 21 , s 2 , 1» ,

« p a r t - o f , s 22 , s 2 , 1>>).

Then, infon «m an , John, 1>> is not minimally supported by s i, but only
by s l l . Similarly, infon <<sees, John, mary, 1»

is minimally supported by

only s l2 and s22. Furthermore, each of the following set of infonic propositions
i. s i f= «m a n , John, 1 » , s21 |= « h a p p y , John, 1 »
ii. s l l 1= «m an , John, 1» ,
iii. s i 1= «m an , John, 1» ,

s 2 |= « h a p p y , John, 1»
s 2 |= « h a p p y , John, 1»

does not minimally hold while each of the following does:
V.

s l l 1= «m an , John, 1 » , s21 |= « h a p p y , John, 1 »

vi. s l l 1= «m an , John, 1» ,

s l 2 |= « s e e s , John, mary, 1»

*^The relation happy is assumed to be defined as < happy | ~IND > [1 ].
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s22 |= <<sees, John, mary, 1>>

viii. s i 1= {<<man, John, 1>>, <<sees, John, mary, 1>>}
ix. s2 1= {<<happy, John, 1>>, <<sees, John, mary, 1>>}.

■

D efinition 4.57 Given a perspectivity constraint set VS, a set of infonic
propositions, { 01 , . . . , 0 „ } , is said to be proven to minimally hold in V if
each 0 ,, 1 < 2 < n, minimally holds or proven to do so by the application of
the backward chaining constraints in VS.

■

Accordingly, semantic interpretation of a backward chaining constraint un
der a model A i, a valuation function W , and a given antecedent proof per
spectivity set VS is defined as follows;
• Let K be a backward chaining constraint of the form 0i,

On <= 4>\ ,

. . . , (f)m· Assume the following:
• 0 p and 0 „ denote the collection of positive schematic infonic propo
sitions and the collection of the negative schematic infonic proposi
tion in {^ 1, . . . ,

respectively.

• $ denotes the set {<t>i , . . . , (f>m]·
• Vp·, Ki, and Vc denote the set of variables in 0 p, 0 „, and

respec

tively.
Then,

is true if:

i. (VV.^')[0pl·^’'^^' is proven to minimally hold in V S { V V is the
same as VJ- except possibly in the values it assigns to the variables
in Kp),
ii.

{ y W " ) [ 0 n l^ ’'^^” is proven to minimally hold in V S {V T " is the
same as VIF' except possibly in the values it assigns to the variables
in Ki — Vp)·, and

iii.

is true {VIF'" is the same as V P ' except possibly
in the values it assigns to the variables in Vc — (Vp U Ki))·

P rop o sitio n 5 All propositions asserted by activated backward chaining con
straints in BABY-SIT are valid; they include well-formed infons and do not
yield incoherent situations.
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Proof. Directly follows from the interpretation of backward chaining con
straints (cf. (iii) above).
□

The Backward Chaining Mechanism
The following rules govern the functionality of the backward chaining mecha
nism:
• The backward chaining mechanism is activated when a query is either
issued explicitly or issued by the forward chaining mechanism.
• A query (the main goal) can be proven with respect to a given perspectivity set. Otherwise, proof is done with respect to the default system
constraints and the information existing in the system. This is under the
control of the user.
• Provided with a perspectivity set, only the backward chaining constraints
in this set can be used to prove a query.^^ However, to prove the con
sequent parts of backward chaining constraints in this perspectivity set,
another perspectivity set can be provided. This perspectivity set is called
the antecedent proof perspectivity set. In this case, the consequent parts
are proven with respect to the given antecedent proof perspectivity set.
If no antecedent proof perspectivity set is given, then only the backward
chaining constraints in the initial perspectivity set are employed during
the proof process.
• A backward chaining constraint in the given perspectivity set becomes a
candidate for activation only if it has a consequent part matching some
propositions in the query.
• During selection of candidate backward chaining constraints for activa
tion, the constraints are examined in the order they are introduced to the
system. This order also determines the order of activation. The back
ward chaining system attempts to derive all possible true instances of
the top-level goal by using a ‘depth-first search’ strategy. The depth-first
•"Note that bidirectional chaining constraints can behave as if they were backward chain
ing constraints during backward chaining. For this reason, the discussion here also covers
bidirectional chaining constraints.
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strategy exhaustively generates and searches one path of the derivation
tree before returning to the top node and searching the next path.^^
• Candidate backward chaining constraints are applied immediately, i.e.,
without verifying their antecedent parts prior to application.
• Negative schematic infonic propositions in the antecedent part of a can
didate backward chaining constraint are always evaluated after the eval
uation of its positive schematic infonic propositions.
• Backward chaining constraints may utilize the propositions asserted by
forward chaining constraints. Results of a query are automatically as
serted to the s y s t e m . F o r this reason, forward chaining constraints can
further utilize the results of the backward chaining constraints. It should
be noted that the results of a query are asserted just in case the results
are valid propositions, i.e., the arguments in the infons are appropriate
for their corresponding places and assertion of the results does not yield
any incoherent situation.

4.3.4

Forwcird Chaining Constraints

Forward chaining constraints enable one to infer new information from the
existing ones, alter its environment, and act accordingly. For this reason, these
constraints may be called action constraints.
A BABY-SIT forward chaining constraint is a constraint with forward
chaining sign

Whenever the propositions in the antecedent part of a

forward chaining constraint succeed, all of the propositions in its consequent
part are asserted to the system. In this way, the propositions in its antecedent
part form a justification for the propositions in its consequent part. But the
BABY-SIT forward chaining mechanism is not accommodated with a truth
maintenance system.^^ That is why the propositions asserted as a result of
^^The KEE System includes other constraint ordering strategies and search strategies.
BABY-SIT can use these strategies if some global variables o f KEE Backward Chaining
System are set appropriately. See KEE Rule System Reference Manual for details.
^‘^If the forward chaining mechanism is not enabled at the time o f assertion, assertion is
performed without activating the forward chaining mechanism. Otherwise, assertion acti
vates the forward chaining mechanism and the inferred propositions are asserted into the
system, but they do not activate the forward chaining mechanism in turn.
^^The KEE environment supports both a truth maintenance system built upon de Kleer’s
work on cissumption-based truth maintenance [26] and a world system based on Morris and
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forward chaining constraints are not automatically removed from the system
when their justifications are removed.
Besides the rules common to all constraint types, the following syntactic
and binding rules apply to forward chaining constraints:
• Some variables in the consequent part of the constraint may not appear
in the antecedent part. However, if there is a variable which appears at
the supporting situation position of the propositions in the consequent
part, but not in any of the propositions in the antecedent part, then there
can be at most one such variable in the consequent part of the constraint.
• The variable appearing only at the supporting situation positions in the
consequent part is automatically assigned a randomly generated unique
object. In case the constraint is activated, this object is introduced to the
system as a new situation object and assertions are made accordingly.
• Other variables appearing only in the consequent part of the constraint
are automatically assigned randomly generated unique parameters. But
in order for such a constraint to be a candidate for activation, for each
of these parameters there must be a denoted type common to all of its
occurrences in the infons. This common type is determined by taking
the intersection of the type sets defined for the corresponding argument
roles of the infons in which the parameter occurs. If the constraint be
comes a candidate and then if it is activated, each of these parameters is
introduced to the system as a new object of the common denoted type
found by agreement, and assertions are made accordingly. If more than
one common denoted type is found, only the first one is selected for use.
E xa m p le 47 Consider the following constraints:

i. ?S f= <<human, John, 1>>,
?S ^ <<female, ?X, 1>> => ?S |= <<main, ?X, 1>>
ii. si (= <<human, John, 1>>,
?S
<<female, John, 1>> => ?S |= <<man, John, 1>>
iii. ?S1 1= «human, ?X, 1>>, ?S1 ^ <<female, ?X, 1>> =>
?S2 1= «man, ?X, 1», ?S3 |= <<female, ?X, 0 »
N a do’s work [62].
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iv. ?S )= <<human, ?X, 1 » ,
?S ^ <<female, ?X, 1>> => ?S |= <<man, ?X, 1>>
V.

?S1 1= <<human, ?X, 1 »
?S1 ^ « f e m a le , ?X, 1»

=> ?S2 |= «m a n , ?X, 1 » .

Constraints (i-ii) are not valid forward chaining constraints since they do
not satisfy the syntactic criterion common to all constraint types; variable ?X
in the consequent part of (i) and variable ?S in the consequent part of (ii)
only appear in the negative schematic infonic propositions in their respective
antecedent parts, (iii) is not a valid forward chaining constraint as well since
there are two new situation variables, ?S2 and ?S3, in its consequent part;
only one such situation variable is allowed for forward chaining constraints.
Constraints (iv-v) are considered to be valid forward chaining constraints. If
an instance of (v) is activated for some value of ?S 1 and ?X, a new situation is
created and the assertion is made accordingly.

■

E xam p le 48 Assume the following sequence of relation type declarations:
< b lin d I ~IND > [1]
<

C c in -s e e

| ~IND, ~SIT > [1]

< c a n -ta lk -to | ~IND, ~IND > [2]
< c a n -fe e l | ~IND, {~IND, ~SIT} > [2 ],
The constraint
?S 1= « b l i n d , ?X, 1 » => ?S 1= { « c a n - s e e , ?X, ?Y, 0 » ,
< < c a n -ta lk -to , ?X, ?Y, 1>>)
is also invalid since there is no common denoted type for the parameter that
will replace variable ?Y. If this constraint were selected for activation, the
occurrences of ?Y would be replaced by a randomly generated parameter. And
in case it were activated, this parameter would be declared as a parameter
object denoting some type. But the occurrence of this parameter in the infon
<<can-see, ?X, ?Y, 0>> can denote an object of type ^IND whereas its
occurrence in the infon < < ca n -ta lk -to , ?X, ?Y,

can denote an object

of type ~57T. Then, the two occurrences of a parameter cannot agree on a
common denoted type.

E xa m p le 49 Now consider the constraint

*
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?S \= «blind, ?X, 1» => ?S 1= {«can-see, ?X, ?Y, 0»,
<<can-talk-to, ?X, ?Y, 1>>}.
It is a valid forward chaining constraint since the parameter that will be
substituted in place of variable ?Y can denote a unique type, namely ^IND,
which is found by taking the intersection of the argument type sets for the
relations of the infons in w’hich variable ?Y occurs. That is, since the possible
types for the object value of ?Y are {~/A^Z), ^SIT} for the relation can-see and
{r^IND} for the relation can-talk-to, the agreed type is taken to be {^IN D,

n {r^IND}.

m

We define semantic interpretation of a forward chaining constraint under a
model A4, a valuation function V ^ , and a antecedent proof perspectivity set
V S as follows:
• Let /c be a forward chaining constraint of the form Oi, . . . , On => <i>i ,···■,
(f)m and assume the following:
• 0 p and 0 „ denote the collection of positive schematic infonic propo
sitions and the collection of the negative schematic infonic proposi
tion in {^ 1, . . . , On}, respectively.
•

denotes the set {(^i , . . . , ^m}·

■ Vp,Vn, and Vc denote the set of variables in 0p, 0 „, and $ , respec
tively.
Then,

is true if:

i.

is proven to minimally hold in VS { V V is the same
as W

except possibly in the values it assigns to the variables in K ),

ii. {yVJ-")\Qpy^''^^" is proven to minimally hold in V S {VJ-" is the
same as W

except possibly in the values it assigns to the variables

in Vp), and
iii. {3 V P "){Q n Y ^ ’^^''' is true {V V " is the same as V V except possibly
in the values it assigns to the variables in 14 — 14)·

Proposition 6 All propositions asserted by activated forward chaining con
straints in BABY-SIT are valid; they include well-formed infons and do not
yield incoherent situations.
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Proof. Straightforward from the interpretation of forward chaining constraints
(cf. (iii) above).
□

The Forward Chaining Mechanism
The following rules govern the functionality of the forward chaining mechanism:
• The forward chaining mechanism is initiated either when the user tells
the system to do so or by assertion of a new proposition into the system.
It is under the user’s control to enable or disable the forward chaining
mechanism.
• Forward chaining can be performed with respect to a given perspectivity set, i.e., by using only the forward chaining constraints in a specific
perspectivity set.^® Otherwise, the default system constraints are used.
• By default, antecedent parts of forward chaining constraints are proven
with respect to the given perspectivity set and the information existing
in the system. However, this proof may be carried out with respect to
a given antecedent proof perspectivity set. In such a case, the backward
chaining constraints in this set are employed in proving the antecedents
of the forward chaining constraints.
• A forward chaining constraint in the given perspectivity set becomes a
candidate for activation only if its antecedent parts are true.
• Forward chaining constraints are examined according to the ‘constraint
ordering’ in order to find the candidates for activation. The criterion for
constraint order used by the forward chaining mechanism is ‘constraint
type.’

‘ Non-action’ constraints are considered first, and then ‘action’

constraints. For each constraint type, the ‘depth-first’ strategy is applied;
within each constraint type, constraints that are more recently introduced
to the system are scheduled first. This order also determines the order
of activation.
^^Bidirectional chaining constraints are also employed during forward chaining.
"'T h e KEE System provides other control strategies. B A BY -SIT can be made to use one
o f these strategies by setting some global variables o f the KEE Forward Chaining System.
See KEE Rule Syslem Reference Manual for details.
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• Negative schematic infonic propositions in the antecedent part of a for
ward chaining constraint are always evaluated last, with respect to the
positive schematic infonic propositions in that part.
• If the antecedents of a forward chaining constraint hold, then the con
sequents are asserted to the system without activating other forward
chaining constraints. It is up to the user to initiate the forward chaining
mechanism again. The antecedent part of each candidate constraint may
be verified prior to its activation. This is mainly due to the fact that
assertions made by an activated forward chaining constraint may cause
the antecedents of another candidate forward chaining constraint not to
hold at the time of its activation. This is optional and left to the user’s
choice.
• Forward chaining constraints can utilize the results of backward chaining
constraints.
• In a manner similar to backward chaining constraints, the consequents
of an activated forward chaining constraint are asserted into the system
only if they are valid propositions. That is, if the arguments of infons
are of appropriate t}"pe and assertion of the propositions do not produce
any incoherent situation.

4.3.5

Bidirectional Chaining Constraints

A bidirectional chaining constraint has “4^” as its chain-sign.

Its behavior

is determined during the activation of the chaining mechanisms. It functions
as a forward chaining constraint during forward chaining and as a backward
chaining constraint during backward chaining. For this reason, a bidirectional
chaining constraint is subject to the syntactic restrictions of backward chaining
constraints.

Example 50 The following is not a valid bidirectional chaining since it would
be considered to be an invalid backward chaining constraint during backward
chaining:

?S 1= <<blind, ?X, 1>> <=> ?S )= <<can-see, ?X, ?Y, 0>>.
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Consequently, the variable binding policy and semantic interpretation for
a bidirectional chaining constraint are dynamically determined, depending on
the type of its use, during chaining.

4.4

■

Querying

One can issue queries about informational contents of situations and the ob
jects in the system. Querying in BABY-SIT is possible only in Query Mode.
There are two types of querying in BABY-SIT: situation querying and oracle
querying.

4.4.1

Situation Querying

It is possible to issue comple.x queries about objects and their relations in the
existing situations. A situation query proposition initiates the situation query
mechanism. As long as situation querying is concerned, the user is said to work
in Situation Query Mode which is an integral part of Query Mode.

D efin ition 4.58 A single situation query proposition is an expression of the
form

sit {j=,

r

where sit is either a situation or a variable, and P is either a compound infon
or a schematic compound infon except that the infons may have variables in
place of their polarities and constituents. A single situation query proposition
having the form sit |= P is called a positive single situation query proposition
and the one having the form sit ^ P is called a negative single situation query
proposition.

■

D efin ition 4.59 A situation query proposition is an expression of the form

where each

1 < ? ’ </ ? , is a single situation query proposition.
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The syntax of situation query propositions is given in Table D.l in Ap
pendix D.

D efinition 4.60 A situation query proposition is in normalized form if its
positive single situation query propositions are followed by the negative ones. ■

A x io m 10 Let $ be a situation query proposition and also let 0 and

denote

the set of positive single situation query propositions and the set of negative
single situation query propositions in

respectively. Then, $ can be converted

to a normalized situation query proposition semantically equivalent to

in the

form:

Oi,
for all Oi G 0 , 1 < г < /:, and for all ij^j € $, 1 < i < /.

■

V ariable B in d in g P o lic y and the P r o o f M ech an ism
The binding policy for variables in a situation query proposition is determined
as follows:

• Single situation query propositions may include variables.
• Occurrences of a bound variable get the same value throughout a situ
ation query proposition. Two different variables appearing at the sup
porting situation positions of single situation query propositions cannot
be bound to the same v a l u e . O n the other hand, different variables
not appearing in the supporting situation positions may be assigned the
same values.
• Negative single situation query propositions can never bind their vari
ables. These variables can be bound onl}· by their occurrences in positive
single situation query propositions.
is assumed that the user has written these variables with the intention that they refer
to two different situations.
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The following rules govern the functionality of the situation query proof
mechanism:

• The situation query proof mechanism is activated upon issuing a situation
query in Query Mode.
• Single situation query propositions, except negative single query situa
tion propositions, are proven in the order they appear in the situation
query proposition. Negative single query situation propositions are al
ways subject to late ev'aluation. That is, they are always proven last.
• If a situation query proposition includes infons having variables in place
of their polarities, the query mechanism creates multiple queries, i.e.,
multiple instances of the situation query created by permuting over 0
and 1 where these variables occur.
• If a negative single situation query proposition has a variable at its sup
porting situation position and this variable does not appear in a positive
single situation query proposition, the query never yields a solution.
• The query mechanism can find solutions to a situation query only for the
minimal set of situations where the query propositions hold.
• Situation query propositions are proven first with respect to the current
information in the system and then with respect to a perspectivity set,
if given. If a perspectivity set is given, its backward chaining constraints
are used to prove the query.
• All proven instances of a situation query are asserted into the system.
• The proof mechanism can process a query prior to and after its evalu
ation according to the setting adjusted by the user. These settings are
explained in the sequel.
E xam ple 51 Now assume that there are five situations, s l l , s l 2, si , s 2, and
s3 such that s l l and s l2 are subsituations of s i and

sll f= (<<student, John, 1>>, <<fat, John, 1>>)
sl2 1= <<sulky, John, 1>>
-®As mentioned in Section 4.3.3, the antecedent parts o f these backward chaining con
straints may be proven with respect to another perspectivity set.
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si f= {<<part-of, sll, si, 1>>, <<part-of, sl2, si, !>>}
s2 1= {<<student, John, 0», «fat, John, 0>>}
s3 f= <<student, John, 1>>
where infonic relations are defined as

< student I ~IND > [1]
< fat I ~IND > [1]
< sulky I ~IND > [1].
Also assume that the query mechanism is not furnished with a perspectivity
set. Then, the situation query

Q> ?S 1= <<student, ?X, 1>>
asks for those situations in which someone is a student and results in two
solutions:

Solution 1:
sll 1= <<student, John, 1>>
Solution 2:
s3 1= <<student, John, 1>>.
The same result is obtained if it is asked in which situations John is a
student:

Q> ?S 1= <<student, John, 1>>.
Note that although si indirectly supports the infons of sll, the query yields
a solution for the minimal situation where the query proposition holds.

■

E xam p le 52 Consider the query “find those situations in which someone is a
sulky student” :
Q> ?s 1= {«sulky, ?X, 1 » , «student, ?X, 1 » } .
There is only one such situation, namely si:

si (= {<<sulky, John, 1>>, <<student, John, !>>}.

■

It is also possible to force the query mechanism to search a specific situation
for a solution.

E xam ple 53 For instance.
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Q> s i f= { « s t u d e n t , ?X, 1 » , « s u l k y , ?X, 1 » }
yields the following:
si

(<<student, John, 1>>, <<sulky, John, 1 » } .

■

E xa m p le 54 Since propositions are required to minimally hold during the
interpretation of a query expression, the query below yields only one solution:
Q> ?S f= { « s t u d e n t , ?X, 1 » , « s u l k y , ?X, 1 » )
S o lu tio n 1:
s i 1= {<<student, John, 1>>, <<sulky, John, !>>}.

■

E xa m p le 55 If there is no solution for a given query, the system responds
with a negative answer:
Q> ?S 1= {<<student, ?X, 1>>, <<sulky, ?X, 0>>)
No s o lu tio n found.

■

E xa m p le 56 Since variable ?S in the following queries appears only in nega
tive single situation query propositions, they never yield a solution:
Q> ?S ^ <<student, ?X, 1>>
Q> ?S lA <<student, ?X, 0>>
Q> ?S ¡/L <<student, John, 1>>
Q> ?S ^ <<student, John, 0>>

■

Plowever, providing a specific situation in the query or letting the supporting
situation variable be instantiated via variable binding by the help of positive
situation query propositions in the query make more sense.

E xa m p le 57 Q> s i ^ <<student, ?X, 0>>
S o lu tio n 1:
s i ^ <<student, ?X, 0 »
Q> s i ^ <<student, ?X, 1>>
No s o lu tio n found
Q> s2 ^ <<student, ?X, 1>>

C H A P T E R 4.
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Solution 1 :
s2 ^ <<student, "^X, 1>>
Q>

1= < < fa t, "a , 1 » ,

'i’S \T <<student, ?X , 0 »

Solution 1 :
si 1= <<fat, John, 1>>
si ^

<<student, J o h n ,

0>>

■

E xa m p le 58 I lie same ans\v(M' lo t lu' last, qiK'rv in Example 57 can be ob
tained by using tlie query Ix'low.

I his is beeaiisi' these two queries are seman

tically equivalent; the single n(\gati\’e situation cjiuay proposition is evaluated
alter tlu' evaluat ion of the posit l\('

^ <<student,

Q>

Variables Ccin also be

oikc

0>>,

us(y 1 as

<<fat, ?X, 1>>

■

the major roust it iients of infons in situation

queries.

ExcUiipIe 59 I'he lollowing cjiKav' asks about “ the situations that support
one-place infons with polarity 0 wheia' John appelais in their first arguments” :
Q> ?s |-- <<'^R, John, 0>>
Solution 1 :
s2 |— <<student, John, 0>>
Solution 2 :
s2 1= <<fat, John, 0>>

g

bsing variables at the place' of polaritie's in situation query infons creates
multiple queri('s where ('ach ciuery is obtaiiu'd by ix'p.acing the polarity Variable
b}’ 0 or I at a time.

E xa m p le 60 Consider the cpK'rv
q>

'?s 1= <<student, '^1, '^P>>.

This query is e(|ui\-alent to issuing ('ae h of t lu' follov/ing queries in order:
Q>

1= <<student, '^X, 0>>

Q>

1= <<3tudent, 'r'X, 1>>
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and returns the following solutions:

Solution 1:
sll 1= <<student, John, 1>>
Solution 2:
s3 (= <<student, John, 1>>
Solution 3:
s2 1= <<student, John, 0>>

■

Provided with a perspectivity set, the proof mechanism, besides looking for
solutions by using the existing information in the system, uses the backward
chaining constraints in this set to prove situation queries.

Example 61 Assume that we provide the proof mechanism with a perspec
tivity set which includes the constraint below as its unique backward chaining
constraint:

?S \= {«fat, ?X, 1»,
<<sulky, ?X, 1>>} <= ?S 1= <<gluttonous, ?X, 0>>^°
Then, we have the following queries and their corresponding solutions over the
existing state of information:^^

Q> sll
<<gluttonous, ?X, 0>>
No solution found
Q> si [= <<gluttonous, ?X, 0>>
Solution 1:
si 1= <<gluttonous, John, 0>>
q> ?s 1= <<gluttonous, ?X, 0>>
Solution 1:
si 1= <<gluttonous, John, 0>>
1= <<gluttonous, ?X, 1 »
No solution found

Q> ?s

^°The relation gluttonous is cissumed to be defined as < g lu tto n o u s | ~IND > [1 ].
^*Each query is issued independent from the others.

■
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Definition 4.61 A situation query is situated if there is no variable in the
supporting situation positions of its single situation query propositions. Oth
erwise, the query is said to be unsituated.

■

For example, the first two queries in Example 61 are situated and the others
are unsituated.
We define the operational semantics of a situation query proposition with
respect to a model M . a valuation function VP', and an antecedent proof
perspectivity set V S as follows:
• Let Q he a normalized situation query proposition of the form Oi, . . . ,
Ok, <t>\, · . . , 4>i where each 6i, I < i < k, 'is a positive single situation
query proposition and each (f)j, 1 < j < /, is a single negative situation
query proposition in Q. Also let 0 and $ denote {^i, . . . , Ok] and {(f>\,
. . . , (j>i], respectively. Then,
i.

is true if:

is proven to minimally hold in V S where V P ' is the
same as V P except possibly in the values it assigns to the variables
in 0 , and

ii.

is true where V P " is the same as V P' except pos
sibly in the values it assigns to the variables in $.

P ro p o sitio n 7 All propositions asserted as a result of situation queries in
BABY-SIT are valid; they include well-formed infons and do not yield inco
herent situations.
Proof. Directly follows from Proposition 5 and the interpretation of situation
queries.

n

Basically, the query mechanism searches for solutions to a given query.
In case a perspectivity constraint set is specified, in addition to the existing
information in the system, the search is carried out by using the backward
chaining constraints in this set. Any solution found is returned. There are
several possible actions which can be controlled by the user via Query Mode
Setup (QM-SetupP^:
^^Refer to Section 5.5 for more details.
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• Providing a perspectivity set to make the query mechanism prove the
query with respect to the backward chaining constraints in this set.
• Providing an antecedent proof perspectivity set to make the query mech
anism prove the antecedents of the backward chaining constraints with
respect to the backward chaining constraints in this set.
• Replacing each parameter in the query expression by the corresponding
individual if there is a possible anchor, either partial or full, for that
parameter provided by the given anchoring situation and then issue the
query.
• Displaying the query expression with its parameters anchored prior to its
issue.
• Fixing the maximum number of solutions to be returned.
• Displaying solutions with their parameters replaced by the individuals to
which they are anchored by the given anchoring situation.
• For each solution, displaying infons anchoring any parameter in the so
lution to an individual in the given anchoring situation.
• Displaying a trace of anchoring of parameters in each solution.

4.4.2 Oracle Querying
What is Oracle?
In the framework of situation theory, the notion of oracle has been first intro
duced by Devlin in [27, pp. 79-85]. Devlin describes the oracle of an object
as a situation that provides items of information about the object. He also
employs the notion set o f issues in this definition to mean “a collection of
parametric infons” that “provide us with an information-theoretic framework
for discussing the world or some part thereof.” Devlin defines an oracle of an
object as follows [27, p. 79]:
Given an individual (animate or inanimate) or a situation o. the Foraclt of a, Oracleria), is the situation comprising that part of the
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world and the entire ‘body of knowledge’ that, within the frame
work provided by F, concerns a. That is to say, Oracler(a) is the
‘minimal’ situation, s, such that s \= cr for any factual, parameterfree F-infon, that ‘genuinely’ involves a.
For example, consider an individual, say Bob, who is a soccer player. Pro
vided by an appropriate set of issues F, Oracler{Boh) would stretch back in
time to Bob’s ancestors and forward in time to the moment where Bob ceases
to exist; it would contain him, his being selected three times as the highest
scorer, his parents, his wife, his children, his apartments, his knee injuries in
various games, etc. Hence, Oracler{Boh) will involve many relations and prop
erties of Bob, and a great deal of objects standing in relation with him. But
it will not involve all properties, relations, and objects. For instance, all of
the spectators of his games are unlikely to appear in the infons supported by
Oracler{Boh). However, if Mary is an admirer of him. Bob would possibly be
involved in her oracle, Orac/er(Mary), but this does not necessarily put Mary
into Oracler{Boh).
On the other hand, different people can access different parts of an oracle.
For someone who knows nothing about Bob, Oracler{Boh) would have little
meaning. But having heard that he is a soccer player, he would at least put
this information in his oracle of Bob. But, for a friend of Bob, (9rac/er(Bob)
would involve more information than for the one who has been newly informed
about Bob.
When one considers oracles from a natural language perspective, they might
prove to be useful. But the definition of oracles is vague in the terms used
by Devlin, such as ‘body of knowledge’, ‘minimal’ situation, and ‘genuinely’
involves. This seems to be due to the fact that oracles are intensional objects.
Devlin considers oracle situations to be situation-theoretic analogues of the
irrational real numbers [27, p. 84]. Then, oracles make no sense if we try to
specify them in terms of the infons they support. It is not also clear by which
means the totality of an oracle can be formed, i.e., by which means relations,
properties, and objects to be involved in the oracle can be determined.
As mentioned above, different people can access different information about
an oracle situation s. This means that oracles are relative. This, then, brings
out two aspects of oracles. First, since one cannot have more than partial infor
mation about a particular oracle [28], the amount of this partial information
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depends on some ‘accessibility function’ that one carries with oneself. This
function enables one to access only those portions of s, which are in proportion
to the information one has about the oracle object. For example, one may
know about Bob that he is a soccer player while another individual may know
that Bob is a professional soccer player only because they are told so. Then,
in access to the first individual’s knowledge, the second individual may have
in his oracle of Bob the property that he is professional.
On the other hand, even if two individuals have exactly the same knowledge
of an object, they might involve a different amount of information in their
oracles of that object. Consider, for example, two individuals both of whom
are told that Bob is a professional soccer player, but the first one knowing
that professional soccer players are paid high premium. In this case, both will
include Bob’s being a professional soccer player in their oracles of Bob. But his
being paid a high premium will possibly be included by the first individual’s
oracle of Bob as well. Therefore, being subject to constraints plays a crucial
role in accessing different parts of an oracle situation.
The second aspect is closely related to the first one. One does not always
access the totality of information one has about an oracle object, but to the
parts that are ‘relevant’ to the current ‘context.’ For example, in a talk on
someone’s academic career we talk about his education, research activities,
publications, and so on, but not about where his grandfather spent his holiday
the year before, even if we know where he did. Hence, we collect only the
relevant parts of the information we have. The degree of relevance is contextdependent.
Therefore, a theoretical development of oracles should take these two as
pects of oracles into account. This work should mainly include accessibility
functions, attunement to constraints, contexts, and measuring relevance of
information in due respect.

But, it is difficult to pin down these concepts.

Though formal development of situation theory would most likely provide the
necessary motivation for clarification of the underpinnings. In this direction, a
preliminary work towards formalizing context [2] and oracles [79] in the frame
work of situation theory is being carried out by Surav and Akman.
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O racles in B A B Y -S IT
Since the notion of oracles is not clarified on theoretical grounds yet, it might
not be reasonable to capture this notion in a computational framework. How
ever, with a pragmatic approach, oracles may offer means of retrieving infor
mation about objects in the system. Oracles might be viewed as histories of
specific objects [46]. Having different sets of issues, one could obtain informa
tion about different aspects of an object. A set of issues may then be taken
as a way of settling a viewpoint to observe the object histories. This is how
we consider oracles in BABY-SIT. In its simplest form, we define oracles in
BABY-SIT as follows.
D efin ition 4.62 The oracle of an object o, Oracle{o), is the set of situations
that minimally support infons about o, i.e., those infons that include o.

■

In BABY-SIT, oracles of objects can be obtained by issuing what we call
oracle queries. Oracle queries are issued via oracle query propositions.

An

oracle query proposition initiates the oracle query mechanism and takes the
user to Oracle Query Mode.
D efin ition 4.63 A set of issues, F, is either a compound infon or a schematic
compound infon except that the infons may have variables in place of their
constituents and polarities.

■

D efin ition 4.64 An oracle query proposition is an expression of the form

S(o)[ r ]
where o is an object (oracle object) and F is an optional term denoting the set
of issues.

■

Depending on whether an issue set is supplied or not, there are two types of
oracle querying. (See Table D.l in Appendix D for the syntax of oracle query
expressions.)
O racle qu eryin g with no issue set: (Oracle(o)) This corresponds to
gathering all information available in the system about object o. It collects
all propositions with all minimal situations for infons that include o as one of
their constituents.
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E xa m p le 62 Consider the situations below:
s l l 1= <<student, John, 1 »
s l2 1= <<sees, John, mary, 1>>
s i (= { « p a r t - o f , s l l , s i , 1 » , « p a r t - o f , s l2 , s i , 1 » ,
< < lik e s , John, mary, 1>>}^^
s21 1= <<happy, John, 1>>
s22 (= <<sees, John, a l i c e , 0>>
s2 1= { « p a r t - o f , s21, s2, 1 » , « p a r t - o f , s22, s2, 1 » ) ,
Issuing the following oracle query on the situations above
Q> ® (john)
results in the following;
s l l 1= <<student, John, 1>>
s l2 1= <<sees, John, mary, 1>>
s i 1= < < lik e s , John, mary, 1 »
s21 1= <<happy, John, 1>>
s22 1= <<sees, John, mary, 0>>.

■

An oracle query for a situation only retrieves those situations that support
infons including that situation, not necessarily all infons supported by that
situation.
E xa m p le 63 The oracle query
q> 0 ( s l )
retrieves the following:
s i 1= (< < p a r t -o f, s l l , s i , 1>> < < p a rt-o f, s l2 , s i , !>>}.

■

One can also apply a relevance criterion on the infons retrieved as a result
of an oracle query with no issue set. By this way, it is possible to select only
those infons that are relevant to the current ‘context.’ Relevance of an infon
is determined with respect to a perspectivity set as follows.
D efin ition 4.65 Let a be in the form <C reC ,a rg „i, .. . ^arg^niPola ^ and a'
be in the form <C rel„>,arg„ix, . . . , argc'n,poC'

Then, a' loosely matches a

^^The relation/j'A'es is assumed to be defined as < l i k e s | ~IND, ~IND > [2 ].
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iff reC = relcr' or reU> is a variable, and for each arg„i, 1 < i < n, arg^i =
argali or arg^'i is a variable. Note that a and a' may have different polarities. ■

Definition 4.66 Given an infon a and a perspectivity set

VS^

a is said to be

relevant in P S iff there exists a constraint C € VS such that it includes an
infon a' as one of its antecedents that a loosely matches.

■

Hence, when an oracle query is issued with no issue set and with a per
spectivity set, among the infons retrieved as a result of the query, only those
that match an infon in the antecedent parts of the constraints in the given
perspectivity set are selected.

Example 64 Assume a perspectivity set including only the constraint

?S 1= «sees, ?X, ?Y, 1»,
?S ^ «likes, ?X, ?Y, 0> => ?S |= «happy, ?X, 1»
is given. Then, the oracle query

Q> Q(john)
collects the same infons as in the first example above.

However, since the

perspectivity set above is used to determine the relevance of the collected
infons, it returns

sl2 1= <<sees, John, mary, 1>>
si 1= <<likes, John, mary, 1>>
s22 1= <<sees, John, alice, 0>>
where <<sees, John, mary, 1>>, <<likes, John, mary, 1>>, and <<sees,
John, alice, 0 » are the only infons that loosely match <<sees, ?X, ?Y,

1>>, <<likes, ?X, ?Y, 0>>, and <<sees, ?X, ?Y, 1>> in the antecedents
of the constraint, respectively.

■

Oracle querying with an issue set: {Oracler{o)) This corresponds to
gathering information about a particular aspect, determined by F, of object
o. It collects all propositions with all minimal situations for only those infons
in the issue set. The returned infons are the ones that are either explicitly
supported by the situations or proven to hold in the situations by application
of the backward chaining constraints in a given perspectivity set.
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Example 65 The oracle query
Q> Q (joh n)<<stu dent, John, 1>>
results in
s l l [= <<student, John, 1>>
and issuing
Q> @ (john)<<?R , John, 1>>
yields
s l l 1= <<student, John, 1>>
s21 1= <<happy, John, 1>>.
Note that s l l and s l2 are the only minimal situations for <<student,
John, 1 » and « h a p p y , John, 1 » , respectively. On the other hand, an
oracle query having more than one infon in its issue set may obviously find a
different set of situations. For example, the oracle query

q> 0 ( j o h n ) { « ? R , joh n , 1 » , < < lik e s, ?X, ?Y, 1 » }
collects only one situation:
s i 1= { « s t u d e n t , joh n , 1 » , « l i k e s , joh n , mary, 1 » } .

■

If a perspectivity set is provided by QM-Setup, the oracle query is also
proven by using the backward chaining constraints in this set.

Example 66 Consider a perspectivity set containing the constraint
?S 1= « l i k e s , ?X, ?Y, 1 » <= ?S |= « t a k e s - c a r e , ?X, ?Y , 1 » .
The oracle query
Q> Q ( jo h n ) « t a k e s -c a r e , joh n , ?X, 1>>
yields the following:
s i 1= < < ta k es-ca re, joh n , mary, 1>>.

·

The results of an oracle query with an issue set that are proven via backward
chaining are asserted to the system without activating the forwaid chaining
mechanism.
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Note that oracle queries with issue sets are similar to situation queries. In
fact, a semantic equivalence can be defined between these two types of queries.
A x io m 11 Let

be a an oracle query of the form '&(o)r. ^ is semantically

equivalent to a situation query in the form:

?s h r.

■

E xa m p le 67 The oracle query

@(john)<<takes-care, John, ?X, 1>>
is equivalent to

?S [= <<takes-care, John, ?X, 1>>.

■

P ro p o sitio n 8 All propositions asserted as a result of oracle queries in
BABY-SIT are valid.
Proof. Proof of Proposition 7 applies for oracle queries as well since, by Ax
iom 11, there exists a situation query semantically equivalent to a given oracle
query.

□

As mentioned before, issuing an oracle query (with or without an issue set)
puts the user into Oracle Query Mode. This mode allows the user to perform
the following actions on the result of the oracle query:
• Anchoring the parameters appearing in the infons of the propositions in
the query result with respect to a given anchoring situation.
• Collecting all infons of the propositions in the result under a unique
situation. The user can create a new situation that supports the,se infons
only if the resulting situation is coherent.
• Based on the results of the query, finding the oracle of an object by using
the forward chaining constraints of a given perspectivity set. This helps
the user to observe which new relevant facts can be inferred by using the
current oracle information.
Our approach to oracles in BABY-SIT is very primitive. Though it might
be useful to evaluate it with respect to the aforementioned aspects of handling
oracles:
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Accessibility function: The oracle of an object in BABY-SIT is found with
respect to a single individual.

That is, the user is the individual who can

access all information that exists in the system about an object. This means
that there is no accessibility function that restricts the access of different users
to different parts of the oracle of an object.
Attunement to constraints: When issuing an oracle query with an issue set,
the oracle query is proven with respect to a perspectivity set. Moreover, one
can gather more information via forward chaining over the results of the oracle
query. These features enable one to access, by attuning to different constraints,
to different parts of the oracle of an object.
Relevance and Context: We view context as a structure whose constituents
are the constraints and the situation types. The current situation structures
and the perspectivity set form a context in which an oracle query is evalu
ated. Relevance of an infon is determined with respect to the appearance of a
matching infon in the antecedent parts of constraints in the given perspectivity
set. Our conception of context is compatible with that of Surav and Akman
[2]. They propose a computational approach to obtaining oracles of objects.
Their account is based on the notions of contextual effects first put forward by
Sperber and Wilson [76].
The degree of relevance of an infon is measured according to criteria adopted
from Sperber and Wilson: maximum contextual effect and minimum contextual
effort. In BABY-SIT, rather than measuring the degree of relevance, we apply
a restricted form of the notion of contextual effect and accordingly determine
if an infon is relevant or not: if an infon a has a contextual effect, then it is
considered to be relevant to the current context. We interpret the contextual
effects for an infon cr, defined by Sperber and Wilson [76], in our framework as
follows:•
• Contextual implication: If a may invoke any constraint, then a creates
a contextual implication in the constraint. This corresponds td a's ap
pearance in the antecedent part of a constraint.
• Strengthening an existing axiom: If a strengthens an assumption in any
constraint, then a has a contextual effect. This corresponds to a's appear
ance in the negative situation propositions (or background conditions) of
a constraint.
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• Contradicting or eliminating an existing assumption: If a contradicts
an assumption in any constraint, then a has a contextual effect. This
corresponds to cr’s appearance with a reverse polarity in the negative
situation propositions (or background conditions) of a constraint.
We obtain these interpretations according to what we have defined as a
loose match between an infon and the infons in the antecedent parts of the
constraints in a given perspectivity set.

Chapter 5

The Architecture and Implementation

BABY-SIT has been developed in K E E ™ (Knowledge Engineering Environ
ment) [53]. The implementation language is Common Lisp [77] and the BABY
SIT desktop is based on X Windows running on a SPARCStation (cf. Fig
ure 5.1).
BABY-SIT Desktop is the central environment which has been organized
into four parts: Desktop Controller, Dialogue Mode, Object Viewer, and Sit
uation Browser. Dialogue Mode is further divided into four parts: Assertion
Mode, Constraint Edit Mode, Query Mode, and Object Deletion Mode. In this
chapter, we describe the architecture of each part of BABY-SIT Desktop and
briefly consider their implementational aspects. The architecture of BABY
SIT Desktop is illustrated in Figure 5.3. (Figure 5.2 shows the start-up view
of BABY-SIT Desktop.)

5.1

Desktop Controller (DC)

The main function of DC is to make some external input and output opera
tions available to the user. It also provides operations for global refreshing of
the system units such as clearing the object definitions and the perspectivity
sets, and setting of the system parameters (cf. Figure 5.4). These operations
include:•
• Change Pathname: The current directory path of the system can be
redefined by the user.
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Figure 5.1: The software structure of BABY-SIT.
• Edit File: An Emacs editor environment on X Windows allows the user
to create/update files.
• Load Definitions: Given a file name, loads the definitions in this file into
the system by asserting each definition to the system.
• Load Constraints: Given a file name, loads the constraints in this file
to the system. For each perspectivity set not defined in the system, a
perspectivity set is created and then constraints are defined accordingly.
• Save Definitions: Saves the existing object definitions and the proposi
tions asserted until that time into a given file.
• Save Constraints: Saves the constraints in the system in a given file. It
also allows the user to store the constraints of a particular perspectivity
set.
• Flush Definitions: The object definitions and all situations are removed
from the system.
• Flush Constraints: .All perspectivity sets and their constraints are re
moved from the system.
• Quit BABY-SIT: BABY-SIT Desktop is closed.

5.2

Dialogue Mode (D IA M )

Working sessions for .Assertion Mode, Constraint Edit Mode, Query Mode, and
Object Deletion Mode can be opened via DIAM. Multiple working sessions can
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Figure 5.3: The architecture of BABY-SIT Desktop.
be created for only Assertion Mode, Query Mode, and Object Deletion Mode.
Figure 5.5 shows the menu-driven operations on DIAM.

5.3

Assertion Mode (A M )

AM allows the user to assert propositions which will define objects in the sys
tem, establish hierarchies between situations, or add infons to the existing sit
uations. In addition to these features, AM offers some menu-driven operations
which are explained in the sequel.

5.3.1

The Architecture

The architecture of AM consists of eight functional units; User Interface, Syn
tactic Parser, Semantic Parser, Consistency Maintenance System, Object Def
inition, Forward Cbainer Activator, Forward Chainer Controller, and MenuDriven Operations Handler. Additionally, Assertion Mode Setup serves as a
control unit for the evaluation of the expressions asserted in this mode. The
architecture of AM is given in Figure 5.6.
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® BABV-Srr - COMPUTATIONAL SITUATION Tl

Help
Change Pathname
Edit F ile
Load D efinitions
Load Constraints
Save D efinitions
Save Constraints ►
Flush D efinitions
Flush Constraints
Quit BABY-SIT

Figure 5.4: Menu-driven operations on DC.
0 BABY-SIT - COMPUTATIONAL SITUATION Tl

Assertion Mode
Query Mode
Deletion Mode
Constraint Edit Mode

Figure 5.5: Available modes on DIAM.

Assertion Mode Setup (AM-Setup): This setup allows the user to
control the assertion mechanism of the system. There are four possible actions
that can be controlled by the user via AM-Setup (Figure 5.7):
1. Anchoring the parameters o f the asserted expression. If this option
is enabled, each parameter in the asserted expression is replaced
by the corresponding individual according to the anchoring defined
in the given anchoring situation. The anchoring situation can be
specified by the user on the corresponding slot of the AM-Setup
template (i.e., anchoring situation before assertion).

The user is

expected to type an existing situation name for the anchoring situ
ation. The anchoring situation defaults to the background situation
in case no other situation is provided by the user. The new form of
the proposition obtained in this way is considered for assertion.
2. Making inferences over the existing information by using a given
group of constraints. The proposition asserted can be used to make
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Figure 5.6: The architecture of AM.
inferences over the existing information by employing a set of for
ward chaining constraints. The user is required to enable this option
in order for this operation to be activated following the assertion
of the proposition. An existing perspectivity constraint set name
should be typed by the user on the corresponding slot of the AMSetup template (i.e., perspectivity constraint set). Otherwise, the
system perspectivity constraint set is used during inference. In ei
ther case, the forward chaining constraints of the current perspec
tivity constraint set are employed in drawing inferences.
3. Using a different perspectivity set to prove the antecedents of for
ward chaining constraints.

The antecedents of forward chaining

constraints in the current perspectivity constraint set are normally
proved with respect to the backward chaining constraints in this set.
Additionally, the backward chaining constraints in another perspec
tivity constraint set can be used for this task. The user can type an
existing perspectivity constraint set name on the antecedent proof
perspectivity set slot of AM-Setup template.
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System Defaults
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Other
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Figure 5.7: A view from AM-Setup.
4. Verifying antecedents o f the constraints. The antecedents of each
candidate forward chaining constraint may be verified prior to its
activation. The need for such a facility arises from the fact that dur
ing forward chaining, first all candidate forward chaining constraints
are determined, then their instantiated forms are stored in a pool by
verifying their antecedent parts and finally each constraint in this
pool is activated in order. Activation of a candidate constraint may
yield a proposition that would, if had been asserted prior to forward
chaining, prevent another constraint in this pool from being selected
for activation. This facility can be enabled or disabled by using the
verify constraint antecedents slot of AM-Setup.
U ser Interface: An interactive user interface provides a window environ
ment on which the user can type expressions to be asserted. As soon as an
expression is typed on the window, this interface activates the syntactic parser.
Although messages are normally passed to the user via a prompt window, this
environment also displays messages especially for errors encountered during
syntactic and semantic parsing stages. Figure 5.8 shows a snapshot of the AM
user interface window.
S y n ta ctic Parser: The asserted expression is checked for syntactic cor
rectness. If an error is detected during this stage, the user is infortned about
the syntax error and the operation is cancelled. Otherwise, the parser deter
mines the type of the expression, i.e., whether it is a situation/object type
proposition, a parameter type proposition, etc., and then by supplying this
information it initiates the semantic parsing.
S em antic Parser: For an asserted expression to be accepted as a valid
proposition by the semantic parser, the following conditions must be satisfied:
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IBABY-SIT - Assertion Mode
I > < cu b e |^ IN D >

Assertion Mode Menu

Syntax erro r in p r o p o s itio n
Help
^
I> <cubeI^IND>[1]
Forward Chain N o w ^
I> P=^IND
Stop Forward Chaining
I> -BLOCK=[P|w|=<<cube.P.1>>]
Setup
I> a:-BLOCK
I> b:-BLOCK
I > <made-of|-IND,-IND>[2]
I> <ha3-four-Iegs|-IN D >[l]
I> wooden;-IND
I> -TABLE= [P |w( = {<<made-of, P, wooden, 1>>,
< < h as-fou r-leg3 , P, 1>>)J
I> t:-TABLE
I> <move3|-IND,-BLOCK, {-BLOCK,-TABLE)>[2]
I> john:-IND
I> 3:-S IT
I > 3 1={< <moves, j ohn, a, t, 1 >>}
~> 3 1={<<move3, john, a, t, 0>>)
A saertion o f infona y ie ld s in co n siste n cy
The p ro p o s itio n is ignored.
“ > <supported|-BL0CK>[1]
> Q=P^{<<supported, P, 0>>,
< < h as-fou r-leg3 , P, 0>>)
Argument o b je c t ''P” does n ot match the ar
gument r o le type in the infon .
“ > Q=P^<<has-four-Iegs, P, 0>>

>I

Figure 5.8: A snapshot of the AM user interface window.
1. For any proposition other than an infonic proposition, all objects in
the proposition, except the one being defined, must be defined in
the system prior to the assertion of the proposition.
2. For an infonic proposition, all objects in the proposition must be
presently defined in the system.
The semantic parser accesses the BABY-SIT Object Structures to
determine whether each object exists in the system or not.
3. For each infon in a proposition, there must be at least a number of
arguments filled as indicated by the minimality condition of the in
fonic relation of that infon. The BABY-SIT Object Structures keeps
the minimality condition for the infonic relation to be used by the
semantic parser. The remaining unfilled arguments are automati
cally filled with the untyped object

by the semantic parser. Each

infon must have at most a number of arguments that is determined
by the maxirnality conditions for the infonic relation.
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4. All infons of a single proposition must form a consistent set. The
Consistency Maintenance System (e.xplained in the sequel) handles
consistency violations. The Consistency Maintenance System serves
as a supporting tool for determination of inconsistencies on the sur
face level and provides feedback to the semantic parser.
Violation of any of these conditions is prompted to the user through the
user interface window and the operation is cancelled. If the asserted expression
satisfies these conditions, an anchor is applied to the parameters in the propo
sition depending on the current settings of AM-Setup. If the anchoring option
is enabled on AM-Setup, each parameter is replaced by the corresponding indi
vidual if there is a possible anchor, either partial or full, provided by the given
anchoring situation specified on AM-Setup. The resulting proposition is then
transferred to the Consistency Maintenance System for consistency checking
before it is asserted to the system.
In case the asserted proposition fails to pass either of the parsing stages,
the asserted expression is redisplayed on the interface window to allow the user
to correct the expression.
C on sisten cy M aintenance System :

Besides assisting the semantic

parser, this unit keeps the BABY-SIT Situation Structures consistent. Any
inconsistency that may arise due to assertion of the proposition is detected by
the Consistency Maintenance System. For every infonic proposition, its infons
and the infons currently supported by the supporting situation of this proposi
tion are accumulated into one set and this set is investigated for inconsistency.
If this is the case, the operation is cancelled by informing the user through the
message passing system of the semantic parser. Otherwise, the proposition is
considered to be valid.
O b je c t D efinition: AM propositions except infonic propositions are ways
of introducing new objects to the system. An object defined by such a proposi
tion becomes a BABY-SIT object after it is processed by the Object Definition
part. At the first stage. Object Definition creates two or more object infor
mation templates depending on the object type of the object and places them
in respective BABY-SIT System Tables. There are four types of BABY-SIT
System Tables:
1. Object Table: For each BABY-SIT object. Object Table keeps a
template consisting of the name of the object and its object type.
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Object Type
/PYP
TNF
^REL
^POL
^PAR
^SIT
TND
-TIM
-LOG

Table 5.1: Possible type assignments for objects in Object Table.
Object type for an object is one of the nine basic primitive types.
For example, if P is a parameter and ~HUMAN is a type, then
~P A R and ~ T Y P are their respective object types (cf. Table 5.1).
2. Type Table: An object information template consisting of the object
name, its basic type, and its type conditions is kept in Type Table for
every BABY-SIT object. Type Table differs from Object Table in
that Type Table contains information about the declared type (i.e.,
denoted type) of the object, but not its object type. For example, if
objects P and ~HUMAN above have been declared to be of types
~SIT and ~IND, respectively, then the templates for these objects
in Type Table contain ~SIT and ~IND as their respective basic
types (cf. Table 5.2).
3. Infon Table: If an object is defined by a labelled infon type propo
sition, then a template consisting of the object name (i.e., the label
for the infon) and the infon it represents is placed into Infon Table
in addition to the entries created for this object in Object Table and
Type Table.
4. Relation Table: This table stores information about each infonic
relation declared by a relation type proposition. This information
includes the name of the relation, possible types for each of its ar
gument places, and the minimality condition representing the min
imum number of arguments that the relation can take. For each
argument place, possible types, of objects that can appear at that
argument position are represented as sets of types including complex
types as well as basic types. This representation implicitly includes
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Declared Basic Type
{~ IN F ,~ R E L ,~ P O L ,
^SIT, ^IX D , ^TIM , ^L O C }
TNF
^REL
^POL
{~ T Y P , ~IN F, ~REL, ~POL,
^SIT, ^L\D, ^T IM , ^L O C }
^SIT
TND
^TIM
^LOC

Table 5.2: Possible declared type assignments for objects in Type Table.
the information about the ma.ximum number of arguments for that
relation.

After the introduction of an object to BABY-SIT System Tables, Object
Definition forms a set of infonic propositions from the type condition set of
the object in Type Table. For each condition (p,, s,, F,) in the type condition
set $ of the object, an infonic proposition s |= F is constructed where s is
Si if Si is a situation or the object name if it is p,·, and F is the collection of
infons obtained by replacing each occurrence of p, in F, by the object name.
Then, s 1= r is asserted into the system. If anchoring is enabled in AM-Setup,
all parameters of an infonic proposition are anchored by the given anchoring
situation prior to its assertion to the system. Moreover, depending on the status
of the perspectivity enable flag on AM-Setup, assertion of infonic propositions
may activate the forward chaining mechanism. In case of activation, one can
infer new items of information based on the infonic propositions thus obtained
at the end of object definition.
An infonic proposition directly typed in AM is treated in the same way as an
infonic proposition constructed from the type condition set of an object. And
similarly, anchoring of parameters in the infonic proposition and activation of
the forward chaining mechanism occur depending on the current settings of
AM-Setup.

Forward Chainer Activator: This part collects the information neces
sary for the activation of the forward chaining mechanism. Initially, it checks
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whether forward chaining is enabled on AM-Setup. If it is enabled, the perspectivity constraint set name and the antecedent proof perspectivity constraint set
name are obtained from the same setup and a template is prepared for use dur
ing forward chaining. Finally, a flag indicating whether constraint antecedents
are to be verified or not and the proposition provided by the Consistency
Maintenance System are added to this template and the resulting form of the
template is passed to Forward Chaining Controller.
Forw ard C haîner C ontroller: As soon as a forward chaining template
is received. Forward Chaining Controller initiates the KEE Forward Chaining
System.

If the template contains an empty proposition set, forward chain

ing occurs only over the information existing in the system and all forward
chaining constraints in the given perspectivity set are selected for activation.
Otherwise, inferences are drawn over the union of the existing information
and the propositions in the template proposition set, and only those forward
chaining constraints having antecedent parts that match the propositions in
the proposition set are selected for activation. The consequent parts of the
activated constraints are automatically asserted into the system by the KEE
Forward Chaining System.
M en u -D riv en O perations H andler: AM provides two menu-driven op
erations that can be initiated by the user (Figure 5.8):
1. Forward chaining: The forward chaining mechanism is activated
whenever the user selects this option without asserting any propo
sition. The forward chaining constraints of the perspectivity con
straint set given on the AM-Setup are employed in this process.
Inferences are drawn over the existing information in the system.
Hence, all forward chaining constraints are considered as candidates
for activation and the ones whose antecedent part are satisfied are
activated. The consequences obtained in this way are asserted into
the system.
2. Stopping forward chaining: The forward chaining mechanism initi
ated either by the menu-driven operation above or by the execution
of a proposition asserted in AM can be halted by selecting this op
tion.
The Menu-Driven Operations Handler initiates these two operations and
then leaves the control of their execution to the Forward Chainer Controller
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R e t r ie v e c o n s t r a i n t
Save c o n s t r a i n t
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^
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Q u it
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Figure 5.9: The CEM user interface window,
by sending it a forward chaining template with an empty proposition set.

5.4

Constraint Edit Mode (CEM )

CEM is supported by an interactive user interface which allows one to create/remove perspectivity sets and constraints in BABY-SIT. Figure 5.9 shows
an instance of the CEM user interface window.

5.4.1

The Architecture

There are mainly five functional parts of CEM: Constraint Identification I/O
Template, Constraint Body I/O Template, Background Conditions I/O Tem
plate, Constraint Edit Mode Parsers, and Menu-Driven Operations Handler.
The architecture of CEM is shown in Figure 5.10.
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C onstraint Identification I /O T em plate: Constraint identification in
formation for a constraint consists of the name of the constraint and the name
of the perspectivity constraint set that the constraint belongs to. Constraint
identification information is exchanged between the user and the system by
the help of this template. This information is obtained from the user through
some simple input templates that perform basic syntactic checks on the inputs.
CEM either only accesses this information or updates it during the execution
of menu-driven operations that are explained below.
C onstraint B o d y I /O Tem plate: The body of a new constraint can be
defined by the user through this template. It provides a window environment
with simple editing capabilities. This template is also used by the Menu-Driven
Operations Handler as an output channel to display the body of a constraint
retrieved from the system so that the user can either examine the body or
modify it. A constraint updated in this way can be saved into the system with
the same identification or with a different identification.
B ack grou n d C onditions I /O T em plate: Similar to the constraint body
input and output template, this template serves as an input and output channel
for a constraint, but only for the background conditions part of it. It provides
a window environment with editing capabilities by which the user is able to
type background conditions for a constraint. On the other hand, the MenuDriven Operations Handler uses this template as an output channel to display
the background conditions of a constraint retrieved from the system, allowing
the user to examine and modify it in this way.
The Constraint Identification I/O Template, the Constraint Body I/O Tem
plate, and the Background Conditions I/O Template are embedded parts of
the CEM user interface.
M en u -D riv en O perations H andler: There are several operations that
can be performed by the user via a built-in menu on CEM (Figure 5.9). These
operations are controlled by the Menu-Driven Operations Handler and include
the following:•
• Constraint retrieval: A constraint stored in the system is retrieved and
its body and background conditions parts are displayed on their respec
tive templates. For this operation, the Menu-Driven Operations Handler
uses only the constraint name present on the constraint identification
template since a constraint can be uniquely identified by its name rather
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Figure 5.10: The architecture of CEM.
than with the constraint name and perspectivity constraint set name
pair. Retrieving a constraint from the system updates all templates ac
cordingly and any existing template information is lost. The user can
make further modifications on a constraint obtained in this way and may
save it with another constraint identification by changing the present
constraint identification information.
• Constraint saving: A constraint can be defined in the system by this
operation.

There are three requirements for a constraint to be saved

safely into the system:
1. The name of the constraint and its perspectivity set name must
be available in the respective templates.
2. The constraint body should not be empty.
3. The constraint body and the background conditions must be
syntactically correct.
A constraint satisfying these requirements is considered as a candidate
constraint for saving. The Menu-Driven Operations Handler transforms
each background condition of the constraint into a a situated BABY-SIT
proposition and adds it to the antecedent part of the constraint. In this
way, the constraint is normalized and becomes ready to be saved into the
system with the given constraint name under the given perspectivity set
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name. Possible actions that the Menu-Driven Operations Handler can
take during this operation include the following;
a. If the perspectivity constraint set and the constraint do not exist
in the system, the perspectivity set is created and the constraint is
saved under this set according to the directives of the user.
b. If the constraint currently exists in the system (under the given
perspectivity set or under another perspectivity set), the user is
asked to confirm saving of the constraint with the given constraint
identification.

If the user confirms and the constraint is under a

perspectivity set different from the one defined on the template,
the existing constraint is deleted from this perspectivity set and
the new one is saved under the specified perspectivity set. If the
perspectivity set given on the template does not exist, it is created
and then saving of the new constraint is accomplished.
• Constraint body clearing: The constraint body displayed on the con
straint body input and output template is cleared so that the user can
type a new constraint body.
• Background conditions clearing: The background conditions displayed
on the constraint background conditions input and output template are
cleared so as to obtain a constraint with an empty background conditions
set or to type new background conditions for the constraint at hand.
• Constraint deletion: The constraint with the name given on the con
straint identification template is deleted from its perspectivity set only
if it exists in the system.

Otherwise, the user is informed about the

case. Since a constraint can be uniquely identified by its name, only this
information is accessed from the identification template during deletion.
• Perspectivity deletion: The perspectivity set with the name given on the
constraint identification template is removed from the system together
with its constraints if such a perspectivity set exists in the system.
• Quit: CEM is deactivated and the environment associated with it is
closed.
C onstraint E dit M o d e Parsers: A constraint must be syntactically and
semantically correct before it is saved in BABY-SIT. CEM Parsers are re
sponsible of carrying out such parsing tasks on the constraint body and the
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constraint background conditions prior to saving of a constraint (Figure 5.10).
A syntactic parser checks the syntactic validity of these parts and informs the
user about any error encountered at this stage. A constraint successfully pass
ing the syntactic analysis is examined by the semantic parser. For each infon of
the propositions in the antecedent and consequent parts of a constraint body,
the semantic parser checks if the appropriateness, minimality, and maximality conditions for the infonic relation are satisfied or not. If not, the user is
prompted accordingly. Any variable appearing in these infons directly passes
the appropriateness check. If an infon has a variable as its infonic relation, then
minimality and maximality condition tests are not performed for that infon,
and the user is informed about the case with a message indicating that making
inference with such a constraint may yield unintended results. The semantic
parser performs similar checks for each infon in the background conditions as
well. A constraint passing through these stages successfully is then considered
for saving by the Menu-Driven Operations Handler.

5.5

Query Mode (QM)

QM enables one to either issue queries about situations or find the oracle of an
object. These two types of queries are handled by two cascaded parts of QM:

• Situation Query Mode: This mode allows complex queries to be issued
about objects and their relations over the existing situations.
• Oracle Query Mode: It enables one to collect all information available
about an object or information concerning some aspects of an object in
the system.

There are several possible actions which can be controlled by the user via
Query Mode Setup (QM-Setup) (Figure 5.11):

• Searching for solutions by using a given group of constraints.

A per-

spectivity constraint set can be provided so that its backward chaining
constraints can be used to prove queries.•
• Using a different perspectivity set to prove the antecedents of backward
chaining constraints. Similar to the case in AM-Setup, the antecedent
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Figure 5.11; An instance of QM-Setup.
parts of backward chaining constraints in the given perspectivity set can
be proved by using the backward chaining constraints in another per
spectivity constraint set.
• Anchoring parameters in the query expression. Each parameter in the
query expression can be anchored by a given anchoring situation. Each
parameter is replaced by the corresponding individual if there is a possible
anchor for that parameter provided by the anchoring situation and then
the query is issued.
• Displaying the anchored query expression. The query expression is dis
played to the user with its parameters anchored prior to its issue.
• Setting the maximum number of solutions.

The maximum number of

solutions to be found can be determined by the user.
• Anchoring parameters in each solution. Each solution can be displayed
with its parameters anchored by the given anchoring situation•
• Displaying anchoring infons. For each solution, infons anchoring param
eters in the solution to an individual in the given anchoring situation can
be displayed in the form of infonic propositions.
• Displaying anchor traces. A trace of anchoring of parameters in each
solution is displayed to the user.
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BABY-SIT - Query Mode
Q> ?SI =<<stu d e n t, ?X, 1>>
S o lu t io n : 1
s l l I = < < 3tu d en t, joh n , 1>>
S o lu t io n : 2
s 31=<<stu d e n t, joh n , 1>>
Q> ?S| = {< < fa t, ?X, 1>>, <<3tu d en t, ?X,
S o lu t io n : 1
s l l I = < <fat, joh n , 1>>
s l l I =<<stu d en t, jo h n , 1>>

B.ABY-SIT - Query Mode

1>>)

Q> ? S | -{< < 3u lk y , ?X, 1>>, < < stu den t, ?X,
S o lu t io n : 1
s i I«< < su lk y, joh n , 1>>
s i I■<<stu d en t, joh n , 1>>

1>>)

> ?S| = {<< 3u lk y , ?X, 1>>, << 3tu d en t, ?X,
No s o l u t i o n found.

0>>)

> s i I = {< < sulky, ?X, 1>>, <<stu d e n t, ?X,
S o lu t io n : 1
s i I=<<su lk y, joh n , 1>>
s i I =*<<stu d en t, joh n , 1>>

1>>)

Q> ?S|/=<< 3tudent, ?X,
No s o lu tio n found.

1>>

Q> ?S I/*< < student, john,
No s o lu tio n found.

1>>

Q> ?S|/=<<student, john,
No s o lu tio n found.

0>>

Q> sl| /= < < 3tudent, ?X, 0>>
S o lu tio n : 1
s i I/=<<student, ?X, 0>>
> s i I/=<<student, ?X,
No s o lu tio n found.

1>>

> ?S I*<< fat, ?X, 1>>, ?S I/=<<student, ?X,
S o lu tio n : 1
s llI = < < fa t, john, 1>>
s l l I /=<<student, john, 0>>

0>>

>1
Figure 5.12: User interface windows of SQM.

5.5.1

Situation Query Mode (SQM )

SQM is an integral part of QM. It uses the windows environment of QM for
its input and output operations.

T h e A rch itectu re
An interactive user interface provides an interpreter through which the user
can type query expressions and let them be evaluated by the situation query
mechanism (Figure 5.12). Each query expression is evaluated by SQM and the
KEE Backward Chaining System in a cascaded manner. See Figure 5.13 for
the architecture of SQM.
A query expression is preprocessed in this mode before it is issued as a
query in the system:

• Query expression parsing: Each query expression is passed through a
two-stage parser.
i. Syntactic parsing: The query expression is examined for any syntac
tic error. The user is prompted for the syntactic errors encountered
on the query expression at this stage.
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Figure 5.13: The architecture of SQM.
ii. Semantic parsing:

Every infon in a situation query proposition

should be a valid infon with respect to the minimality conditions
and argument appropriateness conditions of its infonic relation. Vi
olation of any of these conditions is detected at this stage and the
user is prompted appropriately.
If an error is encountered during these stages, the query expression is
redisplayed on the interface window to allow the user to edit the expres
sion.
• Query expression transformation: A query expression passing the pars
ing stages successfully is considered to be a valid BABY-SIT query state
ment. Before its issue, a valid query statement is transformed first into a
normalized situation query proposition and then into a KEE query state
ment. If the user enables the anchoring mechanism to be used before
the query is issued and provides an anchoring situation, every parameter
in the infons of the BABY-SIT query expression is anchored by the an
choring situation and then the form of query expression thus obtained is
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displayed to the user. In this case, the anchored query expression is trans
formed into the corresponding KEE query statement before it is issued
to the system. QM-Setup serves as the control template for anchoring
operation by providing an anchoring situation, a flag indicating whether
the query expression anchoring is enabled or not, and a flag indicating
whether the anchored query expression is to be displayed or not.
The query statement obtained after transformation is transferred to the
KEE system under the control of the BABY-SIT backward chaining mecha
nism. This mechanism consists of two main parts which supervise initiation
of the query mechanism and activation of candidate backward chaining con
straints to prove the query:

B ackw ard C haining A ctiv a tor: Activation of the query mechanism
is handled by this part of the system. The query template to be used
during querying is constructed by retrieving the related information from
QM-Setup. Then the KEE query mechanism settings are adjusted ac
cordingly. The query template at this stage of processing includes the
following:
a. Perspectivity enable Hag:

the status of Query Mode indicating

whether a perspectivity constraint set should be used or not during
querying.
b. Perspectivity constraint set: the perspectivity constraint set over
which the query is to be proved.
c. Antecedent proof perspectivity constraint set: the perspectivity con
straint set over which the antecedents of the backward chaining con
straint in the given perspectivity set are to be proved.
d. Maximum number o f solutions: the upper bound for the number of
solutions that should be found.
B ackw ard C haining C on troller: Activation of the candidate back
ward chaining constraints is dynamically supervised by this part. Only
backward chaining constraints and bidirectional chaining constraints are
selected for activation during querying.
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The solution generator retrieves the query results obtained by the KEE
query mechanism and organizes them with respect to the user directives cur
rently specified on QM-Setup. The solution generator uses the following infor
mation from QM-Setup and acts accordingly:

a. Anchor solution enable Bag: the status indicating whether the parame
ters, if any, in the query results should be anchored or not before these
results are displayed to the user.
b. Solution anchoring situation: the name of the situation to be used as
an anchoring situation for parameters in the query results if anchoring is
enabled.
c. Anchor display Bag: the status indicating whether for each parameter in
the query result, the anchoring infon in the anchoring situation is to be
displayed to the user or not.
d. Anchor trace display Bag: the status indicating whether the internal
chain of anchoring for each parameter is to be displayed or not.
The solution generator first transforms each solution into a BABY-SIT
expression form and then anchors parameters in the resulting expression if
this facility is enabled. Finally, it displays the solutions with its parameters
anchored together with anchor tracing information.

5.5.2

Oracle Query Mode (OQM )

OQM helps the user to chronologically view the information about the oracle
object, possibly from a particular point of view. Typing an oracle query ex
pression in SQM initiates OQM. Although OQM shares the QM user interface
with SQM, it provides a separate environment where the user can perform
various operations on the result of the oracle query.

The Architecture
Each oracle query expression is first passed through a syntactic parsing stage
and then a semantic parsing stage. Parsing operations are carried out by the
syntactic and semantic parsers embedded in QM and are common to both OQM
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and SQM (Figure 5.14). Additionally, syntactic parsing includes an occurrence
check for the oracle object in the set of issues, if a set of issues is given in the
query expression.
Any error encountered at the parsing stages is reported to the user. More
over, as in AM and SQM, the oracle query expression is redisplayed on the QM
interface window for the user to make the necessary corrections.
Similar to a valid situation query statement, any valid oracle query state
ment is subject to preprocessing before it is evaluated. This task is performed
by the so-called Oracle Infon Collector:
• The query statement is directly transferred to the query evaluation mod
ule of the Oracle Infon Collector if no issue set is given for the oracle
object. The user is asked if the relevance criterion is to be applied to
the oracle. If the user replies with an affirmative answer, he is required
to input a perspectivity constraint set with respect to which the rele
vance criterion will be applied. This information is also sent to the query
evaluation module.
• If an issue set is provided, all parameters in the infons of the issue set
are anchored by the anchoring situation if the anchoring mechanism is
enabled on QM-Setup. Otherwise, the query statement is transferred to
the query evaluation module.
There are two possible actions for the query evaluation module in an oracle
query statement depending on the state of the issue set:
a. Empty issue set: The query evaluation module directly attempts to find
the oracle of the object. Infons of each situation in the system are exam
ined to find out if they contain the oracle object and each infon contain
ing the oracle object is collected together with the situation supporting
it. If application of the relevance criterion is enabled, among these infons
only the ones satisfying the relevance criterion are selected (compare Fig
ures 5.15 and 5.16). Each infon is examined to determine if it matches
an infon in the antecedent parts of any normalized constraint. The re
sulting situation versus infon pairs are then grouped with respect to their
situations and displayed to the user for inspection and further processing.
b. Nonempty issue set: An oracle query with a non-empty issue set is trans
formed into a KEE query statement by the query evaluation module.
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7

KEE
RULE SYSTEM

BACKWARD CHAINING
CONTROLLER

\

KEE
BACKWARD CHAINING у
SYSTEM
^

Figure 5.14: The architecture of OQM.
The issue set in fact forms a criterion for the oracle search. It is basically
a criterion for finding all situations supporting the infons that match the
infons in the given set of issues (compare Figures 5.15 and 5.17). The
query evaluation module forms an unsituated query expression and then
transforms it into a KEE query statement. This statement is then issued
by the KEE Backward Chaining System under the supervision of the
BABY-SIT Backward Chaining Controller (Section 5.5.1). However, this
time the Backward Chaining Activator accesses QM-Setup templates to
determine if application of a perspectivity constraint set is enabled. If
it is enabled, the name of the perspectivity constraint set is retrieved
from QM-Setup to prove the query statement. After issuing the query,
its results are retrieved from the KEE Backward Chaining System and
displayed to the user.
Typing a valid oracle query expression in QM initiates an interactive user
interface for OQM and evaluation of the query statement causes this interface
to be displayed to the user with the results obtained. This interface allows
the user to perform several menu-driven operations on the oracle query result

I-
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Oracle(iohn)

B A B Y -S IT - Query Mode

Q> &(john)

Q> I

3 ll

D

<<s tudent, j ohn, 1 >>

3l
<< Likes, john, nary, 1>>
3l2
<<3663, john, »a r y , 1>>
321
<<happy, john,1>>
322
<<3663, john. A, 0>>

Figure 5.15: Oracle(john) obtained by application of no relevance criteria.
displayed on the interface window. These operations are handled by the MenuDriven Operations Handler of OQM and include the following (Figure 5.18):
• Anchoring infon parameters: Parameters in the infons of the currently
displayed oracle can be anchored by a given anchoring situation. The
user is asked to input an anchoring situation. The new oracle is imme
diately displayed to the user after the anchoring operation is completed
(Figure 5.18).
• Displaying oracle: The original oracle found for an object can be directly
accessed and redisplayed by this option independent of whether the cur
rent display contains the anchored oracle.
• Displaying anchored oracle: In contrast to displaying the original oracle
for the object, the anchored oracle, if there is any, can be displayed by
the help of this operation. Displaying the oracle and the anchored oracle
are inter-switching operations.•
• Finding oracle in context: One may want to infer more information about
the oracle object based on the currently displayed oracle information.
This is made possible by allowing the user to provide a perspectivity
constraint set and then by making inference over the forward chaining
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Oracle(iohn)

a
<<likes, john,»ary, 1 »
Q> &(john)

3l2

Q>l

«sees, ]ohn,iiary, 1>>
s22
<<3663, ]ohn,A, 0>>

Figure 5.16: Oracle(john) after the application of the relevance criteria.

Oracle(john)

s21
Q> &(john) {<<?R, john, 1>>}
Q>l

<<happy, john, 1>>
s ll
<<student, john, 1>>

F’igure 5.17: Oracle(john) obtaine<d by a nonempty issue set.
constraints in this set. During forward chaining, the current oracle infor
mation is directly used to determine which constraints are to be tested
for selection as candidates for activation.

Selection of candidates for

activation, however, depends on the whole information existing in the
system. The results of forward chaining are directly asserted to the sys
tem. Then an oracle query for the oracle object is issued automatically
with an empty issue set to retrieve the situation versus infon pairs as is
in the case of a usual oracle query with no issue set. Finally, the results
are displayed on the oracle window. This operation is destructive in that
the oracle found during the execution of the previous oracle query is now
replaced by the new oracle (Figure 5.19).
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Mhored Oracle(iohn)

sll
<<student,]ohn,l»

Prinitive infons:
<<anchor, A, alice, 1>>
Inherited infons:

a
« likes, john, lary, 1»
3İ2

Oracle Mode
Help
Collect in a Unique Situation
Anchor In f on Porc-jiieters

Redisplay Oracle
IT
Redisplay Anchored Oracle
Find Oracle in Context
Quit

<<sees, John, nary, 1>>
s21
<<happy,john, 1»
s22
<<sees, John, alice, 0>>

Figure 5.18: Oracle(john) after anchoring by the anchoring situation ‘anch’.
• Collecting oracle under a unique situation: Infons supported by the situ
ations in the currently displayed oracle, which is either the anchored or
acle or the unanchored oracle, are gathered under an unnamed situation.
Then the oracle environmept is deactivated and a unique-oracle situation
environment displaying the collection of infons is created (Figure 5.20).
This environment lets the user perform the following operations:
a. Defining a new situation: The situation under which the infons are
collected is initially unnamed and not realized by the system. The
user can create a new situation which will support the displayed
collection of infons. But this is possible only if the infons in this
collection form a consistent set, i.e., if they do not yield incoherency.
In this case, the user is asked to provide a situation name and a new
situation with this name is created such that it supports all infons in
the collection. The collection of infons contains no duplicates. Note
that since the unique oracle situation in Figure 5.20 is incoherent,
it is not possible to create a new situation.
b. Returning back to OQM: The unique-oracle situation environment
is closed and the oracle environment is activated.
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Of3cleiichn) after Conte.stu*! E.·
IFAEV -SIT - Cori3L’j'rilEdrjrjI.I((J<
[CoOStHiDtHl

sll

Oracle Mode

<<3tudent ]ohn,1>>

Collect in a Unique Situation
Anchor Infon Paraietere
Redisplay Oracle
Redisplay Anchored Oracle

[Pmptctivity: HAPPINESS

?S|=«3ees, 7 t 71,1»,
?S|/=«like3,?X,?Yj» =>
?S|=<<happy, ?X,1>>!

Help

B

<<like3,john,iary, 1)> |Quit
3l2

<<sees, john,»ary,l>>
<<happy, john,1>>
s21
<<happy,john, 1>>
322

<<3ees,3ohn,A,0>>

Figure 5.19: Oracle(john) found in the conte.xt of a given perspectivity set.
Collection of Oro>.cle(iol’iri) Under a Unique Situation

I

Unique Oracle Situation
<<student; john, 1>>
<< likeS; john; mary, 1 >>
<<seeS; j ohn; mary; 1 >>
<<happy, john; 1>>
<<sees; john, K 0>>

Figure 5.20: Collection of Oracle(john) infons under a unique situation.

5.6

Object Deletion Mode (O D M )

Existing objects can be removed from the system by the help of ODM. It
provides an interactive environment by which one can delete an object by
simply typing the object name on the interface window. A snapshot of the
ODM user interface window is shown in Figure 5.21.
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D> si
Object does not exist in the system.

152

■

D> cube
DELETE INFONS!
Should all situation infons con
taining this object be deleted?

Figure 5.21: A snapshot of the ODM user interface window.

5.6.1

The Architecture

An interactive user interface basically constitutes the ODM architecture (Fig
ure 5.22). A primitive syntactic/semantic analyzer is embedded in this inter
face. It is activated whenever an object name is typed on the interface window.
The analyzer allows the deletion of an object only if the object is not one of
the following:
a. a basic type,
b. a special relation,
c. the background situation.
Any object other than these can be deleted in ODM. Upon deletion of
an object, the related system structures are modified. Deletion of a situation
object results in both removal of the situation from the BABY-SIT Situation
Structures and removal of the related information from the BABY-SIT Object
Structures.

Deletion of any other object only yields removal of the related

information from the BABY-SIT Object Structures.* There are several options
that can be controlled by the user:

a.

The infons containing the deleted object can also be deleted from their
supporting situations.

^Constraints and perspectivity sets can only be deleted from the system via CEM.
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DELETION MODE USER INTERFACE

KEE RULE SYSTEM

OBJECT VIEWER USER INTERFACE

Figure 5.22: The architectures of ODM and OBW.
b. If the object appears in the definition of other objects, then these ob
jects can be listed in an user interface window for further deletion (Fig
ure 5.23).

Deletion of the objects whose definitions are based on the

objects already deleted is necessary to preserve system integrity.
c. If the object to be deleted is a situation, all of the subsituations of this
situation can also be deleted from the system. This operation avoids dele
tion of subsituations which are also subsituations of other situations. The
option mentioned in (a) above is automatically applied to the situation
object and its subsituations are deleted in this way.

Note that the deleted object may appear in the definitions of other objects
in the system. In such a case, if the object is deleted only from the BABY
SIT Object Structures, the objects whose definitions depend on the deleted
objects may cause some problems. For instance, such objects may not satisfy
the appropriateness conditions of infons introduced either by explicit assertion
or by chaining. For this reason, option (b) is recommended for safe deletion.
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BABY-SIT - Deletion Mode
D>

3l

Object does not exist in the system.

Figure 5.23: The objects whose definitions are based on the deleted object.
® BABY-SIT - COMPUTATIONAL SITUATION Tl

I C lich to v ie w
Help
Browse O bject
Types
Parameters

A ll
P aram etric
Labelled Infons
P a ra m e te r-fre
reee w ''
.
I n fo n ic R e la tio n s ► Saturated·
N on in fonic R e la tio n s
U nsaturatedS itu a tio n s
S p a tia l L oca tion s
Temporal L oca tion s
In d iv id u a ls
C on strain ts
►

Figure 5.24: Menu-driven operations on OVW.

5.7

Object Viewer (O V W )

OVW facilitates examining the objects in BABY-SIT. It provides a menudriven viewing system which enables one to view properties of either a specific
object or objects that fall into a specific object class (Figure 5.24). Perspectives
and constraints are not considered as BABY-SIT objects. However, all per
spectives and their constraints can be listed by an option in the OVW menu.
Note that the form of a constraint can be accessed and updated only in OEM.
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The Architecture

OVW has a simple architecture which performs basic information retrieval
operations by accessing the BABY-SIT Object Structures and the KEE Rule
System (Figure 5.22).
Upon a request to view an object or objects in a class, OVW creates a
display environment which contains the following information about the object(s):
a. the basic type of the object,
b. the type condition set of the object formed when the object was first
introduced to the system.
OVW retrieves this information from the BABY-SIT Object Structures
and then shows it to the user in an organized way. In case the object is a
perspectivity set or a constraint, OVW accesses to the KEE Rule System.
OVW provides the following menu-driven operations:
• Browse o b je ct: The properties of a single object can be viewed. The
user is required to type an object name. If the object exists in the system,
its properties are listed.
• T ypes: Types, i.e., objects whose basic types are ~ 7 ’ YP, can be viewed.
It also provides some additional options which let the user view types
with respect to some classification:
a. All: All objects of type ^T Y P . This is also the default behavior of
the Types option.
b. Basic-types: The basic types in the system.
c. Object-types: The user-defined types that define types for objects
other than situations. The basic types are excluded from this list.
These types can be filtered with respect to whether their type con
dition sets include parametric infons or not:
i. All: All object types.
ii. Parametric: Parametric object types.
iii. Parameter-free: Parameter-free object types.
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Ckto
Object: Q
Baeic-type:
Defined under restriction:
v| =«has-four-legs, Q, 0>>
Object: P
Basic-type: ^IND

Labelled Infons n . . ·
Infonic Relations
Noninfonic Relations
Situations
Spatial Locations
Tenporal Locations
Individuals
Constraints

j

Defined under restriction: none

Figure 5.25; An instance of OVW display window for all parameters.
d. Situation-types: The user-defined types that define types for situ
ations. The basic types are excluded from this list. Similar to the
object-types, situation-types can also be filtered:
i. All: All situation types,
ii. Parametric: Parametric situation types,
iii. Parameter-free: Parameter-free situation types.
• Parameters: Parameters, i.e., objects whose basic types are ^PAR can
be viewed (Figure 5.25).

It is also possible to list parameters in the

system with respect to some classification:
a. Default: The default parameters in the system. Unless explicitly
defined by the user, a system default parameter is in the form Tf,
where T, is a type marker and

is an integer. Rather than listing

each system default parameter, only the syntax and semantics of
these parameters are displayed.
b. All: All user-defined parameters.
c. Basic: All basic parameters, i.e., the ones having empty sets of type
conditions. Default parameters are excluded from this list.
d. Restricted: All parameters that have non-empty sets of type condi
tions.
• Labelled Infons: All labelled infons in the system can be examined.
These infons can also be subject to some classification:
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L

Object; cube
Basic-type; ^REL
Defined under r e s tr ic tic l
Allowable minimuui nunberl
Argument types:
a rg _ l: ^IND
Object: moves

Help
Browse Object
Types
Parameters
Labelled Infons

►
►
►

Infonic Relctions
Noninfonic Relations
Situations
Spatial Locations
Temporal Locations
Individuals
Constraints
I

A ll
System-Defined
^User-Defined

V. . . . .

B asic-type: ^REL
Defined under r e s tr ic tio n ; none
Allowable minimum number o f argments: 2
Argument types:
arg_l
-IND
arg_2
-BLOCK
arg_3
-BLOCK -TABLE
Object: h as-fou r-legs
Basic-type: -REL
Defined under r e s tr ic tio n : none
Allowable minimum number o f arguments: 1

I** >,1'

Argument types:
arg^l: -IND

Figure 5.26: An instance of OVW display window for user-defined relations.
a. All: All labelled infons.
b. Parametric: All labelled infons including parameters as their argu
ments.
c. Parameter-free: All labelled infons having no parameters as their
arguments.
d. Saturated: All saturated labelled infons.
e. Unsaturated: All unsaturated labelled infons.
• Infon ic R elation s: All infonic relations can be examined. It is also
possible to view special and user-defined infonic relations separately (Fig
ure 5.26).
a. All: All infonic relations.
b. System-defined: All special infonic relations.
c. User-defined: All infonic relations defined by the user.
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I User Deiineci Rels.tions

Object: cube
Help
Browse Object
Types
Defined under r e s tr ic tic l
Parameters
Labelled Infons
A ll
Allovable minimum number! Intonic R elctions
System-Defined
Noninfonic Relations ^User-Defined
Argument types:
Situations
:----a rg _ l:
Spatial Locations
Temporal Locations
Individuals
Object: moves
___ Constraints
►
B asic-type: '^REL

B asic-type: '«'REL
Defined under r e s tr ic tio n : none
Allowable minimum number of arguments: 2
Argument types:
arg_l
-IND
-BLOCK
arg_2
arg_3
-BLOCK -TABLE
Object: h as-fou r-legs
Basic-type: -REL
Defined under r e s tr ic tio n : none

•I i

«

' I ''
I, ' iji'

Allowable minimum number of arguments: 1
Argument types:
a rg _ l: -IND•

Figure 5.26: An instance of OVW display window for user-defined relations.
a. All·. All labelled infons.
b. Parametric: All labelled infons including parameters as their argu
ments.
c. Parameter-free: All labelled infons having no parameters as their
arguments.
d. Saturated: All saturated labelled infons.
e. Unsaturated: All unsaturated labelled infons.
• In fon ic R elation s: All infonic relations can be examined. It is also
possible to view special and user-defined infonic relations separately (Fig
ure 5.26).
a. All: All infonic relations.
b. System-defined: All special infonic relations.
c. User-defined: All infonic relations defined by the user.
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Object: john
Basic-type: ^^IND
Defined under restriction: none
Object: t
Basic-type: '^IND
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Help
Browse Object
Types
Parameters
Labelled Infons >
Infonic Relations ^
Noninfonic Relations
Situations
Spatial Locations
Temporal Locations
Individuals v
Constraints

Defined under restriction:
w|={<<iiade-of, t,wooden, 1>>,
<<has-four-legs, t, 1>>)
Object: b
Basic-type: ^IND
Defined under restriction:
w|=<<cube,b, 1>>

Figure 5.27: An instance of OVW display ^vindow for individuals.

• Noninfonic Relations:

Noninfonic relations, i.e., objects of type

^REL^ but except infonic relations, can be viewed.
• Situations: All situations, i.e., objects of type ^SIT^ can be viewed.

• Spatial Locations: All objects of type ^LOCcem be listed.
• Temporal Locations: All objects of type ^ T IM cern be examined.
• Individuals:

All objects of type ^IN D can be viewed (Figure 5.27).

• Constraints: All constraints in the system can be examined by using
this option.

Each perspectivity constraint set and its constraints are

listed on the display window. Constraints can be classified with respect
to some criteria. In this way, the user is able to view the constraints
belonging to a certain class. The following additional options are offered:
a. All: All constraints.
b. Classifiecl with respect to Chaining Types:

Constraints can be

viewed with respect to their chaining types. If none of the options
below are selected, all constraints are displayed.
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Only forward chaining con

straints.
ii. Backward chaining constraints: Only backward chaining con
straints.
iii. Bidirectional chaining constraints: Only bidirectional chaining
constraints.
c. Classified with respect to Situations: This option enables the user
to view constraints with respect to the situations involved in them.
i. Situation constraints: Constraints between situation types,
ii. Infon constraints: Constraints between infons (of a situation),
iii. New situation constraints: Constraints that define a new situa
tion when they are activated.
d. Classified with respect to Background Conditions: Constraints that
have background conditions (i.e., conditional constraints) and have
no background conditions (i.e., unconditional constraints) can be
examined separately.
i. Conditional constraints: Only conditional constraints,
ii. Unconditional constraints: Only unconditional constraints.

5.8

Situation Browser (SBR)

SBR is a browser system which displays situation tree structures graphically.
Each situation is shown as a node labelled by the name of that situation. A
situation is always displayed at a lower level than its subsituation and a line
is drawn from the situation to its subsituation to indicate the tree hierarchy.
Each line ends on the supsituation with a filled box. Hence, each situation at
the lower parts of SBR is a supsituation with respect to the ones it is connected
to in this way. Each time a new situation is created via assertions either in
AM or during chaining, it is displayed on SBR. Any change on the current
situation tree hierarchy is also reflected to SBR. The background situation is
not displayed on SBR, but it can be accessed and manipulated as explained in
the sequel.
SBR provides an interactive environment so that the user can manipulate
the situation tree structure, view infons, add/delete infons, anchor parameters
of infons, and issue queries in specific situations. By clicking on a situation
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Primitive infone:
<<3tudent, john, 1>>
<<fat, john, 1^>
Inherited infone;
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Primitive infone:
<<part-of, ell, el, 1>>
<<part-of, el2, el, 1>>
Primitive infone;
<<3ulXy, john, 1>>
Inherited infone:
<<etudent, john, 1>>
<<fat, john, 1>>
<<euUcy, john, 1>>

Inherited infone:

BABV'-SIT- SituilioriBtow·
'V' yi '

'

©
Primitive infone;
<<3tudent, john, 0 > >
<<fat, john, 0>>

|AddInfoqs
AnchojPizKncten H
ICintcS(i»ituntoQ
CKitfSupmituitioQ
M
iiuatioalnfo^
FlushSituation
Help
Qufiyinioos
Rem
oveInfons___►

Primitive infone;
<<etudent, ]ohn, 1>>
Inherited infone:

Inherited infone:

.Vv')>'v’
il'. 'l

'p’l ıVıY>'Vıı«VıVıV«ıV■'ı I.I .. ',v:v'l
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Figure 5.28: SBR allows various menu-driven operations on situations.
node on SBR, the user can perform the following menu-driven operations (Fig
ure 5.28):
• Display Situation Infons: The infons supported by the current situation
are displayed in a window. These infons are grouped into two: primitive
infons and inherited infons. Primitive infons are the ones directly sup
ported by the situation and inherited infons are the ones supported by
the situation through infon inheritance from its subsituations. The user
can only scroll through the infons; no further manipulation is permitted.
• Add Infons: This option creates an interface window environment by
which the user can assert infons to the current situation. Anchoring of
parameters in infons and activation of the forward chaining constraint
mechanism depend on the settings of AM-Setup.
• Remove Infons: Infons directly supported by the current situation can
be deleted. There are two suboptions available:
a. All infons: All infons in the current situation can be deleted. This
operation has no effect on the infons supported by the subsituations
of the current situation.
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b. Specific infons: This option creates an interface window environ
ment by which the infons typed by the user can be deleted from the
current situation. The user can either type a single infon or a com
pound infon expression. These expressions may include variables,
except at the places of polarities in the infons. Any infon matching
the typed infon expressions is removed from the situation.
Infon deletion is a destructive operation; its consequences cannot be un
done.
• Anchor Parameters: Infons of the situation can be anchored with respect
to an anchoring situation. Original infons are replaced by their anchored
counterparts. The anchoring situation is taken to be the one given on
AM-Setup. There are two suboptions:
a. Of all infons: The parameters of all infons supported by the current
situation can be anchored.
b. Of specific infons: This option creates an interface window environ
ment which allows the user to type the infons whose parameters are
to be anchored.
• Create Super Situation: The user can create a new situation which be
comes a supsituation of the current situation. The user is required to
assign a name to this situation. A structural link indicating the par
ent relationship between the new situation and the current situation is
automatically established.
• Create Subsituation: The user can create a new situation which becomes
a subsituation of the current situation. A structural link is established
in a manner similar to the one in the creation of supsituations.
• Flush Situation: The current situation can be deleted from the system.
This causes its subsituations, only those that are not subsituations of
other situations, to be deleted from the system as well. Another side effect
is that all objects whose definitions depend on these deleted situations
are removed from the system. All such objects and the deleted situations
then become undefined in the system.•
• Query Infons: As in SQM, the user can issue queries by typing situation
query expressions in the interface window environment created by this
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БАБУ-SIT - Infon Qijery

all « < < student, john, 0>>
N o s o lu t i o n found.
si I= {<<3ulky, ?X, 1>>, < < student, ?X, 1>>}
Solution: 1
al|=<<sulky, john, 1>>
si I* < < student, john, 1>>

P r i m i t i v e infons:
<<part-of, s l l , s i , 1> >
<<part-of, al2, si, 1>>
I n h e r i t e d infons:
< < a tudent, j ohn, 1 > >
<<fat, john, 1>>
<<sulky, ]ohn, 1>>

ilu3tion
Addinioas
Aochox Paxunrtfs
^ Cxcatc Sii>sitLutioQ
I Cxott SufxxsituatiOQ
^ Display Sitiotioalnfons
Flush Situatioa
Help
Query Infons
Remove Infons

0

>4

Figure 5.29: SBR provides an infon query mechanism.
option. But only situation queries are allowed. That is, the supporting
situation of a query proposition is fixed to the current situation. The user
only types the (compound) infon expressions on the interface window.
The results of the query are asserted to the system and then returned to
the user in this window again (Figure 5.29). The query mechanism acts
according to the settings of QM-Setup as in SQM.
The background situation is represented by the background surface form of
SBR. The user can perform some operations on the background situation by
clicking on this form. Only a few of the operations available on situation nodes
are allowed here:•
• Display Background Infons: The infons supported by the background
situation are displayed in a window.

The user can only examine the

infons in the window.
• Create Situation: A new situation is created and the user is required
to assign a name to this situation.

This situation is flat, i.e., it has

no subsituation, except the background situation, and no supsituation
initially.
Add Infons: Infons can be asserted to the background situation.
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• Remove Infons: Infons supported by the background situation can be
deleted. Again, all of the infons or specific infons can be deleted by two
suboptions.
• Anchor parameters: Parameters of the infons in the background situation
can be anchored by an anchoring situation. This operation can be done
either for all infons or for the specific infons typed by the user.
• Query Infons: Situated queries can be issued with respect to the back
ground situation.

5.8.1

The Architecture

The SBR architecture is based on the World Browser architecture of the KEE
system. The World Browser has been modified to synchronize with the SBRrelated operations.

It is an integral part of the SBR User Interface which

controls the graphical display of situation tree structures and execution of
menu-driven operations on SBR (Figure 5.30). The Menu-Driven Operations
Handler is activated when the user selects an appropriate action on the SBR
menus explained above. Depending on the selected action, the Menu-Driven
Operations Handler either directly performs the operation or activates the
related modes to execute it.
The following operations are directly performed by the Menu-Driven Op
erations Handler:
• Displaying situation infons.
• Anchoring parameters of all infons supported by a situation.
• Removing all infons supported by a situation.
• Creating a supsituation or a subsituation of a situation, and creating a
flat situation.
• Flushing a situation.
The Menu-Driven Operations Handler activates the related modes to per
form other operations. These modes include Infon Addition Mode, Infon Dele
tion Mode, Infon Anchoring Mode, and Infon Query Mode (Figure 5.30).
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In fon A d d itio n M o d e : An interface window environment is created so
that the user can type (compound) infon expressions to be asserted to
the situation. Each expression is subject to syntactic and semantic pars
ing. Any errors encountered at these stages are prompted to the user. If
the expression is syntactically and semantically correct, then an infonic
proposition is formed. This proposition is asserted in a manner similar
to the one in AM. AM-Setup is accessed to get the settings regarding
the forward chaining mechanism and anchoring of infon parameters. Pa
rameters of each asserted infon may be anchored or each asserted infon
may activate the forward chaining mechanism depending on the settings
of AM-Setup.
Infon D eletion M o d e : An interface window environment is created
where the user can type (compound) infon expressions to be deleted
from the situation. Syntactic and semantic parsing is also applied to the
expressions in this mode, but with a different strategy since expressions
may have variables in them. Successful expressions are used to retrieve
matching infons of the situations. Then these infons are deleted from the
situation.
Infon A n ch orin g M o d e : This mode allows the user to type the (com
pound) infon expressions that will be anchored by an anchoring situa
tion. For this purpose, an interface window environment is created. The
expressions typed by the user are checked for syntactic and semantic
correctness. Parameters of successful expressions are anchored by the
anchoring situation which is obtained from AM-Setup. Anchored infons
replace their original, unanchored forms. During assertion of anchored
infons, the forward chaining mechanism is not activated.
Infon Q u ery M o d e : An interactive environment allows the user to
issue situated queries. The user can type (compound) situation query
infons to issue a query. Each infon is subject to syntactic and semantic
parsing. If an error is encountered during parsing, the user is informed
about it. If the expressions are correct, then a situation query proposition
is formed where the supporting situation is the current situation. As in
SQM, this proposition is transformed into a KEE query statement and
then issued to the system through the Backward Chaining Activator and
the Backward Chaining Controller of SQM. Similar to SQM querying,
QM-Setup information is used to anchor the parameters of infon before
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and after its issue, and to prove the query via backward chaining of some
perspectivity constraint set. The results of the query are displayed to the
user by the Solution Generator of SQ.M.

Chapter 6

Some Examples

6.1

Family Relationships

In this section, we demonstrate the query feature of BABY-SIT and its capa
bility to create new parameters in place of unknown objects during reasoning.
Consider the following [64, p. 496]:
John is Mary’s grandfather.
John is Bill’s grandfather.
The question “Are Mary and Bill cousins?” would be affirmatively answered
just in case Mary and Bill are not siblings.
In order to handle this situation in BABY-SIT, we first define the objects
involved in this problem and possible relations that may hold between them.
We also define a situation s in which reasoning about family relationships
would be made. Figure 6.1 shows these declarations in AM. Then we define
the constraints on family relationships (Figure 6.2). There are two points to
note here. The first is the representation of the relations cousin and sibling.
They are commutative relations and are represented by bidirectional chaining
constraints. The second one is the use of a non-equality test. It is done by the
special relation equal which tests two objects for syntactic equivalence.
We first assert the fact that John is the grandfather of Mary:
s 1= <<grandfather, John, шагу, 1>>.
This causes the forward chaining mechanism to be activated, which in turn
fires constraint M l. Firing of this constraint asserts the following:
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BABY-SIT - Assertion Mode

I>
I>
I>
I>
I>
I>
I>
I>
I>

<grandfather I''IND,'*IND> [2]
<mother|-IND,-IND>I2]
<father|-IND,-IND>[2]
<parent| '^IND,''IND>I2]
<iiiale|-IND>[lI
<female|-IND>Il]
Oiblingl'^IND, ^IND>[2]
<cousin|''IND,''IND>[2]
john;''IND

I> marvi'^IND

Primitive infone:
Inherited infone:

I> biil.-IND
I> s:^SIT

I>·

Figure 6.1: Object declarations for family relationships.

s
<<parent, John, C0NSPAR3039, 1>>,
s 1= <<parent, C0NSPAR3039, mary, 1>>,
s 1= <<male, John, 1>>
where C0NSPAR3039 is a newly created parameter (Figure 6.3). Since its oc
currence on both infons agree on a unique type, ~IND, it is declared to be
of denoted object type ~IND. Infons <<parent, John, C0NSPAR3039, 1>>
and <<parent, C0NSPAR3039, mary, 1» convey the information that there
is someone of whom John is a parent and Mary is a child, but it is unknown
who that person is. Anchoring one of the occurrences of C0NSPAR3039 to an
object will anchor the other to the same object.
Later we assert the following:

s 1= <Cgrandfather, John, bill, 1>>
which causes the assertion of

s 1= <<parent, John, C0NSPAR3054, 1>>,
s f= <<parent, C0NSPAR3054, bill, 1>>,
s 1= <<male, John, 1>>
where a new parameter C0NSPAR3054. (See Figure 6.3 for the final state of s.)
Now we ask the question in QM:

Q> s 1= <<cousin, mary, bill, 1>>
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xterm
PARENTS M12
?SI=«sibling,?X,?Y,l» <=> ?SI =«siblin9,?Y,?X,l»
PARENTS Mil
?SI=-C«parent,?Z,?X,l»,«parent,'?Z,?Y,l»> <= ?SI=«siblin9.?X,?Y,l»
PARENTS MIO
?SI=«siblin9,?X.?Y,l» => ?SI=-C«parent,?Z,?X,l»,«parent,?Z,?Y,l»>
PARENTS MS
?SI=«cousin,?X,?Y,l» <=> ?SI=«cousin,?Y,?X,l»

llPPRENTS M8
?SI={«parent,?U,?X,l»,«parent,?V,?Y,l»,
«equal,?W,?V,0»,«slblin9,?U,?V,l»> <= ?SI=«cousln,?X,?Y,l>>
IIPARENTS M7
?SI=«cousin,?X,?Y,l» => ?SI=<«parent,?U,?X,l»,«parent,?V,?Y,l»,«siblin9,?U,?V,l»}
PARENTS MG
|?SI=«<parent,?X,?Y,l»,«female,?X,l»> <= ?SI=«nother,?X,7Y,l»
PARENTS M5
?SI=«mother,?X,?Y,l» => ?SI=<«parent,?X,?Y,l»,«fetMle,?X,l»}
PARENTS M4
?SI=<«parent,?X,?Y,l»,«ii)ale,?X,l»> <= ?SI=«father,?X,?Y,l»
PARENTS M3
?SI=«father,?X,?Y,l» => 7SI=«<parent,?X,7Y,l»,«male,?X,l»>
PARENTS M2
7SI=<«parent,7X,7Z,l»,«parent,7Z,7Y,l»,«male,7X,l»} <= 7SI=«9randfather,7X,7Y,l>>
PARENTS Ml
7SI=«9randfather,7X,7Y,l» => 7SI=<«parent,7X,7Z,l»,«parent,7Z,7Y,l»,«male,7X,l»>

0

Figure 6.2: The constraints defining family relationships.
The goal is achieved through constraints M8 and M il, and the following result
is returned (Figure 6.4):
S o l u t i o n 1:
s [= < < c o u s i n , mary, b i l l ,

1>>.

Instead of writing a fully-instantiated query, we can issue unsituated queries
including variables. For example, we can ask the question “Who are cousins?”
by writing
Q> ?s \= « c o u s i n , ?X, ? Y , . l »

which yields the following (also see Figure 6.5):
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Prim itive in fons:
<<grandfather, john,m ary,1> >
<<p3Lrent, john, CONSPAR3039,1>>
<<parent, CONSPAR3039, mary, 1>>
<<male,'john, 1>>

I>
I>
I>
I>
I>
I>
I>
I>

<grandfather|^IND, ^IND>[2)
<mother I^IND,'^IND>[2]
<father i'-IND, ^IND>[2]
<parent|'^IND, ^IND>[2J
<male|-IND>(ll
<female I-IND> [1]
<3ibling|'^IND, ^IND> [2]
<cousin I
''IND> [ 2 ]

I>
I>
I>
I>
I>

mary:^IND
b ill:-IN D
s:-S IT
3|=<<grandfather, john, mary. 1>>
3| =<<grandfather, john, b ill,1 > >

Inherited in fons:

I> johni'^IND

Prim itive in fons:
<<grandfather, j ohn, mary, 1 >>
<<parent, john, C0NSPAR3039,1>>
<<parent, CONSPAR3039, mary, 1>>
<<male, john, 1>>
<<grandfather, john, b i 11,1>>
<<parent, john, CONSPAR30S4,1>>
<<parent, CONSPAR3054, b i l l , 1>>

I> I

In herited in fons:

jA iicrtioii Setvi' Mem;
: lAcichozinf situation befozossMtion |
jVezii^constzaintïcitecedcnts

ii

' 1' '
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Figure 6.3: States of situation s after forward chaining.
S olu tion 1:
s 1= <<cousin, mary, b i l l ,

1>>

s 1= <<cousin, b i l l , mary, 1>>.

6.2

The Yale Shooting Problem

Various nonmonotonic formal systems have been proposed to facilitate commonsense reasoning. Situation calculus [61] has initially been used to reason
about the effects of actions. Hanks and McDermott [45] describe what they call
temporal projection in the framework of situation calculus as follows. Given a
description of the current situation, some descriptions of the effects of possible
actions, and a sequence of actions to be performed, how do we predict the
properties of the world in the resulting situation?
Hanks and McDermott [45] applied some of the existing logics (e.g., Reiter’s
default logic [68]) to scenarios to see whether the expected results are indeed
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Primitive infons:
< <grandfather, john, mary, 1 >>
<<parent, john, C0NSPAR3039,1>>
<<parent, C0NSPÀR3039, mary, 1>>
<<male, john, 1>>
<<grandfather, john, bill, 1>>
<<parent, john, C0NSPÀR30S4,1>>
«parent, C0NSPAR3054, bill, 1 »
<<sibling, CONSPAR3039, C0NSPÀR3054,1>>
<< cousin, mary, bill, 1>>

BABY-SIT - Query Mode

|q > 3 1=<<cousin, mary, bill, 1 »
Solution: 1
3 1=<<cousin, магу, bill, 1>>

|q> i

Inherited infons;
Quciy Setq' Meiw
|Aachoiing siuationtxfoïc

|

[Aachoiint situation >ft£i
|Maximumnumb« of solutions

All

¡Display anchonng infons ~

{Ô7] gQ
|0[\| QQ

[Tiac( paiatnetti anchoiing"
[Display atichoïtdquieiycxpacssion
[Ptispcctivi'tyconstiamtsct

[

[Armcedtat paoofptisptctivity stt
Quit

Hdp

Figure 6.4: The result of the situated query.
produced. The Yale Shooting Problem (YSP) is one of these scenarios posed by
Hanks and McDermott [45] as a paradigm to show how the temporal projection
problem arises in logical frameworks. At some point in time, a person (Fred)
is alive.

A loaded gun, after waiting for a while, is fired at Fred.

What

are the results of this action? One expects that Fred would die and the gun
would be unloaded after the firing of the gun. But Hanks and McDermott
[45] demonstrate, in the framework of circumscription [60], that unintended
minimal models are obtained; the gun gets unloaded during the waiting stage
and firing the gun does not kill Fred.
Shoham’s causal theories and preference criteria [73] provides a satisfactory
solution to the temporal projection problem.* Causal theories contain axioms
to reason about the effects of actions. Proceeding in time, knowledge about
the future is obtained from what is known and what is not known about the
past. This forms the core of the causal inference mechanism.
'W h ile Shoham’s causal theories have computationally simple model-theoretic properties,
they are not very efficient [82] and have some technical limitations [86].
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CBABV-SIT - Query Mode
Q> ?S|=<<cou3in,?X,?Y,l»
Solution; 1
sI=<<cousin, nary, bill, 1>>
ISolution: 2
3 1=<<cousin,bill, mary, 1>>

Q>l

Primitive infone:
<<grandfather, john, mary, 1 >>
<<parent,john, C0NSPAR3039,1>>
<(parent, CONSPAB3039, mary, 1>>
((male,john, 1>>
((grandfather, john, bill, 1>>
((parent, john, CONSPAR3054,1>>
((parent, C0NSPAR30S4,bill, 1 »
((sibling, CONSPAR3039, C0KSPAR30S4,1 »
((cousin,mary, bill, 1>>
((sibling, C0KSPAR30S4, C0NSPAR3039,1>>
((cousin, bi 11, mary, 1 >>
Inherited infons:

Figure 6.5: The result of a general query.
In this section, we will demonstrate how similar theories of commonsense
reasoning can be modelled in BABY-SIT. For this purpose, we consider the
following variant of YSP. Mary loads a gun loaded at some point in time and
fires it at Fred at a later time. We would like to reason about the effect of firing
the gun. We provide a possible axiomatization in causal theories of Shoham
where the gun is loaded at time 0 and fired at 2:
1. □(O,loads,mary,gun)
2. □(0,alive,fred)
3. 0 (2 ,fires,mary,gun)
4. □(t,loads,mary,gun) D □ (t-f l,loaded,gun), Vt
5. □(t,alive,fred) A 0(t,fires,mary,gun)
A 0(t,exists,air) D □(t-|-l,alive,fred), Vt
6. □(t,loaded,gun) A <>(t,-’emptied-manually,gun)
A 0(t,-'fires,mary,gun)

D □(t-|-l,loaded,gun), Vt.

7. □(t,alive,fred) A □(t,loaded,gun) A D(t,fires,mary,gun)
A 0(t,-'marshmallow-bullets-in,gun)
A 0(t,has-firing-pin,gun)

D □(t+l,-'alive,fred), Vt.

8. □(t,loaded,gun) A □(t,fires,mary,gun) A 0(t,has-firing-pin,gun)
A 0(t,-'marshmallow-bullets-in,gun)
A 0(t,exists,air)

D □(t-M,hears,mary,noise), Vt.

Axioms (1-3) are the boundary conditions. The fourth one is an axiom
schema saying that loading a gun makes it loaded. The fifth and the sixth ones
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IBABY-SIT - /•jisertion Mode

I> <load3|-IND, ^IND>f2]
I> <loadedI-IND>[1]
I> <a liv e I'-IND > [ 1 ]
I> <dead|-IND>[l]
I> <fires|-IND,-IND>[2I
I> <hearsI-IND,-IND>(2I
I > <mar shmallow-bulle ts - in |-vind >11 ]
I> <has-firing-pin|-^IND> [1]
I> <emptied-manualiy|''IND>[1]
I> <e x ists I'^IND> [1]
I> fred:-IND
I> mary;«^IND
I> g\m."IND
I> noise:''IND
I> a ir ^IND
I> sO:-SIT
> sO|=<<alive, fred,1>>

>I

Figure 6.6: Object declarations for YSP.
are axiom schemata needed for persistence. For instance, the fifth one says
that Fred remains alive unless certain conditions obtain. The last three ones
are causal axiom schemata. The eighth one, for example, states that Mary’s
firing a loaded gun causes her to hear a noise unless certain conditions obtain.
We first define individuals such as fre d , mary, etc. in BABY-SIT. Then, we
introduce relations such as a liv e , loads, f i r e s , etc. that hold among these
individuals. Figure 6.6 shows the declaration of these objects in AM.
We consider each snapshot in time as a situation. For instance, Mary’s
loading the gun and Fred’s being alive at time 0 form a state. Any inferred
information about the future will be collected in a new state. For this reason,
we create a situation sO as the initial state and assert the facts that Mary loads
the gun and Fred is alive in sO.
For axiom schemata (4-8), we can write equivalent forward chaining con
straints in BABY-SIT. D-conditions of these axiom schemata can be repre
sented by positive schematic infonic propositions while their O-conditions are
assumptions and hence can be represented by background conditions in con
straints.

These constraints are shown in Figure 6.7.

correspond to axiom schemata (4-8).

Constraints (R1-R.5)
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xtemt
|gUNF1RE R7
I ?S11={«precedes, ?S1, ?S2, 1 » , «precedes,?S1, ?S3, 1 » } =>
?S31 =«niake-part-of, ?S3, ?S2,1 »
GUNFIRE R8
?Sll=«<part-of,?S2,?Sl,l»,«precedes,?Sl,?S3,l»>, ?S2l=«precedes,?S2,?S4,l»
I ?S11 =«make-part-of ,?S4,?S3,1>>
GUNFIRE R5
?Sll=«Ioads,?M,?G,l» => ?Sll«<Ioaded,?G,l»
GUNFIRE R4
||?Sll=«aIiwe,?F,l» => ?S2l=«aIiwe,?F,l», ?Sll=«precedes,?Sl,?S2,l»
u; «exists,air,l>>,
|?S1; {«fires,?M,9un,0»,«precedes,?Sl,?S3,0»>
GUNFIRE R3
?Sll=«Ioaded,?G,l» => ?S2l=«loaded,?G,l», ?Sll=«precedes,?Sl,?S2,l»
?S1: {«fires,?M,?G,0»,«enpt:ed-iiianuaIl9,?G,0»,«precedes,?Sl,?S3,0»>
GUNFIRE R2
?S ll= < «aIive,?F ,l»,«Ioad ed,?G ,l»,«fires,?H ,?G ,l»} =>
?S2l=«dead,?F,l», ?Sll=«precedes,?Sl,?S2,l»
?S1: «<has-firin9-pin,?G,l»,«marshmaIIou-buIIets-in,?G,0»}
GUNFIRE R1
?Sll=<«loaded,?G,l»,«fires,?M ,?G,l»} =>
II?S21=«hears,?M,noise, 1 » , ?S11=«precedes,?S1,?S2,1»
w: «exists,air,l>>,
||?S1; «<has-firin9-pin,?G,l»,«narshnaIIow-buIIets-in,?G,0»>

□
Figure 6.7: The constraints for YSP.
Since manipulation of mathematical expressions is not possible in BABY
SIT, we cannot assign incremental temporal values to the infons during reason
ing. Instead, we use the relation precedes to represent the fact that a situation
immediately precedes another, and hence the infons they support. It may be
the case that there are two different situations that immediately succeed a
situation. These two situations, however, must represent a unique snapshot
in time. For this reason, they must be unified under a single situation. We
achieve this by introducing new constraints, R6 and R7, which make one of
such situations a part of the other.
Setting the current forward chaining perspectivity set to GUNFIRE and
then asserting the fact that Mary loads the gun causes constraint R1 to be fired
and the gun gets loaded in sO (Figure 6.8). Forward chaining over the existing
information creates, via firing of constraint R3, a new situation R3-1 where
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BABY-SIT - Assertion Mode
I> <loads|-IN D ,-IN D >[2]
I> <Ioaded|-IND>[lJ
I> <alive|^IN D >[l]
I> <dead|-IND>[lJ
I> <firesI^IN D ,^IN D >[2]
I> <hears|-IND,-IND>[21
I > <mar ah m allow -bu lle t s - in|^IND > [1 J
I> < h a s-firin g -p in | ^ IN D > [1]
I> <em ptied-m anuallyI^IND>[1]
I> <exists|^IN D >[l]
I> fred:^IN D
I> mary:^IND
I> gun:^IND
I> n o is e IND
I> ain^IN D
I> sO :-S IT
I> sO|=<<alive, fre d . 1>>
I> 30| =<<loads. mary, gfun, 1>>

P r im i t i v e i n f o n s .
<<a li v e , fr e d , 1>>
<<lo a d s , mary, gun, 1> >
<<load ed , gun, 1>>
In h e r ite d i n f o n s :

BABY-SIT - Situation Brov/ser

I> I
c e K io iiS c tu i' M e n u
|AochQ]cing situQtiottbtfoxc assertion |
|Vtn'fy constraint anteetdgnts

J

[Pcispcctivity con stiaiat stt
|Ant£ccdtat pitoof persptetivity stt
Quit

r
|Oti| STil

Help

T E M -D E F A U L T S

Reset

Figure 6.8; After Mary’s loading the gun.
the gun remains loaded and then creates, via firing of R4, another situation

R4-2 where Fred is alive (Figure 6.9). Constraint R6 unifies these situations
into one in the next activation of forward chaining (Figure 6.10). Activation
of forward chaining once more creates situations R3-3 and R4-4 by reasoning
over R3-1 and R4-2, respectively (Figure 6.11).
Subsequent activations of forward chaining unify new states and then create
new states by forming new situations in a similar manner. Assume that we
iterate forward chaining twice and assert the fact that Mary fifes the gun.
Then two new situations R2-7 and R l-8 are created (by R2 and R l), where
Fred ceases to be alive and Mary hears a noise, respectively (Figure 6.12).
However, if we had asserted the proposition w |= < < e x is ts , a ir , 0>>
prior to Mary’s firing the gun, a new situation, R2-9, would be created where
Fred would be dead, but Mary would not be able to hear a noise (Figure 6.13).
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Primitive infone:
<<alive, fred, 1>>
<<loads, mary, gun, 1>>
<<loaded, gun,1>>
<<precedes, eO,r3-l,l>>
<<precede3,sO,r4-2,1>>
Primitive infone:
<<alive, fred, 1>>

Primitive infone:
<<loaded, gun,1>>

Inherited infone:
Inherited infone:

Figure 6.9: After the first iteration of forward chaining.

m

------------------

Primitive infone:
<< alive, fred, 1>>
<< loads, mary, gun, 1>>
<< loaded, gun,1>>
<<precedee, sO, r3-l, 1>>
<<precedes, sO, r4-2,1>>

11 . 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
1 Inherited infone:
Primitive infone:
F
<< Loaded, gun,1>>
p8888888888888888888888888888888^^
<<part-of, r4-2,r3-l, 1>>
BABY-SIT - Situiition B^o^^^ier

F

i
Primitive infone:
<< alive, fred, 1>>

i: Inherited infone:

Inherited infone:

<< alive, fred, 1>>

I
Figure 6.10: After the second iteration of forward chaining.

F
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Primitive infons:
<<alive, fred. 1>>
<<loads, mary. gun. 1>>
<<loaded, gun. 1>>
<<precedes. sO. r3-l. 1>>
<<precedes.sO.r4-2.1>>

Primitive infone:
<<loaded, gun. 1>>
<<part-of.г4-2,гЗ-1.1>>
<<precedes.гЗ-1.гЗ-3.1>>

Primitive infons:
<<alive, fred. 1>>
<<precedes.r4-2. r4-4.1>>
Inherited infons:

Inherited infons:

Inherited infons;
<<alive, fred, 1>>
<<precede3.r4-2. r4-4.1>>

BABY-SIT - Situcition Brcv/ser

©

Primitive infons:
<<loaded, gun. 1>>
Inherited infons:

M-21

X

Primitive infons:
<<alive, fred. 1>>

W -4

Inherited infons:

Figure 6.11: After the third iteration of forward chaining.

BABY-SIT - Situation Browier

Primitive infons:
<< loaded, gun. 1>>
<<part-of. г4-б,гЗ-5.1>>
<< fires, mary. gun. 1>>
<<precedes.r3-S. r2-7.1>>
<<precedes,r3-5.rl-8,1>>

Ч®

/w-i w-4

m -t

III

Ю-Л

тл

Primitive infons:
<<dead. fred. 1>>
Inherited infons:

Inherited infons:
<< alive, fred. 1>>
BABY-SIT - Aiae-ition M<xle

I> r3-5|=<<fire3.iary, gun. 1>>
Primitive infons:
<< alive, fred. 1>>

I>l

Primitive infons:
<<hears. mary, noise. 1>>
Inherited infons:

Inherited infons:

Figure 6.12: After Mary’s firing the gun.
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|B.AE'V-SIT - SituMion Bfowser

Prinitive infons;
<<loaded; gun,!))
<<part-of; r4-6; r3-S;l>>
<<fire3;»ary; gun,l>>
<<precede3,r3-S;r2-9;l>>

©

Ht-3 W-4

n

SJ-il

w-(il

R2-H

r

R3-SI

Inherited infone:
<< alive, fred,l>>

Priidtive infone:
<<dead, fred,l>>
Inherited infone:

BABY-SIT - Aiserticn Mocie

Priaitive infone:
<<alive, fred, 1>>

I> ?|=<<exiete,air,0>>
I> r3-S|=<<firee,aary, gun, 1>>

i|

Inherited infone:

rl.
Figure 6.13: After Mary’s firing the gun in vacuum condition.

Chapter 7

Conclusion

With a remarkably original view of information, situation theory and hence
situation semantics furnish the theorists with a rigorous formalism for the
treatment of problems in the study of logic, language, information, philosophy,
and the mind. Situation theory has a philosophical foundation sufficiently gen
eral to capture the notions of information and information flow in a theoretical
apparatus where ‘context’ and ‘situated inference’ play a crucial role. Other
types of reasoning methodologies such as the ones known today as ‘case-based’
or ‘frame-based’ reasoning, default reasoning, and nonmonotonic reasoning are
all subsumed by situated inference. On the other side, situation semantics,
as opposed to the traditional semantic approaches, provides an appropriate
framework for a realistic model-theoretic treatment of natural language. These
vantage points make situation theory a candidate framework for a new com
putational paradigm.
Serious thinking about the computational aspects of situation theory is just
starting. There have been only a few proposals [16, 38, 59, 71] in this direc
tion, with varying degrees of divergence from the ontology of situation theory.
ASTL [16] and PROSIT [71] mainly offer a Prolog- or Lisp-like programming
language. Situation schemata [38], however, are theoretical tools built more for
knowledge representation than programming, specifically tailored for seman
tic interpretation from linguistic form. Lesperance’s work [59] is a theoretical
attempt towards exploiting computational aspects of situation semantics.
Existing approaches towards developing a computational counterpart of sit
uation theory show conceptual and philosophical divergence from the ontology
of the original theory since they incorporated only some of its features. In
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this thesis, we take a computational approach towards situation theory which
avoids this pitfall by simply sticking to the essentials of the theory and adopting
its ontological features. In this direction, we have proposed a computational
account of situation theory and tried to sketch a view of an information pro
cessing agent in a situated setting. We have also identified the properties of the
environment in which such an agent would find itself to acquire information.
Taking these discussions into account, we have defined the underlying mech
anisms for a situation-theoretic computational environment and additionally
identified the constructs provided by situation theory to build such an envi
ronment.
Then, we have described an implemented medium (called BABY-SIT) based
on this proposed computational foundation.

Its constructs have also been

formally defined. Accommodating the fundamental notions of situation theory
in a computational system and putting them into the comfortable reach of
practitioners is a hard task given the fact that the theory has been developed
on philosophical grounds and incorporates highly intensional objects. For this
reason, we have included the abstract analogues of objects in our computational
formulation.
All these have yielded BABY-SIT to be a medium specifically designed with
mechanisms allowing state of the art constructs of situation theory. It provides
a programming environment which puts ontological features of the theory at
the practitioners’ disposal.

It can be employed as a general programming

language as well as a knowledge representation language in various domains of
application ranging from linguistics to artificial intelligence.

7.1

Contributions and Enhancements

BABY-SIT accommodates the basic features of situation theory, and com
pared to the existing approaches [17, 64], enhances these features. Situations
are viewed at an abstract level. This means that situations are sets of para
metric infons, but they may be non-well-founded [1, 9].

All situations are

required to cohere: a situation cannot support both a positive infon and its
negative counterpart. Situations (and hence the infons they support) may have
spatio-temporal dimensions. A hierarchy of situations can be defined both stat
ically and dynamically. A situation can have information about another which
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is a part of the former. This is made possible via structural links and ‘ infon inheritance’ among situations. BABY-SIT has a minimal situation, called
‘ background situation,’ which is a part of every other situation.
Infons are categorized as ‘ labelled’ and ‘ unlabelled’ . A labelled infon is
associated with a label which is considered to be an infon object.

On the

other hand, an unlabelled infon is not a usual BABY-SIT object. It must be
expressed explicitly and hence is taken as a distinguished object.
Relations are also categorized into two; infonic relations that can be used
as major constituents of infons and non-infonic relations that can only fill the
argument roles of infonic relations. Each infonic relation has ‘appropriateness
conditions’ that determine the type of its arguments. The number of arguments
that an infonic relation can take define ‘maximality and minimality conditions’
for that relation. A well-formed infon then conforms to the specifications de
fined by appropriateness conditions, maximality and minimality conditions of
its infonic relation.
Each object in BABY-SIT is of a certain beisic type. Defining more complex
types is made possible by ‘ type abstractions.’ Type abstraction can be done
either on the object-level or situation-level by employing a certain parameter
and a ‘grounding situation.’
Parameters are place holders and can be anchored to unique individuals
in an anchoring situation. A situation can be realized if its parameters are
anchored, either partially or fully, by an anchoring situation. That is, only
anchoring the parameters of an infon contributes a piece of information about
the situation. ‘ Parameter restriction’ allows parameters to be used to denote
objects of more complex types.
BABY-SIT allows the use of contextual information which plays a critical
role in all forms of behavior and communication. Situations and constraints can
be grouped to form a whole which provides a computational context. Moreover,
the partial nature of situations facilitates computation with incomplete infor
mation. Constraints in BABY-SIT come in three flavors: forward chaining con
straints, backward chaining constraints, and bidirectional chaining constraints.
They enable one situation to provide information about another and serve as
links between representations and the information they represent.

Compu

tation over situations occurs via constraints and is context-sensitive. In the
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existing approaches [16, 17, 63, 64], the notion of context is either poorly han
dled or left out completely. Furthermore, these approaches do not provide an
apparatus for forming the background information which will assure the appli
cability of constraints. Constraints in B.ABV-SIT may be situated as well as
unsituated. They may also come with a set of background conditions that must
be satisfied for the constraints to apply. Negative situation (query) proposi
tions allow one to talk about not only the infons a situation supports but also
the infons that it does not.
Declarations of objects and assertions of situation propositions can be made
in the assertion mode. Parameters of infons in the asserted expressions can be
anchored with respect to a given anchoring situation prior to their evaluation
by the system. Assertions may activate the forward chaining mechanism of
BABY-SIT which lets one derive new information over the forward chaining
constraints (or bidirectional chaining constraints) of a given perspectivity con
straint set. It is also possible to specify another perspectivity constraint set
whose backward chaining constraints would be used to prove the antecedent
parts of these forward chaining constraints. Moreover, the user may force the
antecedent parts of candidate constraints to be verified before they are actually
applied.
BABY-SIT provides a sophisticated query mechanism. It is possible to
issue situated or unsituated queries in its query mode. Moreover, the param
eters of query expressions and solutions can be anchored with respect to a
given anchoring situation. Anchoring infons and anchor traces can also be dis
played when needed. Queries can be proved by using the backward chaining
constraints (or bidirectional chaining constraints) of a given perspectivity set.
Moreover, the antecedents of each backward chaining constraint can be proved
by using the backward chaining constraints of a different perspectivity con
straint set. The maximum number of solutions can be determined by the user.
In addition to querying which situation ‘supports’ what, it is also possible to
ask which (particular) situation ‘ does not support’ an infon or a set of infons
by employing negative situation query propositions.
The query mechanism also enables the user to issue oracle queries. These
are the queries that collect information about a single object in the system. By
associating an issue set with the oracle query, it is possible to retrieve informa
tion about particular aspects of the oracle object. Rather than measuring the
degree of relevance of an infon for the oracle of an object, we apply a restricted
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form of the notion of ‘contextual effect’ and accordingly determine if an infon
is relevant or not to the current context.

This strategy basically takes the

appearance of an infon in the antecedent part and the background conditions
part of constraints in a given perspectivity set into consideration.
Objects in the environment and the attainment of information flow in
BABY-SIT are compatible with the ontology of situation theory.

Compu

tation is context-sensitive and type-theoretic. The basic computation regime
is unification. The mode of computation is built upon appropriateness con
ditions, conveyance and inheritance of information, consistency of situations,
anchoring, and constraint satisfaction.
BABY-SIT provides an interactive environment for the development and
testing of programs and examining the behavior of the system as the compu
tation proceeds. User interfaces and menu-driven operations ease the tasks of
the programmer. Various types of model-based reasoning such as data-driven
reasoning, goal-driven reasoning, and nonmonotonic reasoning are possible in
BABY-SIT.

7.2

Future Extensions to B A B Y -S IT

The current version of BABY-SIT may be extended by the addition of some fea
tures that may increase its computational and representational power. These
are listed as follows:

• In BABY-SIT, the sentence utterance situation and the situation it de
scribes cannot be automatically generated. Cascading the current version
of BABY-SIT with a system which automatically prepares input from a
linguistic form to BABY-SIT as explained in Appendix E.4 would be of
much use in linguistic applications.•
• We often reason under a set of assumptions that may be withdrawn
or changed.

When the assumptions change, those conclusions derived

depending upon these assumptions become invalid. In this case, those
conclusions should be withdrawn to maintain the ‘ truth’ of information.
To be able to do this, the dependencies of derivations, or rather justifi
cations for conclusions, must be kept in the reasoning system. Systems
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that facilitate such dependency recording, called truth maintenance sys
tems or TMSs, have been a fertile field for artificial intelligence research.
Integrating such a facility in BABY-SIT would help its user to observe
the possible effects of his actions, specifically his assumptions and asser
tions. This feature could be added to BABY-SIT in a future version by
employing KEE’s truth maintenance system which is an extension of de
Kleer’s assumption-based truth maintenance system (ATMS) [26].
• Infons may have other infons as their arguments.

This feature eases

representation of epistemic knowledge. B.ABY-SIT allows only labelled
infons to be used as arguments of other infons. This however restricts the
representational power of infons. It would be better to have unlabelled
infons whose arguments may be infons at arbitrary depth:

For instance, “John knows that Mary believes that he likes her” could
then be represented by
<^knows, John, <Cbeiieves, Mary, <^Iikes, John, Mary, 1 ^ , 1 ^ , 1>*.
Adding this feature to the current version of BABY-SIT requires sub
stantial modification on the constraints and the chaining mechanism.
• The current version of BABY-SIT allows static anchoring on the as
serted expressions, i.e., parameters are anchored at either assertion time
or query time. .Anchoring parameters of infons dynamically at chaining
time could be a useful feature if added to the current constraint and
chaining mechanism.
• Only unary types can be formed in BABY-SIT. However, one may like
to have types o f any Unite arity. This could be done, as Devlin shows in
[27, p. 64], via type abstraction over more than one parameter:

[s,i,i 1s f= /(i,? /.i,...)]
But it should be first investigated how such parametric types could be
used in a computational environment since they are usually of much help
only in discussions at advanced theoretical platforms.•
• Allowing disjunction of infons has no use in a theoretical framework,
as observed by Devlin in [27, p.

132].

So does it in a computational

system based on situations, except possibly in its use in constraints to
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bring economy in expressions: constraints having the same consequent
parts, but mutually exclusive antecedent parts may be unified to one
by employing disjunctive compound infons at appropriate levels.
example, the following constraints

For

'

?S [= « h a p p y , ?X, 1 »

<= ?S f= « s m i l e s , ?X, 1 »

?S 1= « m o c k s , ?X, 1 »

<= ?S |= « s m i l e s , ?X, 1 »

can be unified into one:
?S 1= { « h a p p y , ?X, 1 » ;
<<mocks, ?X, 1 > > } <= ?S 1= < < s m il e s , ?X, 1>>

where

stands for the disjunction operator.

This feature can be added to BABY-SIT constraints with no difficulty
since the KEE Rule System already has the necessary mechanism.
• In BABY-SIT, we have both parameters and variables. In fact, there
is no need for variables if we allow parameters to be used in place of
variables in constraints and query expressions, and let them be unified
with other objects as in the case of variable unification.
• The argument roles of infonic relations in BABY-SIT are linearly or
dered. This needs not be the case. We may have a flexible representation
in BABY-SIT by letting argument roles appear as keywords in infonic
relation definitions and infons. This is similar to the keyword parameters
of Lisp functions. We may explicitly WTite which argument role is filled
by which object in the infons. ^ In order to do this, the present form of
the relation type proposition needs be modified. For example, consider
the relation seeing with four argument roles. We can write a relation
type proposition in the form:
< sees I observer:

~IND,

o b ject-seen :
tim e :
p lace:

(~IN D , ~ L 0 C , ~ S I T } ,

~TIM,
~L0C > [ o b s e r v e r , o b j e c t - s e e n ]

where we have the argument roles and their corresponding appropriate
ness conditions. The argument roles in brackets determine the minimality
conditions. Then, the infon
'T h is issue was first pointed out by Devlin [27, pp. 116-121].
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< < s e e s , John, mary, t ,

1>>

may be written in the form
< < s e e s , o b s e r v e r - > John,
o b j e c t - s e e n - > mary,
tim e - > t ,

1»

or in the form
< < s e e s , o b j e c t - s e e n - > mary,
tim e - > t ,
o b s e r v e r - > jo h n , 1>>.

• A situation is considered to be incoherent if it supports an infon and its
dual at the same time. VVe might have situations that do not support
both an infon and its dual, but are still considered to be incoherent.
This kind of incoherency has to do with the semantics of the infons. For
example, if a situation supports the fact that John has two legs, but on
the other hand it also supports the fact that he has seven legs, then this
situation is also said to be incoherent. The current version of BABY
SIT cannot detect this kind of incoherency. But we believe that such a
mechanism should be developed and put into work in the next version.

7.3

Further Research Directions

We believe that the research presented in this thesis sheds light to the re
searchers who aim at developing situation-theoretic computational systems.
Though there are philosophical and theoretical points pertinent to the field
that still call for further research:•
• Questions of what it means to do computation with situations and
what aspects of the theory makes this suitable as a novel programming
paradigm have not been fully answered in the literature. Although our
main goal was to investigate the answers to these questions, it is re
ally hard to come up with a full, satisfactory answer. Answers to these
questions must be further investigated by all researchers who aim at con
structing programming systems permitting the use of situation-theoretic
constructs in future.
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• Related to the questions above, it might make more sense to start think
ing of a computational system based on situations in terms of architec
ture, rather than building an abstract system as we are doing today.
' This might result in an underlying machinery somewhat different from
the classical von Neumann architectures. Then, the questions of what
a situation is, how information is exploited in one situation to obtain
information about another situation, and hence what it means to do
computation with situations might be fully answered, in due respect to
their current philosophical and theoretical underpinnings.
• We believe that computational aspects of situation theory call for deeper
investigation. Although the current attempts are in their infancy, they
already warrant interest in domains of artificial intelligence and natural
language processing. However, their use should be further demonstrated
to prove why situation theory provides a challenging ground for solving
various phenomena in these fields and possibly in others.•
• Oracles play a substantial role in linguistic communication. “The more
information about [that] oracle the speaker and listener share, the more
efficient can be the communication between them” [27, p. 83]. But the
notion of oracles is not clarified on theoretical grounds yet. This could
be an interesting area of research. However, a theoretical development
of oracles would be based on at least two notions, ‘context’ and ‘ rele
vance’, which must have already been clarified on firm grounds. Hence,
developing theoretical and computational account of these notions in the
framework of situation theory would be another research area, but prior
to the development of an account of oracles.

Appendix A

How to Run B A B Y -S IT

In order to use BABY-SIT, you should copy its archive file to your machine by
using the following UNIX remote copy command:
rep b ilk e n t .e d u .t r [139. 179. 10. 13] : ~ t i n / b a b y - s i t . v. 1 . 0 .ta r
This file can be unpacked by typing

cat baby-sit.V.1.0.tar | tar xvf It will create a directory called “BABY-SIT” and a subdirectory “BABYSIT /E X AMBLES” which contains the constraints and definitions for the family
relationships, the YSP, and the pronominal anaphora examples introduced in
this thesis.
Since BABY-SIT is based on the KEE System, you should first be able to
run KEE on your machine. The KEE System is presently installed at Bilkent
University on the host Jirat at the bilkent domain. If you have an access to
the bilkent domain, you should do the following to properly run KEE on your
machine:

i. Include the directory “/homesys.3/kee” in your path in your shell file
“.eshre” .
ii. Create a file named “kee.cshrc” in your root directory. This file should
contain the following:

setenv KEE
setenv KEE_BIN

"/homesys/kee"
$KEE"/bin/"
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setenv KEE_MISC
setenv SYS_SITE
setenv KEE_TOOLS
setenv BINARY.TYPE
setenv SOURCE.TYPE
#--------------
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$KEE’7misc/"
$KEE"/sys-site/"
$KEE'7tools/"
"sbin"
"lisp"

iii. Include the command “ source k e e .c s h r c " in the file “ .cshrc” .
iv. Then, declare your “ .cshrc” file as the source file by typing
“ source .c s h r c "
at the system prompt.
v. Open the X Windows environment on your machine.
vi. Start KEE by typing “kee” at the system prompt. This will take you to
KEE’s environment.

In order to run KEE from a remote host:
• Login to your account at the bilkent domain from the remote machine.
• Follow the steps (i-v) above.
• Create an executable file named “runkee” in your root directory. This
file should contain the following:
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

xhost +
rsh firat
setenv DISPLAY <remote-host-naine> :0.0 ";"
cd ~<your-account-id> ";"
$KEE_BIN/kee
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Type “runkee” at the system prompt.

This will take you to KEE’s

environment.
If you successfully get into KEE’s environment, you should perform the
following steps to run BABY-SIT appropriately:
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• Click on the window titled KEE Lisp Listenei' Window.
• Type “ (lo a d " . /B A B Y -SIT /babysit. s b i n " ) ” in this window. This will
load the BABY-SIT environment where you can immediately start work
ing.

Appendix B

Syntax of Assertion Mode

<proposition> ::= <infonic-proposition> |
<parameter-type-proposition> |
<situation/object-type-proposition> |
< labelled-infon-type-proposition> |
< type-abstraction-proposition> |
, <relation-type-proposition>
<infonic-proposition>

< situation-constant> “ |=” < compound-infon>

< parameter-type-proposition> ::=
<parameter>
{ < basic-type>, <type>,
< restricted-parameter-type> }
<situation/object-type-proposition> ::=
<constant>
{<basic-type>, <type>, <type-abstraction>}
<labelled-infon-type-proposition> ::= <constant> “= ” <infon>
< type-abstraction-proposition> ::=
<type>
{<basic-type>, <type-abstraction>}
< relation-type-proposition> ::=
“ < ” <relation> [“ |” <type-specifier>

<type-specifier>)*] “> ”

Table B .l: Syntax of Assertion Mode propositions.
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<type-specifier> ::= <basic-type> | <type> |
{<basic-typ€>, < typ e> }
{<basic-type>, < ty p e > }y
<type-abstraction> ::=
“ [” <parameter> “ |” {<situation-constant>, <parameter>}
“ |=” <compound-infon> “]”
<restricted-parameter-type> :;= < párameter> " ‘ ” < compound-infon>
<compound-infon>

<infon> |

<infon>

<infon>Y “ } ”

<inJon> ::= <con$tant> |
“ < < ” <relation>
<argument>)*
<polarity>] “ > > ”
<relation>
<constant>
<argument> ::= <constant> \ <parameter> | <null-object> |
<basic-type> | <type>
<polarity>

“0” | “ 1”

<constant> ::= ({< d igit> , <lower-case-letter>})'^
<digit>, <low er-case-letter>})‘
<siluation-constant> ::= {{< d ig it> , <lower-case-letter>]Y
< lower-case-lette r>
<digit>, <lower-case-letter>}Y
<null-object> ::=
<parameter> ::= <upper-case-letter> {{<upper-case-letter>, <digit>}Y
<basic-type> ::= “~LOC” | “ ~TIM” | “~IND” | “~REL” | “~SIT” |
“~INF” I “~TY P” |"~PAR” | “~POL”
<type>

<upper-case-letter> {{<upper-case-letter>, <digit>}Y

<lower-case-letter> ;:= “a” | “b” | ...| “z’’
<upper-case-letter> ::= “A ” | “B" | ...| “Z"
<digit> ::= “0” | “ 1” | ...| “9”

Table B.2: Syntax of Assertion Mode propositions (continued).

Appendix C

Syntax of Constraints

<background-conditions> ::=
<background-condition>

< background-condition>)*

<background-condition>
<query-situation>
{<schematic-compound-infon>. < compound-infon> }

Table C .l; Syntax of background-conditions parts of constraints.
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SYNTAX OF CONSTRAINTS

<constraint-body> ::= <antecedent>
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<consequent>

<antecedent>

<schematic-infonic-proposition>
(
<schematic-infonic-proposition>Y

<consequent>

<positive-schematic-infonic-proposition>
<positive-schematic-infonic-proposition>y

< schematic-infonic-proposition> ::—
<query-situation>
{<schematic-compound-infon>^ <compound-infon>}
<positiv€-schematic-infonic-proposition>
< query-situation> “ |=”
{<schematic-compound-infon>, <compound-infon>}
< query-situation>

<situation-constant> | <variable>

<schematic-compound-infon> —
<schematic-infon> |
< schematic-infon>

<schematic-infon>Y^‘'Y'

<schematic-infon> ::= “ < < ” <query-relation>
{ < query-argument>
<polarity> “ > > ”
<query-relation> ::= <constant> | <variable>
< query-argument> ::= <constant> | <parameter> | <null-object> |
<basic-type> | <type> |<variable>
<variable> ::=

<parameter>

Table C.2: Syntax of the body parts of constraints.

Appendix D

Syntax of Query Mode

<situation-query-proposition> ::=
< single-situation-query-expression>
< single-situation-query-expression>y
< oracle-query-proposition> ::=
< oracle-query-proposition-with-no-issue-set> |
<oracle-query-proposition-with-issue-set>
< single-situation-query-expression>

< schematic-infonic-proposition>

<oracle-query-proposition-with-no-issue-set> ::= < oracle-query-header>
< oracle-query-proposition-with-issue-set> ::=
< oracle-query-header> < issue-set>
< oracle-query-header> ::=

“(” <object> “) ”

<object> ::= <basic-type> | <type> | <relation> |
<parameter> | <situation-constant> | <constant>
<issue-set> ::= <schematic-compound-infon>

Table D.l: Syntax of Query Mode propositions.
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Appendix E

Situated Resolution of Pronominal
Anaphora in Turkish

In written/spoken discourse, people use certain instruments for ‘pointing back’
in the discourse context to individuals, objects, events, times, and concepts
mentioned previously. The use of such a pointing device is called anaphora.
Anaphoric mechanisms comprise pronouns, definite noun phrases, and ellipsis.
They are linguistic expressions which, instead of being interpreted semantically
in their own right, make reference to something else for their interpretation;
they direct the reader/hearer to look elsewhere in the discourse for their inter
pretation.
An important distinction needs to be drawn between the referent of a lin
guistic expression and the antecedent of a linguistic expression. The referent
of a linguistic expression is what the expression refers to— some actual thing in
the real world, or at least some entity, concrete like ‘a cookie,’ or abstract like
‘a form of government.’ The antecedent of a linguistic expression is a different
linguistic expression which has the same referent as the former. Consider the
following excerpt from a Turkish novel:

Hurşit Bey kılıcı aldı, uzun uzun baktı, hayran kaldı. Haydar Usta
onun yüzündeki kılıca baktıkça artan hayranlığı izliyor, sonsuz bir
sevince batıp çıkıyordu.

(Y. Kemal, [54, p. 222])

The proper name ‘ Hurşit Bey’ refers to an individual characterized by Ke
mal in his novel. It also serves as the antecedent of the pronoun ‘onu’ in the
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second sentence. All such referring expressions have referents (in some possi
ble world). However, not all have antecedents in the discourse. Consider the
following:
Polonya’nın baharatlı bitkilerini Türklerin incelemesi gerekiyor.
Çünkü onların bu işi yapacak araştırmacıları yok.
The plural pronoun ‘onlar’ refers to Polish people and it has no antecedent
(in the given discourse segment). Then, resolution of anaphora can be concep
tualized as follows. When a phrase or a sentence is syntactically and semanti
cally interpreted, it specifies a cognitive structure in the reader’s/hearer’s mind.
The reader/hearer uses the information carried by this cognitive structure, its
syntactic and semantic interpretation as well as the surrounding context, in or
der to construct a related cognitive structure for the anaphoric expression in his
own mind. Therefore, anaphora resolution can be seen as the task of forming
a cognitive structure and defining its relationship with previously formed cog
nitive structures. Making this task computational is quite crucial for practical
natural language understanding systems. Computational aspects of anaphora
resolution have been studied, especially for English [4.3, 70, 75, 95], and some
proposals have been implemented for handling anaphoric expressions in dis
course understanding [13, 42, 44, 48, 74]. Interestingly, disciplines such as phi
losophy, linguistics, pragmatics, and artificial intelligence take their own view
towards anaphora: philosophy from the standpoint of reference [36, 65], lin
guistics from the standpoint of syntax [56, 67], pragmatics from the standpoint
of discourse [43], and artificial intelligence from the standpoint of inference via
multiple knowledge sources [47].
There have been many attempts towards treatment of anaphora in the
framework of situation semantics [5, 6, 7, 11, 39, 40, 80].

However, no se

rious implementation is available for resolving anaphora computationally by
employing situation-theoretic tools. In this appendix, we demonstrate the res
olution of pronominal anaphora in Turkish within our computational medium
which provides situation-theoretic constructs and appropriate mechanisms for
handling such syntactic and semantic phenomena. It is not our purpose here
to either present a theory of pronominal anaphoric reference or to provide a
complete treatment of anaphora in Turkish. We would only like to show the
extent to which the facilities supported by BABY-SIT, and hence by the ba
sic constructs of situation theory, are powerful to accommodate solutions to
linguistic problems such as anaphora.
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Pronominal Anaphora in Turkish

Resolving pronominal anaphora is in fact the process of determining its in
tended antecedent and referent. When isolated sentences in Turkish are con
cerned, this process can be eased to some degree by syntactic and surface order
analysis (as Erguvanh-Taylan rightly observes [33]). However, sentences nor
mally do not appear in isolation; they are usually part of a linguistic discourse
[43]. Meaning of a sentence can thus change according to the participants of
the discourse [74]. When anaphora is viewed as a means for “allowing a lan
guage producer to maximize the rate of information flow out to a language
receiver" [95, p. 142], the role of conte.xt [3] in supplying an anaphoric expres
sion with meaning as intended by the speaker becomes decisive. The syntactic
and surface restrictions which rule out the anaphoric relations within sentence
boundaries may not hold across sentence boundaries if a context is available
[33]. Consider
(1) BİLGE BANA [0 HASTALANDIĞINj-l SÖYLEDİ.
Bilge told me that he/she/it got sick.
In this sentence, the zero anaphor expression, 0 , as the subject of the
embedded sentence can take the subject of the main sentence, BİLGE, as an
tecedent. However, given a particular discourse, zero representation can express
coreference with the subject of the previous sentence rather than that of the
same sentence. This is shown in (2) where EROL is the antecedent of the zero
anaphor:
(2) EROL MAÇA GELMEYECEK.
BİLGE BANA [0 HASTALANDIĞINj-l SÖYLEDİ.
Erol will not come to the match.
Bilge told me that he/she/it got sick.
Investigating the possible structures for the antecedents of an anaphoric
expression is the most important issue in resolving anaphora [83, 94]. The
discourse context certainly will provide the necessary information for removing
ambiguities in resolving anaphora both within and across sentence boundaries.
In BABY-SIT, we will first implement the existing syntactic approaches
to resolving pronominal anaphora for isolated sentences (cf. Erguvanh-Taylan
[33] and Kurtboke [58]). We will then consider resolving the issue across sen
tence boundaries by simple syntactic rules. For example, one such rule might
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be “if the subject of the main sentence is represented by a zero pronoun, then
it co-refers with the subject of the immediately preceding sentence” (cf. [33, p.
223] and [55, p. 101]). The discourse context certainly will provide the neces
sary information for removing ambiguities in resolving anaphora both within
and across sentence boundaries. This will be made possible by using infor
mation flow provided by BABY-SIT constructs and its constraint satisfaction
mechanism [87, 92]. Our work in [94] can give a rough idea about this process
although we will present better examples in Section E.6.

E.2

Structures of Referents in Situation-Theoretic
Terms

Investigating the possible structures for the referents of an anaphoric expression
is the most important issue in resolving anaphora. The referents of anaphoric
expressions should not be regarded as textual, but rather as conceptual struc
tures evoked in the reader’s discourse model.

Situation theory provides us

with some conceptual structures including abstracts, individuals, relations, sit
uations, and parametric sets of objects (types). What then are the possible
structures of Turkish in terms of these constructs?
Individuals are the most commonly used anaphoric concepts in Turkish
sentences as illustrated in (3) and (4):
(3) AHMET ÇOK ACIKMIŞTI.
0 YAKINDAKİ BİR LOKANTAYA GİRDİ.

Ahmet was very hungry. He/she/it went in to a nearby restaurant.
(4) AHMET YARAMAZ BİR ÇOCUKTUR.
EROL BUNA RAĞMEN ONU SEVİYOR.

Ahmet is a naughty child. Still Erol loves him/her/it.
The referent of both the zero pronoun in (3) and the pronoun ONU in (4)
is an individual, denoted by the proper name AHMET.
Individuals satisfying predicates can serve as the referents of anaphoric
expressions as well. Both the zero pronoun in the object position in (5) and
the pronoun ONU in (6) refer to an indefinite object satisfying the composite
predicate being a black car:
(5) AHMET SİYAH BİR ARABA ARIYORDU.
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0 BIR SURE SONRA 0 BULDU.

Ahmet was looking for a black car.
He/she/it found he/she/it after a while.
(6) AHMET SİYAH BİR ARABA ARIYORDU.
0 BİR SÜRE SONRA ONU BULDU.

Ahmet was looking for a black car.
He/she/it found he/she/it after a while.
In this case, the referent is an element of the parametric set of individuals,
each being a car and at the same time being black colored. That is, referent
ref is of type ~B LA CK CA R where
~B L A C K C A R = [INDl |ф { < с а г , INDl. 1 > ,
«Cblack-colored, INDl, 1 ^ } ]
for situation s described by the second sentences in (5-6).
Sets o f individuals can also serve as referents. Consider
(7) EROL VE BİLGE PARKTA YÜRÜDÜLER.
DAHA SONRA ONLAR EVE DÖNDÜLER.

Erol and Bilge walked in the park. Then they went back home.
( 8)

EROL VE BİLGE PARKTA YÜRÜDÜLER.
DAHA SONRA 0 EVE DÖNDÜLER.

Erol and Bilge walked in the park. Then they went back home.
(9) EROL VE BİR ÇOCUK PARKTA YÜRÜDÜLER.
DAHA SONRA ONLAR EVE DÖNDÜLER.

Erol and a child walked in the park. Then they went back home.
(10) EROL VE BİR ÇOCUK PARKTA YÜRÜDÜLER.
DAHA SONRA 0 EVE DÖNDÜLER.

Erol and a child walked in the park. Then they went back home.
In (7) and (8), Erol and Bilge constitute the set of individuals as the referent
of the pronoun and zero representation. Similarly, in (9) and (10) the referents
of the pronoun and zero representation are two individuals. However in this
case, one of these individuals is an element of a parametric set while the other
is identified by a proper name.
Another type of referent is the class concept which denotes the set of indi
viduals classified to have a common property.
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DÜN BENİ BİR BULDOG ISIRDI.
BUNLAR ÇOK SALDIRGAN OLUYORLAR.

Yesterday a bulldog bit me. These are much too aggressive.
The referent of BUNLAR is the class concept BULDOGLAR “bulldogs.” The
speaker of (11) assumes that the listener is capable of generalizing from the
particular bulldog of (11) to obtain a generic set of bulldogs. Moreover, the
speaker does not refer to a specific location in which bulldogs are aggressive.
Hence, the set of bulldogs can be identified by an unlocated parametric set,
say type ~BULLDOGS where
^BULLDOGS = [INDl |tu^Cbulldog, INDl, 1>].
States, actions, and events can also be referents of anaphoric expressions.
In Turkish, this is realized via deictic pronouns BU and ŞU:
(12) BİLGE BİR FEMİNİSTTİR VE
0 BUNU SÖYLEMEKTEN ÇEKİNMEZ.

Bilge is a feminist and he/she/it does not hesitate to say this.
(13) EROL BİLGE’NİN ETEĞİNE MÜREKKEP DÖKTÜ.
BU ONU ÇOK KIZDIRDI.
EROL DA BUNU YAPTIĞI İÇİN ONDAN ÖZÜR DİLEDİ.

Erol poured ink on Bilge’s skirt. This made him/her/it very angry.
Erol apologized him/her/it for doing this.
(14) ŞUNU 0 BİLMENİ İSTERİM Kİ EROL’A KİTABI BEN VERMEDİM.
1 would bke you to know that 1 did not give the book to Erol.
(15) TELEVİZYON SEYRETMEK BENİ SIKIYOR VE
0 EROL'U SİNİRLENDİRİYOR.

Watching television bores me and makes Erol nervous.
In (12), BUNU refers to the state of Bilge, her being a feminist. In (13), BU
refers to the event of Erol’s pouring ink on Bilge’s skirt. However, the action,
pouring ink on Bilge’s skirt, is the referent of BUNU (and Erol apologizes for
performing this action). The accusative construction with the deictic pronoun
ŞU in (14) takes the event, the speaker did not give the book to Erol, as
its antecedent.

Finally, in (15) reference to an action is expressed by zero

representation. What bores the speaker and makes Erol nervous is the act of
watching television. What is common to these states, actions, and events is
that they are in fact situations and that these situations are referred to by
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deictic pronouns.
For example, the first conjunct of (12) describes a situation s where
s|=<Cfeminist, bilge, 1^ and the location of the described situation tempo
rally overlaps the location at which the sentence is spoken. Then, BUNU in
( 12) refers to this situation, complete with its location and argument slots
filled appropriately. The deictic pronoun in (13) again refers to a complete
situation which occurred in the past relative to the time of the situation in
which Bilge got angry. The same situation is referentially represented by the
accusative construction BUNU, but in this case the action, denoted by pouring
ink on Bilge’s skirt, is emphasized while shadowing the individual in the agent
role. A complete situation which occurred in the past is again referred by ŞU
in (14). Differing from all these sorts of situations, an unlocated situation is
referred by the zero representation in (15). This is a situation

in which Erol

is watching television: S4İ=<Cwatches, erol, television, !>■.
Note that the former part of the conjunction in (15) is interpreted in such
a way that the speaker is involved in watching television. Hence, we have

5i|=<Cbores, S2 , Od, 1> where
52 |=<Cwatches, ad, television, 1>
and the argument slot for the agent is assigned to the speaker, ad, of (15).
When we move further and interpret the second conjunct of (15), we have

53[=-Cmakes-nervous, S4, erol, l!> where
54)=:<watches, erol, television, 1> .
In contrast, consider
(16) TELEVİZYON SEYRETMEM BENİ SIKIYOR VE
0 EROL’ U SİNİRLENDİRİYOR.

My watching television bores me and makes Erol nervous.
Interpretation of the first conjunct will remain the same whereas the referent
nature of the zero representation in the second conjunct will change. In other
words, what makes Erol nervous is the speaker’s watching television, not Erol’s
watching television. This conjunct will then describe a situation S5 such that

55İ=<Cmakes-nervous, S2 , erol, 1 > where
52[=<Cwatches, ad, television, 1> .
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Sentence Representation

In situation semantics, the use of a natural language expression is regarded as
a situation, utterance situation, which is composed by the utterance situations
for its sub-parts, i.e., the words constituting the expression. Each linguistic ex
pression is represented as an utterance situation in BABY-SIT data structures
as well. An utterance situation for an expression consists of the information
on the lexical and syntactic properties of the expression. There are three kinds
of utterance situations: basic, compound, and sentence.
B asic u tterance situations.

Words are the basic utterance situations

consisting of the following minimal set of features:
Uses: Words are partially characterized by their uses in utterances. The
use of a word is a three-place relation, represented by the relation useof, between the utterance situation, the linguistic form of the word, and
a parameter which denotes the entity, either real or abstract, the word
denotes. The rple of parameters will be explained in the sequel.
C a teg ory : The syntactic role of the word is identified by its basic cat
egory feature, viz. whether it is a noun, a pronoun, a verb, etc. This
information can be represented by the relation category-of between the
utterance situation and the category name. ‘ Pronoun,’ ‘noun,’ and ‘verb’
are built-in system objects that can be used as arguments of this relation.
Case: Case marking for the word is denoted by the relation case-of.
It is a two-place relation between the utterance situation and the case
marker. The case markers ‘nominative,’ ‘accusative,’ ‘dative,’ ‘locative,’
‘ablative,’ and ‘genitive’ are predefined individuals which can be directly
put into use. Case information is not included in utterance situations for
verbs since case marking is not applicable on verbs.
P erson: Each word comes with a person marker. Information on person
marking can be represented by the relation person-of which is again a
two-place relation between the utterance situation and the person mark
ers. ‘ First,* ‘second,’ and ‘ third’ are predefined person markers and the
relation person-ol can take these objects as arguments to fill the person
marker role.
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Tense: The relation tense-of can be used to represent tense for verbs.
It is a relation defined between the utterance situation and the tense
markers. There are three absolute tenses for which there are predefined
objects (‘past,’ ‘present,’ and ‘future’ ) in the system, that can be used as
tense markers.
N u m b er: The cardinality of person markers is determined by the num
ber markers. Person markers are either marked by singular or plural
markers. The relation number-of that holds between the utterance sit
uation and the number markers can be used to represent this kind of
information. The predefined objects ‘singular’ and ‘plural’ can fill the
argument roles for the number marker of this relation.
L oca tion :

The spatio-temporal location of the utterance of a word

should also be included in the utterance situation. Spatial locations can
be represented by the relation place-of, which is defined between a situa
tion object and a spatial location object, and temporal locations can be
represented by the relation time-ol, which is defined between a situation
object and a temporal location object.
Suppose, for example, that we would like to construct utterance situations
npl, np3, np4, and v l for [AHMET], [0], [KARISINI], and [SORDU], respectively.
Then,
npl 1= {< C u se-of, n p l, alimet, P, 1 ^ ,
< c a t e g o r y - o f , n p l, noun, 1 > ,
< C ca se-of, n p l, nom inative, 1>>,
< p e r s o n -o f , n p l, t h ir d , 1 > ,
< n u m ber-of, n p l, s in g u la r, 1 > ,
<C tim e-of, n p l, t l ,

1^,

-C p la c e -o f, n p l, 11, ! > } ,
np3 [= { < u s e - o f , np3, 0 - , W, 1 > ,
< C ca te g o ry -o f, np3, zero-p ron ou n , 1 > ,
< c a s e - o f , np3, g e n it iv e , 1 > ,
<C person-of, np3, t h ir d , 1>>,
< n u m b er-of, np3, sin g u la r, 1 > ,
<C tim e-of, np3, t 4 , 1 > ,
< C p la ce-of, np3, 14, 1 > ) ,
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np4 1= { C u s e - o f , np4, k a r i, Z, i ;> ,
< C ca te g o r y -o f, np4, noun, i : » ,
-C c a s e -o f, np4, a ccu s a tiv e , 1 ^ ,
<C person -of, np4, t h ir d , 1 » ,

^number-of, np4, singular, i;:^,
< C tim e-of, np4, t 5 , i ;> ,

<Cplace-of, np4, 15, 1^}, and
v l 1= {<C usG -of, v l , sormak, S, i ;> ,
< C ca te g o r y -o f, v l , v erb , 1 ^ ,
<C person -of, v l , t h ir d , i ;> ,
<Cnumber-of, v l , sin g u la r, 1 ^ ,
< C te n se -o f, v l , p a s t, i ;> ,
< C tim e-of, v l , t 6 ,

,

<Cplace-of, vl, 16, !]>}.
C o m p o u n d u ttera n ce situations. These are the situations correspond
ing to phrase structures built up of two or more basic utterance situations. For
instance, a genitive construction is a compound utterance situation consisting
of the basic utterance situations for the expressions for the possessor and the
possessed object. Compound utterance situations should have the following
minimal set of features:
C a te g o ry : This is the same as the category' information for the basic
utterance situations except that the value for the category name is always
‘noun.’
S yn tactic o rd e r: The syntactic surface order of the basic expressions
constituting a compound structure should be included in the compound
utterance situation. This information can be represented by denoting
the spatio-temporal order of the basic utterance situations involved in
the compound utterance situation. This is made possible by the rela
tion precedes which holds between two situations and indicates that the
former spatio-temporally precedes the latter.
The compound utterance situation is a larger situation which has the basic
utterance situations as its subparts. These basic utterance situations should
be declared as the subsituations of the compound situation. The information
about the hierarchical structure of utterance situations is automatically stored
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in the compound utterance situation by the help of the relation part-of. The
supsituation (the compound utterance situation) supports all information sup
ported by its subsituations (the basic utterance situations). Thus, for e.xample,
the compound utterance situation, say np2. for [0 KARISINI] would have the
following:

np2 f= {<Ccategory-of, np2, noun,
«Cprecedes, np3, np4, 1^,
<Cpart-of, np3, np2,
<Cpart-of, np4, np2, 1>).
S en ten ce u ttera n ce situations. Utterance situations when combined in
a spatio-temporal order constitute an utterance situation for the whole of a
sentence, viz. the sentence utterance situation. Since a sentence can have an
embedded sentence, sentence utterance situations are allowed to appear at the
compound utterance situation level at the hierarchy of utterance situations.
A sentence utterance situation should contain information about the following
minimal set of features:

C a te g o ry : Category information is represented in the same way as it
is done for basic utterance situations except that the category marker is
always ‘sentence.’
S y n ta ctic ord er: Surface word order is expressed in the same way as
for the compound utterance situations. It includes information about the
spatio-temporal order of the basic and compound utterance situations
forming the sentence utterance situation.
F u n ction a lity:

For each utterance situation forming a sentence ut

terance situation, the sentence utterance situation contains information
about its grammatical function in the sentence. Grammatical functions
are taken to be relations that hold between the sentence utterance situ
ation and its constituent utterance situations. The relations subject-of,
direct-object-of, indirect-object-of, and verb-of are predefined relations
that can be used to express grammatical functionality of the constituent
situations.
D e s crib e d situation:

Constituents of a sentence do not describe a

situation when they are uttered in isolation. However, utterance of a
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sentence describes an event, a situation which contributes to the inter
pretation of the meaning of the sentence. The relation describes can be
used to denote the situation the sentence utterance situation describes. It
is a two-place relation betw^een the utterance situation and the described
situation. Moreover, the time of occurrence of the event thus described
may be indicated with respect to the occurrence time of the sentence
utterance situation.

Similar to compound utterance situations, sentence utterance situations are
larger situations taking its constituent situations as its subparts. Hence, such
parental relations should be declared in the system and the resulting hierarchy
is expressed by the help of the relation part-of. For example, if we construct
the sentence utterance situation, s i, for the sentence
(17)

AHMET 0 KARISINI SORDU

Ahmet asked about his/her/its wife.
the following would hold for s i:
s i 1= {< C ca te g o r y -o f, s i , sen ten ce, 1]>,
«^ precedes, n p l, np2, 1 ^ ,
<Cprecedes, np2, v l , 1]^>,
< C s u b je c t-o f, s i , n p l, 1 ^ ,
< d i r e c t - o b j e c t - o f , s i , np2, 1 > ,
< C verb-of, s i , v l , 1 > ,
«C d e scrib e s, s i , d s l , 1 > ,
<Cprecedes, d s l , s i ,

,

< p a r t - o f , n p l, s i , 1 > ,
< C p a rt-of, np2, s i , 1 > ,
< p a r t-o f, v l, s i,

!> }

and for the described situation d s l we have:
d s l 1= (C a s k s , P, Z, 1 > ,
C w i f e - o f , Z, W, i ;> ,
C t i m e - o f , d s l, t d s l , 1 > ,
C p la c e -o f, d s l, I d s l, ! > } .
A sentence can have embedded structures or can be a conjoined structure
constructed more than one sentence. An embedded structure and each con
joined structure should also be represented in the form of sentence utterance
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situations and then be combined with utterance situations of the sentence to
build up the main sentence utterance situation. Representation of these com
plex structures in BABY-SIT are done as follows.
E m b e d d e d stru ctu res: In case there are embedded sentences, the sen
tence utterance situation for the main sentence takes the embedded sentence
utterance situations as its subsituations. The relation between the main sen
tence and an embedded one should be encoded in the sentence utterance sit
uation for the main sentence by using the special relation embedded-in. It is
a two place relation which takes the main sentence utterance situation as its
first argument and the embedded sentence utterance situation as its second
argument.
C o n jo in e d stru ctu res: Each conjoined sentence is represented in the form
of a sentence utterance situation. These situations are then combined as parts
of a supsituation which will be the sentence utterance situation for the whole of
the conjoined structure. The conjunction relation between a pair of conjoined
structures is represented by using the relation conjoined-by. This is a three
place relation. The utterance situation for the first conjoined structure and the
one for the second conjoined structure appear as its first and second arguments,
respectively. The last argument role should be filled by the conjunct connecting
these two utterance situations.
The hierarchical structure of a sentence utterance situation in BABY-SIT
looks like the phrase structure tree of the sentence except that the situation
tree is formed from top to bottom, where the sentence node lies on the bottom
of the tree and the terminals are missing. Terminals, in fact, are represented by
the use of the expression in the corresponding basic utterance situations. This
case is illustrated for our example sentence in Figure E.l (also see Figure E.4
for the corresponding phrase structure tree).

E.4

Generation of Sentence Situation Structures

In order to resolve pronominal anaphora within BABY-SIT, the sentence under
consideration should be fully specified in the system, i.e., its utterance situa
tions and the objects that are imparted in the specifications thus created. For
the time being, the sentence utterance situation and the situation it describes
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Primitive infons;

<<category-of,np2, noun, 1>>
<<precedes, np3, np4,1>>
<<part-of, np3,np2,1>>
<<part-of,np4,np2,1>>

Primitive infone
<<u3e-of,np3, 0-,f, 1>>
<<category-of, np3, zero-pronoun, 1>>
<<ca3e-of, np3, genitive, 1>>
<<per3on-of, np3, third, 1>>
<<number-of, np3, eingular, 1>>

P r im itiv e in fo n e :

Primitive infone:
<<a3ks, P, Z, 1>>
<<vife-of, Z, W, 1>>
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Inherited infons;

Primitive infone:
<<category-of, si, sentence, 1>>
<<precedes,npl, np2,1>>
<<precedes,np2, vl, 1>>
<<subject-of, sl,r^l, 1>>
<<direct-object-of, sl,np2,1>>
<<verb-of, si, vl, 1>>
<<describes, si, dsl, 1>>
<<precedes, dsl,si, 1>>
<<part-of, npl, si, 1)>
<<part-of,np2, si, 1>>
<<part-of, vl, si, 1>>

<<use-of, np3, 0-, ¥, 1>>
<<category-of,np3,zero-pronoun,l>>j
<<case-of, np3, genitive, 1>>
<<person-of, np3, third, 1>>
<<number-of, np3, singular, 1>>
<<use-of,np4,kari, Z, 1>>
<<category-of,np4,noun, 1>>
<<case-of, np4, accusative,1>>
<<person-of, np4,third, 1>>
<<number-of,np4, singular, 1>>
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Figure E .l; The utterance situation structure and the infons supported by each
situation for (17).
cannot be automatically generated. Hence, they should be constructed manu
ally. However, automatic generation of these input structures might be made
possible via some existing computational systems. The sentence analysis sys
tem implemented at XEROX PARC generates situation schemata by means of
a given set of constraint equations similar to those in production of functional
structures by a Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) [52]. Automatic prepa
ration of input from a linguistic form to BABY-SIT is possible if appropriate
interfaces can be attached to these systems. We describe possible interface
types in the sequel.
E volu tion o f D escrib ed S ituation via Situation Schem ata:

The

equations used by the situation schemata generation systems form a gram
mar consisting of context-free rewriting rules providing functional annotations
with the lexical entries for the morphemes which are used in the utterance.
Resulting situation schemata are appropriate for semantic interpretation. Fig
ures E.4 and E..3 illustrate a grammar consisting of rewriting rules and a lexicon
for a small fragment of Turkish. Provided with this set of rules and the lexicon,
a phrase structure tree (Figure E.4) and the corresponding situation schema
(Figure E.4(a)) for (17) can be produced by these systems.

The resulting
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= i
NP

PROPN 1 N 1ZEROPROP

Figure E.2: A grammar with rewriting rules for a small fragment of Turkish.

AHMET

PROPN

(t) = ‘ahmet’

0

ZEROPRO

İG (ÎCOND)
(İARG.2) =IND.2

KARI

N

(ÎREL) = ‘kari’
i € (ÎCOND)
(ÎIND) =IN D.l
(İARG.1) = (ÎIND)
(ÎPOL) =1

SORMAK

V

(tREL) = ‘sormak’
i € (TLOC COND)
(İREL) = ‘ < ’

Figure E.3: A simple lexicon for semantic structure assignment for (17).
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Î
'13
(Î IND

( f REL) = ‘sorm ak’
1 G (Î LOG C O N D )
(1 REL) = ‘ < ’
(Î LOG IND) = IND.3
(1 A R G .l) = (Î LOC IND)
(1 A R G .2) = locd
(Î PO L) = 1

AHMET4

1 G (Î COND)
(1 A R G .2) = IND.2

(i REL) = ‘ kan’
1 G ( î CO N D )

I
SORDUi4

( î IND) = IN D .l
09

(1 A R G .l) = (Î IND)
(1 PO L) = 1
K A RISIN I 12

Figure E.4: The annotated phrase structure tree for (17).

schema is suitable for extracting the information about the situation described
by the sentence it represents. Hence, a simple transformer can be built to in
terpret the schema and then generate the situation it describes. The resulting
situation can be directly put into use by BABY-SIT.
E volu tion o f U tteran ce Situation via Functional S tru ctu re: Situ
ation schema is only one aspect of the representation of the written text. It
is a representation specifically tailored for semantic interpretation. Situation
schema generating systems associate sentence, phrase structure, and situation
schemata. One of the other aspects of the representation is of syntactic im
portance.

Schema generating systems can also process rewriting rules that

associate sentence, phrase structure, and functional structure [38] to support
explanations for syntactic phenomena.

A functional structure for (17) pro

duced by such a system would look like the one in Figure E.4(b). With these
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ACC
PR E D

‘0 ’

PE R

TH IR D

NUM

SG

CAT

ZE R O PR O

CA SE

GEN
—

TENSE

PAST

PRED

‘sormak<[|ái, Qd2 > ’

(a)

(b)

Figure E.5: The situation schema and the functional structure for (17).

functional structures, one can generate utterance situations necessary for rep
resenting sentences in BABY-SIT data structures.
Unfortunately, automation of input generation in BABY-SIT is not possible
for the time being. For this reason, utterance situations and described situa
tions have to be constructed manually in BABY-SIT’s interactive environment,
or input from an external file of descriptions.

E.5

Building Speaker Connections

In situation semantics, linguistic meaning is identified by the Relation Theory
of Meaning [11] which takes linguistic meaning as essentially residing in sys
tematic relations between different types of situations. Meaning of a linguistic
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is a relation on the discourse situation d, the speaker connections

c, the utterance (p itself, and the situation e described by this utterance.
The discourse situation is the context-providing situation including the
speaker, the addressee, and the time and the place of the utterance p. These
are public facts that are assumed to be kept in the background situation in our
framework. If such information is available in the background situation, it is
inherited by all utterance situations.
As for the speaker’s connections, these are the ties of the mental states of
the speaker and the hearer of p with the world. Since speakers are always in
different situations having different causal connections to the world and differ
ent information, the information conveyed by^ p will be relative to its speaker
and hearer. Relativity of the interpretation of p is due to variations in con
nections of the speaker to the world (i.e., connections with objects, properties,
times, places, etc.) in addition to the speaker’s ability to exploit information
in the surrounding world.
In an utterance, the speaker refers to an individual by using a name. The
individual referred may be real or imaginary. On the other hand, .a pronoun
can be used by the speaker either to refer to an individual deictically or else
to co-refer with a noun phrase. It is the speaker’s connection that links such
referring expressions to their referents.
D efin ition E .67 A speaker’s connection c is a partial map from appropriate
subparts of an expression to the domain of primitives in our framework (B A B Y 
SIT).

■

Therefore, a connection for an utterance situation uniquely determines the
referents of the referring subparts of the expression uttered.

Consider the

following sentences:
(18) EROL MAÇA GELEMEYECEK.

Erol win not be able to come to the match.
(19) GİZEM’İN BABASI MAÇA GELEMEYECEK.

Gizem’s father will not be able to come to the match.
(20) 0 MAÇA GELEMEYECEK.

He/she/it will not be able to come to the match.
Each of these expressions can express the same proposition if there exists
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a speaker’s connection c binding EROL, GIZEM’IN BABASI, and 0 to a unique
individual, say Erol, in our framework.*

Parameters as Pointing Devices
In order to build up connections of the words with their referents, we have
introduced the notion of ‘use’ for words (see Section E.3). The use of a word
encodes the information about its linguistic form and includes a pointer to the
entity that it denotes. These pointers are what are known as parameters in sit
uation theory. A parameter in the use of utterance situations is a place holder
for an appropriate BABY-SIT object, independent of whether it is real or ab
stract, that the word is used to refer. Hence, parameters are the unique devices
by which connections between words and their referents can be established.
Parameters that are to be used in the use of utterance situations must be
introduced to the system prior to the construction of utterance situations. A
parameter should be declared in the system as an object having the same type
as that of objects it is intended to denote. For example, if a parameter P will
denote an object in the class of all individuals, it will be declared in Assertion
Mode as follows:
I>

P : ~ IN D .

Encoding More Lexical Information on Parameters
In most cases, linguistic expressions are used to refer to objects of a more
restricted class than a general one. For example, the expression ‘he’ can only
be used to refer to a male individual rather than any object in the class of all
individuals. Then, linguistic expressions constrain the class of referent objects
in a certain way such that referent objects should satisfy the set of restrictions
brought about by the use of these expressions in order to qualify as their
referents.

Restrictions of this sort are hidden in the linguistic expressions

themselves and should be encoded in the lexicon.
^Note that (18), (19), and (20) have different information contents although their propo
sitional contents are equivalent under the connection c. Sentence (18), for example, conveys
information that there is an individual (denoted by EROL), while (19) says that there is an
individual (denoted by GİZEM), and she has a father.
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One way of doing this in our computational framework is to have parame
ters that range over restricted classes of primitive objects. For example, instead
of having parameters that range over all individuals, we could have parame
ters ranging over female individuals, individuals that can speak Turkish, deaf
individuals, etc. This calls for a fine-grained notion of parameters and it can
be achieved by parameter restriction.

Restriction of parameters is done by

providing a set of conditions on parameters at the time of their declaration.
For example, if AHMET denotes a male human, then the parameter P in its use
can be declared as:
I> P =

INDl

{ « m a l e , INDl, 1 » ,

« h u m a n , INDl, 1 » } .

One can alternatively apply type abstraction to obtain restricted parame
ters. For our example, we can define a type with the background situation as
its grounding situation and then declaring P to be of this type:
I > ~MALEHUMAN =
I>

P

=

INDl ~ { « m a l e , INDl, 1 » ,

« h u m an , INDl, 1 » )

~MALEHUMAN.

We assume that parameters in the uses of expressions are declared in this
way before the utterance situations for sentences are constructed in BABYSIT.2

Parameter Anchoring
One difference between situation semantics and earlier theories is the issue of
partial interpretation.

Linguistic expressions may fail to impose a meaning

relation between the discourse situation and a situation described depending
upon the speaker’s connection provided. Consider, for example, the sentence
(17). Utterance of this sentence will describe a situation in which an individual,
say Ahmet, is asking about someone’s wife.

Its interpretation will remain

partial as long as we cannot identify whose wife Ahmet is asking about, i.e., as
long as the referent of the zero pronoun 0 is unknown. Partiality is one crucial
aspect of situation theory since information can be represented in the form
of parametric infons and situations may be partial, i.e., lacking the necessary
^Such lexical information can be extracted and then embedded in parameters when au
tomatic input generation is o f concern.
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information to make sense of certain sentences. Consequently, the truth value
of a sentence may be left indeterminate.
In the example above, a complete interpretation can be provided if and
only if there exists a speaker's connection that identifies an individual as the
referent of the zero pronoun 0 . In our framework, parameters in the uses of
linguistic expressions constitute the referring roles that must be uniquely filled
for the expressions to come up with a complete interpretation. Particularized
situations in which these referring roles are filled are called anchoring situations.
If a speaker uses a noun phrase to refer to a unique individual, this individual
is called the referent of this noun phrase.

.An anchoring situation is then

a partial function from the parameters of the referring expressions to their
referents. This function in fact forms the speaker's connections for a particular
utterance.
An anchoring situation in BABY-SIT contains infons that anchor parame
ters to objects. An anchoring infon is of the form:
<Canc/ior, par, obj,
where par is a parameter and objis any BABY-SIT object. Parameters can be
anchored to objects, including parameters, and each parameter can be anchored
to a unique object in an anchoring situation. Moreover, a parameter can only
be anchored to an object of the same type.

That is, the anchored object

should satisfy all restrictions imposed upon its anchoring parameter. Suppose,
for example, that we would like to anchor P (cf. towards the end of Section E.5)
to an object a in an anchoring situation anch. Then, a must be of type ^IN D
and the following should hold for a:
w 1= {«Cmale, a, 1 ^ , -Chuman, a, ! > } .
In this case, we have anch |= <Canchor, P, a. 1 ^ . If P is the parameter in the
use of 0 in (17), then this sentence would have a complete interpretation that
Ahmet is asking about the wife of a.

D efin ition E.68 Anaphora resolution in B.ABY-SIT can be described as the
process of forming a complete anchoring function on the parameters of the uses
of utterance situations for pronouns.

■

We require the existence of an anchoring situation, named anch, and com
plete anchoring of all parameters in uses of expressions except those of the
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Table E.l: Choice of zero/pronoininal anaphora representation
Representation

Zero

Pronominal

Free

Anaphoric Expression
Subject of an embedded S

Antecedent
Subject of main S or Non
subject NP* of main S
Possessor of a genitive Subject NP or Non-subject
NP*
construction
Non-subject NP
•Any NP c-commanding it
Non-subject NP of a con Non-subject of the first S in
joined structure
the conjoined structure
Possessor of a genitive con Non-subject NP*
struction in an embedded
1 structure

* NP must precede the anaphora when more than one potential antecedent is
present.

pronouns.

E.6

Formalizing Resolution Constraints

There are three cases in which coreferentiality with a noun phrase can be
expressed in Turkish: zero anaphora, pronominal anaphora, and free variation
of zero anaphora and pronominal anaphora. These cases are examined in detail
by Erguvanli-Taylan [33] and Kurt böke [58].
We will be dealing with zero and pronominal anaphora within sentence
boundaries {intra-sentence pronominal anaphora)^ and exclude the cases in
which they can freely occur. We take resolution of pronominal anaphora as
binding of anaphoric expressions to their antecedents. In our framework, this
can be achieved by axiomatizing syntactic (and semantic) control of anaphora
in the form of constraints which are some sort of inference rules. As noted
by Erguvanli-Taylan [33, p. 228] and illustrated in Table E.l, the choice of
pronominal anaphora can be ruled out for intra-sentence anaphora. Accord
ingly, we have written BABY-SIT constraints to capture the syntactic control
of anaphoric binding. Semantic control is captured during the anchoring of
^We will often use the word ‘ pronominal anaphora’ to mean both zero and pronominal
anaphora.
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the parameter in the use of the anaphoric expression to the parameter of the
candidate noun phrase during execution. These constraints are presented in
the sequel.

E.6.1

Zero Representation

Speaker and Addressee
In any sentence, the use of the first person zero pronoun directly identifies
its referent as the speaker of the sentence:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZERO-SPEAKER
?Ul|={<Cperson-of, ?U2, first, 1>,
•Ccategory-of, ?U2, zero-pronoun, 1>,
<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, !>},
w|=<Cspeaker-of, ?U1, ?S, 1> =i> anch|=Canchor, ?X2, ?S, 1>.
Similarly, a second person zero pronoun is used to refer to the hearer (ad
dressee) of the sentence:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZERO-ADDRESSEE
?Ul|={<Cperson-of, ?U2, second, 1>,
<Ccategory-of, ?U2, zero-pronoun, 1>,
<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, !>},
w|=<Caddressee-of, ?U1, ?H, 1> => anch[=<Canchor, ?X2, ?H, 1>.
Genitive Constructions
If the subject NP precedes the zero anaphora, then it is a candidate an
tecedent:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZERO-GENITIVE-CO1
?Ul|={-Ccategory-of, ?U2, zero-pronoun, 1>,
<Ccase-of, ?U2, genitive, 1>,
<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, 1>,
<person-of, ?U2, ?P2, 1>,
•Csubject-of, ?U1, ?U3, 1>,
<Cperson-of, ?U3, ?P2, 1>,
<use-of, ?U3, ?A3, ?X3, 1>,
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<precedes, ?U3, ?U2, 1>} ^ anch|=<anchor, ?X2, ?X3, 1>.
If the subject NP follows the zero anaphora and none of the non-subject
NPs precede the zero anaphora, then the subject NP is the antecedent:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZER0-GENITIVE-C02
?Ul|={<Ccategory-of, ?U2, zero-pronoun, 1>,
-Ccase-of, ?U2, genitive, 1>,
<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, 1>,
<person-of, ?U2, ?P2, 1>,
<Csubject-of, ?U1, ?U3, 1>,
<Cperson-of, ?U3, ?P2, 1;э»,
<use-of, ?U3, ?A3, ?X3, 1>,
<precedes, ?U2, ?U3, !>}
anch|=<cinchor, ?X2, ?X3, 1>
?Ul:<anchor, ?X2, ?X4, 0>.
If there is a non-subject NP that precedes the zero anaphora, then it is a
candidate antecedent:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZER0-GENITIVE-C03
?Ul|={<category-of, ?U2, zero-pronoun, 1>,
<case-of, ?U2, genitive, 1>,
<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, 1>,
Cperson-of, ?U2, ?P2, 1>,
-Ccategory-of, ?U3, noun, 1>,
Cperson-of, ?U3, ?P2, 1>,
<use-of, ?U3, ?A3, ?X3, 1>,
^precedes, ?U3, ?U2, !>} => cinch|=Canchor, ?X2, ?X3, 1>
?U1: <subject-of, ?U1, ?U3, 0>.
In Conjoined Structures
If the zero anaphora appears in the subject position of the second sen
tence in a conjoined structure, then the subject NP of the first sentence is the
antecedent of the anaphoric expression:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZERO-CONJOINED-COl
?Ul|={<conjoined-by, ?U2, ?U3, ?C23, 1>,
Csubject-of, ?U3, ?U4, 1>,
<Ccategory-of, ?U4, zero-pronoun, 1>,
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<use-of, ?U4, ?A4, ?X4, 1>,
<person-of, ?U4, ?P4, 1>,
<Csubject-of, ?U2, ?U5,
<use-of, ?U5, ?A5, ?X5, 1>,
<person-of, ?U5, ?P4, 1>} => anch|=<anchor, ?X4, ?X5, 1>.

If the zero anaphora appears as the possessor of a genitive construction in
the second sentence of a conjoined structure, then any NP in the first sentence
is a potential antecedent:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZER0-C0NJ0INED-C02
?Ul|={<conjoined-by, ?U2, ?U3, ?C23, 1>,
<Cpart-of, ?U4, ?U3, 1>,
Ccategory-of, ?U4, zero-pronoun, 1>,
Ccase-of, ?U4, genitive, 1>,
<use-of, ?U4, ?A4, ?X4, 1>,
<person-of, ?U4, ?P4, 1>,
<Cpart-of, ?U5, ?U2, 1>,
<use-of, ?U5, ?A5, ?X5, 1>,
<category-of, ?U5, noun, 1>,
-Cperson-of, ?U5, ?P4, 1>) => anch|=<Canchor, ?X4, ?X5, 1>.

In Embedded Sentences
The antecedent of a zero pronoun that appears as the subject of an embed
ded sentence can be identified as the subject NP of the main sentence:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZERO-EMBEDDED-COl
?Ul|={<embedded-in, ?U1, ?U2, 1>,
<Csubject-of, ?U2, ?U3, 1>,
<Ccategory-of, ?U3, zero-pronoun, 1>,
<person-of, ?U3, ?P3, 1>,
<use-of, ?U3, ?A3, ?X3, 1>,
<Csubject-of, ?U1, ?U4, 1>,
-Cperson-of, ?U4, ?P3, 1>,
<use-of, ?U4, ?A4, ?X4, 1>,
Cprecedes, ?U4, ?U3, !>} => anch|=Canchor, ?X3, ?X4, 1>
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?U1: <Ccase-of, ?U3, genitive, 0 > .
If the subject NP of the main sentence follows the zero anaphora and there
is no non-subject NP preceding the zero anaphora, then this subject NP is the
antecedent:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZER0-EMBEDDED-C02
?Ul|={<embedded-in, ?U1, ?U2, 1>,
<Csubject-of, ?U2, ?U3, 1>,
<Ccategory-of, ?U3, zero-pronoun, 1>,
<person-of, ?U3, ?P3, 1>,
<use-of, ?U3, ?A3, ?X3, 1>,
<Csubject-of, ?U1, ?U4, 1>,
<Cperson-of, ?U4, ?P3, 1^,
<use-of, ?U4, ?A4, ?X4, 1>,
^precedes, ?U3, ?U4, !>} => anch|=Canchor, ?X3, ?X4,
?U1:{<Canchor, ?X3, ?X5, 0>^, <Ccase-of, ?U3, genitive, O;^}.
If there is a non-subject NP preceding the zero anaphora, it is a potential
antecedent:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: ZER0-EMBEDDED-C03
?Ul|={<embedded-in, ?U1, ?U2, 1>,
<Csubject-of, ?U2, ?U3, 1>,
<category-of, ?U3, zero-pronoun, 1>,
<person-of, ?U3, ?P3, 1>,
<use-of, ?U3, ?A3, ?X3, 1>,
<Ccategory-of, ?U4, noun, 1>,
<Cperson-of, ?U4, ?P3, 1>,
<use-of, ?U4, ?A4, ?X4, 1>,
Cprecedes, ?U4, ?U3, !>}
anch[=<Canchor, ?X3, ?X4,
?U1:{<Csubject-of, ?U1, ?U4, 0]>, <case-of, ?U3, genitive, 0]§>}.

E.6.2

Pronominal Representation

C-Commanding
According to the Extended Standard Theory [19], anaphoric interpretation
is only restricted by properties of constituent structures. For intra-sentence
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Figure E.6: C-commanding over the syntax tree of (21).
anaphora, the linear order of noun phrases does not play any role in determining
the antecedents.

But it is the constituent-command (c-command) domains

of noun phrases that determine coreference.^ This approach determines the
structural restrictions on coreferences by the notions of c-commanding and
syntactic domain.

D efin ition E .69 Node A constituent-commands (c-commands) node B if the
branching node most immediately dominating A also dominates B (cf. [66, p.
612]).

■

D efin ition E .70 The (syntactic) domain of a node A consists of all and only
the nodes c-commanded by A (cf. [66, p. 614]).

■

Consider
(21) EROL [ONA HAKSIZLIK EDEN] ADAMI ARIYOR.

Erol is looking for the man who did injustice to hiin/her/it.
‘'In [67], Reinhart discusses the structural conditions governing anaphora and problems
with c-command conditions.
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The antecedent c-

commands the anaphoric expression which is expressed by a zero represen
tation. N ?4 is in the c-command domain of NPi and NP 2.
The c-command restriction of anaphora can also be considered for Turk
ish language.

In [33], Erguvanh-Taylan analyses the degree of prediction of

c-command restriction on zero and promoninal anaphora in Turkish. She ob
serves that c-command domain of noun phrase restriction on coreference cannot
correctly determine the antecedent in all cases and that surface order and the
grammatical role of the anaphoric expression and the antecedent have a de
termining role in the interpretation of coreference [33, pp.

22.5-226].

(The

antecedent of a non-subject NP which can only be represented by a pronoun
can be correctly predicted as any NP c-commanding it.)
Sentence representation in the form of utterance situation structures ease
the access to information on c-command restrictions. BABY-SIT provides a
built-in relation c-commands to find out which node (utterance situation) ccommands a given node. Hence, we formalize the c-command restriction on
pronominal representation as follows:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: C-COMMAND-CO1
?Ul|={<Ccategory-of, ?U2, pronoun, 1>,
<Cperson-of, ?U2, ?P2, 1^,
<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, 1>,
^category-of, ?U3, noun, !>>,
•Cc-commands, ?U3, ?U2, 1>,
<use-of, ?U3, ?A3, ?X3, 1>,
<Cperson-of, ?U3, ?P2, 1^} => anch|=<Canchor, ?X2, ?X3,
?U1: <subject-of, ?U1, ?U2, 0>.
Genitive Constructions
If the pronominal anaphora is the non-subject NP of a sentence having an
embedded structure with a genitive construction, then the antecedent can be
determined as the possessor of this genitive construction. This is a case which
cannot be identified by c-commanding (cf. [33, p. 22.5]):
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PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: C-C0MMAND-C02
?Ul|={<Ccategory-of, ?U2, pronoun, 1>,
<person-of, ?U2, ?P2, 1>,
<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, 1>,
<embedded-in, ?U1, ?U3, 1>,
<part-of, ?U4, ?U3, 1>,
<Ccase-of, ?U3, genitive, 1>,
<category-of, ?U3, noun, 1>,
<use-of, ?U3, ?A3, ?X3, 1>,
<Cperson-of, ?U3, ?P2, !>} => anch|=< anchor, ?X2, ?X3, 1>
?U1: <subject-of, ?U1, ?U2, 0>.
In Conjoined Structures
If pronominal anaphora appears in the non-subject position in the second
sentence of a conjoined structure, then the non-subject NP of the first sentence
is the antecedent. This rule governs the case in which the pronominal anaphora
is a genitive construction:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: PRONOMINAL-CONJOINED-COl
?Ul|={<conjoined-by, ?U2, ?U3, ?C23, 1>,
<Cpart-of, ?U4, ?U3, 1>,
-Ccategory-of, ?U4, pronoun, 1>,
<Cperson-of, ?U4, ?P4, 1>,
<use-of, ?U4, ?A4, ?X4, 1>,
Cpart-of, ?U5, ?U2, 1>,
<Ccategory-of, ?U5, noun, 1>,
<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, 1>,
<Cperson-of, ?U5, ?P4, 1>) => anch^Canchor, ?X4, ?X5,
?U1:{<Csubject-of, ?U3, ?U4, 0^, <Csubject-of, ?U2, ?U5, 0>>} .
Speaker and Addressee
Finally, as in the case for zero pronoun, we have constraints for the first
person and second person pronouns:

PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: PRONOMINAL-SPEAKER
?Ul|={<Cperson-of, ?U2, first, 1>,
<category-of, ?U2, pronoun, 1>,
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1
c

In h erited infons:
Inherited in fo n s :
m

BABY-SIT - Query Mode
Q> dsl|=<<wife-of, ?X, ?Y, 1>>
Solution: 1
d sl I=<<wife-of, Z, W, 1>>
Solution a fter anchoring:
d sl I=<<wife-of, Z, a. 1>>
Anchoring on parameters
(with anchor t r a c e s ) :
anch|=<<anchor, W, P, 1>>
anch| =<<anchor, P, a, 1>>

1

Q> I
Figure E.7: The anchoring situation for (22a) before (on the left) and after (on
the right) resolution and the result of the query dsl\=<^wife-of, ?X, ?Y, 1 ^ .

<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, !>},
w[=Cspeaker-of, ?U1, ?S, 1>
anch)=<Canchor, ?X2, ?S, 1>.
PRONOMINAL-ANAPHORA: PRONOMINAL-ADDRESSEE
?Ul|={<Cperson-of, ?U2, second, 1>,
<category-of, ?U2, pronoun, 1>,
<use-of, ?U2, ?A2, ?X2, !>},
w|=<addressee-of, ?U1, ?H, 1>
anch|=<anchor, ?X2, ?H, 1>.

E.7

Examples

We have constructed the utterance situation structures for a small number of
sentences (sentences (22)-(29)) in BABY-SIT. Given the set of constraints in
Section E.6, BABY-SIT identifies the antecedents as illustrated by the indices
on each anaphoric expression.
(22)

a. AHMET, 0. KARISINI SORDU.
b. 0, KARISINI AHMET, SORDU.

c. AYNUR 0 KARISINI SORDU.
d. 0 KARISINI AYNUR SORDU.
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The state of anchoring situation before and after execution of forward chain
ing constraints is illustrated for (22a) in Figure E.7. The parameter in the use
of 0 is anchored to the parameter in the use of the subject NP of the sentence.
When a query as to who is the wife of who in the described situation d s l is
issued, we find out that in d sl, a has a wife, but it is not known who she is;
the result conveys partial information about the situation (Figure E.7).
In (22c-d), the subject NP cannot be identified as the antecedent of 0 since
the parameter in the use of 0 requires its anchor to be male, but Aynur is a
female.
(23)

a. AHMET, EROL/A 0./^ KARISINI SORDU.
b. EROL/A AHMET, 0,/^ KARISINI SORDU.

c. AHMET, 0, KARISINI EROL’A SORDU.
d. EROL/A 0j KARISINI AHMET SORDU.
e. 0, KARISINI EROL’A AHMET, SORDU.
f. 0, KARISINI AHMET, EROL’A SORDU.

g. AYNUR EROL/A 0j KARISINI SORDU.
For similar reasons, in (22c-d), 0 in (23g) cannot take the subject NP as its
antecedent. On the other hand, the subject NP and non-subject NP in (23a-b)
can both be identified as the antecedent of the zero pronoun. This ambiguity
can be removed by using the contextual information provided by the sentences
uttered prior to the utterances of these sentences. This approach is described
in SectionE.8 (also see [90, 89]).
(24)

a. EROL, AHMET/E [0,/^ KAÇARKEN] YARDIM ETTİ.
b. AHMET/E EROL; [0,/^ KAÇARKEN] YARDIM ETTİ.

c. EROL, [0, KAÇARKEN] AHMET’E YARDIM ETTİ.
d. AHMET/E [0j KAÇARKEN] EROL YARDIM ETTİ.
e. [0, KAÇARKEN] EROL, AHMET’E YARDIM ETTİ.
f. [0, KAÇARKEN] AHMET’E EROL, YARDIM ETTİ.

In (24), we have considered the adverbial clause as an embedded structure.
In this case, antecedents in (24a-e) can be correctly predicted. However, in
(24f) due to rules of zero representation in embedded sentences, the subject
NP is again predicted as the antecedent. But, the non-subject NP is the most
potential candidate here. This then requires constraint ZERO-EMBEDDED-COS
to be rewritten to reflect this situation: if there is no NP preceding the zero
anaphora, then the NP immediately following the anaphora is the antecedent.
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(25) a. EROL, NAZAN’I GÖRDÜ VE 0, OKULA DÖNDÜ.
b. EROL, NAZAN/I GÖRDÜ VE 0], 02.,

ÇANTASINI ALDI

c. EROL, NAZAN,'I GÖRDÜ VE
01. AHMETFTEN 0

2

, ÇANTASINI ALDI.

In (25), the constraints for conjoined structures correctly identify the an
tecedent of zero pronoun in subject position and the zero anaphora in the
genitive construction in the second sentence.

Additionally, the constraints

for genitive constructions also identify the subjects of the second sentences in
(25b-c) as the antecedents of the zero anaphora in the genitive construction.
(26) a. EROL, BANAa., [0, TOPLANTIYA KATILACAĞINI] SÖYLEDİ.
b. BANAa„ EROL, [0, TOPLANTIYA KATILACAĞINI] SÖYLEDİ.

c. EROL, [0, TOPLANTIYA KATILACAĞINI] BANA^, SÖYLEDİ.
d. [0, TOPLANTIYA KATILACAĞINI] BANA^., EROL, SÖYLEDİ.

e. [0, TOPLANTIYA KATILACAĞINI] EROL, BANAa„ SÖYLEDİ.
The subject NP is always found to be the antecedent of the zero pronoun
in (26). The speaker of the sentence is directly taken as the referent of the first
person pronoun.
(27) a. (AHMET,’İN BABASIj);t EROL„,’A 0./j//../„, KARISINI SORDU.

b. (AHMETi'İN BABASIj)t 0,/j/it/m KARISINI EROL^'A SORDU.
c. EROL,„’A 0m KARISINI AHMET'İN BABASI SORDU.
d. 0k KARISINI (AHMET’İN BABASI)* EROL’A SORDU.

e. 0k KARISINI EROL’A (AHMET’İN BABASI)* SORDU.
An interesting point to note in (27a-b) is that the compound structure
[AHMET’İN BABASI] as a whole and its individual parts are determined as can

didate antecedents for the zero pronoun. In fact, the possessed NP [BABASI]
and the compound structure represent the same entity, i.e., Ahmet’s father.
(28) EROLi VE AHMET^ PARKTA DOLAŞTILAR VE 0(,+^) KONUŞTULAR.

We have shown that individual words, and hence the corresponding basic
utterance situations, have uses which have parameters associated with them,
but compound utterance situations do not necessarily have uses. Referents of
plural pronouns can be determined by allowing compound utterance situations
to have uses. In (28), the zero pronoun in the subject position of the second
sentence takes a set of NPs as its antecedent. Since these NPs form a compound
structure at subject position, parameter anchoring is easily done. However,
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Figure E.8: The utterance situation structures for (30a-b).
when there are NPs with different functional roles, anaphoric relations cannot
be predicted by using the existing constraints.
(29) EROL, [ONA,/j HAKSIZLIK EDEN] ADAMI^ ARIYOR.
The subject NP and the object NP c-command the third person pronoun
in (29). BABY-SIT anchors the parameter of this pronoun to both NPs. In
fact, the subject NP should have been determined as the unique antecedent.
This calls for an examination of c-command restriction in more detail before
it is put into use in practical applications.

E.8

Using Discourse Context

In Section E.I, we have explained that context is the primary source of infor
mation for removing ambiguities and hence correctly determining anaphoric
relations. Contextual information can be put into use in BABY-SIT again via
constraints, particularly backward chaining constraints.
In (23a-b), the subject NP and non-subject NP are two potential an
tecedents of the zero pronoun. In fact, BABY-SIT first finds the subject NP as
the antecedent and anchors the parameter for the zero pronoun to the param
eter of the subject NP. At the next step, it determines the non-subject NP as
the antecedent. Since the parameter for the zero pronoun is already anchored
and a parameter can only be anchored to a unique structure, a competition is
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opened up between the current anchoring and the new one such that the win
ner is let to stay as the final anchoring. In this competition, the winner is the
one that can be contextually justified. If none of them or both of them can be
proved, then the least recently issued anchoring wins. In order to demonstrate
this process, consider the following discourse segment:
(30) a. EROL DÜN EVLENDİ.
b. AHMET EROL’A 0 KARISINI SORDU.
Erol married yesterday. Ahmet asked Erol about his/her/its wife.
We also let (30a) describe a situation dsO. The utterance situation structures
for (30a-b) is given in Figure E.8.
The utterance situation for (30a) describes a situation, d s l, in which some
one named EROL got married, d s l forms a fact schema incomplete in the sense
that the second argument role of the marrying relation is unfilled; it is not
known with whom Erol married. Hence, we have partial knowledge about the
situation. However, this is not all we can get. We can extract further informa
tion about the individuals involved in this situation. For instance, if we know
that Erol is a male, then we can infer, via what is called world knowledge,
that Erol is the groom and the individual he is married with is a female and
is the bride. What is more, Erol has a wife and he is her husband. Existence
of a forward chaining constraint of the following lets us to talk about these
properties of the individuals involved in d s l:

WORLD-KNOWLEDGE: WBASE-01
?S|=<Cget-married, ?X]>,
w[=<malG, ?X> ^ ?S|={<wifG-of, ?Y. ?X>, <bride,?Y, 1 > .
<Chusband-of ,?X,?Y, 1 > , <Cgroom,?X, 1>} .
The forward chaining constraint above automatically assigns a randomly
generated parameter, C0NSPAR1329, to the variable ?Y and adds the corre
sponding infons into dsO. Figure E.9 illustrates the state of dsO before and
after the use of world knowledge.
From the utterance of (30a), one can make predictions about the future
occurrence of pronouns in the succeeding sentences. For example, it is possible
that Erol and his wife will be ‘ pronominalized’ in the future. One of these
ways might be via a noun phrase such as [0 KARISI] where 0 is a genitive
construction. Such predictive information can be encoded in a constraint which
will be used as a backward chaining constraint for a contextual proof of the
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P r m t i v e infons:
<<get-«arried,E, 1>>
« v ife-of, C0NSPAR1329,E,1>>
«bride, C0NSPMU329,1»
<<husband-of,E, C0NSPAR1329,1>>
<<groo»,E,l>>

diO|=
Primitive infons:
<<get-married,E, 1>>
Inherited infons:

Inherited infons:

Figure E.9: The state of dsO before and after applying world knowledge con
straints.
assertions. An example constraint could be:

CONTEXTUAL-JUSTIFIERS: PRONOMINALIZE-01
?Ul|={<category-of, ?U1, sentence, 1>,
^describes, ?U1, ?S1, !>},
?Sl^=<wife-of, ?F, ?M, 1>,
?U2|={<category-of, ?U2, sentence, 1>,
<use-of, ?U3, 0-, ?X3, 1>,
<case-of, ?U3, genitive, 1>,
<possessor-of, ?U3, ?U4, 1>,
<use-of, ?U4, kari, ?X4, !>},
w|=:<precedes, ?U1, ?U2, 1>
anch|=<anchor, ?X3, ?M, 1>.
Turning back to our ambiguous parameter anchoring, the inference mech
anism will try to prove each conflicting anchoring via backward chaining con
straints. In addition to the existence of an utterance situation for (30a) in
our environment, we assume that its property of being temporally preceding
(30b) is asserted into the background situation. The utterance situation for
(30a) and the situation it describes satisfy the antecedent part of the back
ward chaining constraint above. Since only the anchoring of the parameter for
the non-subject NP to the parameter of the zero pronoun can be contextually
proved, it is kept as the final anchoring, resolving the ambiguity (Figure E.IO).
Then, the system to finds out that the wives of Erol must be the same
individual. It asserts this fact into the anchoring situation as well by using a
forward chaining constraint similar to the following:
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P r im itiv e in fon e;
<<anchor, E, e , 1>>
<<anchor, P, a, 1>>

CO N TEXTU A L-JUSTIFIERS

Help

Reset

P rim itiv e in fons:
<<anchor, E, e, 1>>
<< anchor, P, a, 1>>
<<anchor, W, E, 1>>

In herited in fon e:
In h erited in f one:

Figure E.IO: The anchoring situation before and after applying resolution con
straints together with contextual justification constraints.

CONTEXTUAL-JUSTIFIERS: FIX-ANCHOR-01
?Ul|={Ccategory-of, ?U1, sentence, 1>,
Cdesribes, ?U1, ?S1, 1>),
?Sl|=<wife-of, ?F, ?M, 1>,
?U2|={<category-of, ?U2, sentence, 1>,
<Cuse-of, ?U3, 0-, ?X3, 1>,
<case-of, ?U3, genitive, 1>,
<possessor-of, ?U3, ?U4, 1>,
<use-of, ?U4, kari, ?X4, !>},
w[=<precedes, ?U1, ?U2, 1>,
anch|=Canchor, ?X3, ?M, 1>
anch|=-Canchor, ?X4, ?F, 1>.
Issuing the same query as for (22a), we again obtain partial information;
it is still not known who the wife of a is. However, it is known that she is
the person referred by the parameter C0NSPAR1329 of the previous utterance
(Figure E .ll).

E.9

Other Types of Referents

Earlier we have tried to show what the structure of referents can be in situationtheoretic terms. To recapitulate, these can be individuals (denoted by proper
names or elements of parametric sets), sets of individuals, class concepts (which
are the parametric sets), and states, events, ands actions (which are situations
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BABY-SIT - Query Mode
P rim itiv e i n f o n e :
<<ask3, P. Z, E, 1>>
< < w i f e - o f , Zj W, 1>>

Pr im i t i v e i n f o n s :
< <anchor, E, e, 1 >>
< < anchor, P, a, 1 >>
< < anchor, W, E, 1>>
<<a n c h o r , Z, C0NSPAR1292, 1>>

Q> d 3 l | = < < w i f e - o f , ?X, ?Y, 1>>
S olu tion : 1
d 3 l I = < < w i f e - o f , Z, W, 1>>
S o l u t io n a f t e r a n chorin g:
d sl| = << w ife-of,C 0 N S P A R 12 92 , e,1 > >
A n c h o r in g on pa ra m etera
( w it h a n ch or t r a c e s ) :
anch J=< <an chor,Z,C0N SPA R1292,1> >
a n c h l =<<an chor,W ,E , 1>>
anch I =<< a n c h or , E, e, 1>>

D

Q> I

Figure E .ll: The state of d s l before and after using contextual justifiers for
further anchoring, and the result of the query dsf|=<Cti’i/e-o/, ?X, ?Y, 1 ^ .
of some sort).

So far, we have only considered referents denoted by noun

phrases in sentences. These could be either individuals or sets of individuals.
It is also possible to handle anaphoric relations of other types of referents in
our framework.
Recall that states, actions, and events are situations that can be referred to
by deictic pronouns. Antecedent of the deictic pronoun BU, for example, can be
predicted as the situation described by the utterance of the preceding sentence
(unless this pronoun is used as a compound structure). The parameter in the
use of BU can be directly anchored to this described situation.
When the referent of an anaphoric expression is a class concept, the resolu
tion process cannot be reduced to the process of parameter anchoring. This is
because it requires anchoring of a parameter to a general set of objects, which
is not possible in BABY-SIT.

E.IO

Concluding Remarks

In this appendix, we have described a linguistic application— resolution of
pronominal anaphora in Turkish— within the general framework of a pro
gramming environment for situation theory, viz.

BABY-SIT. While there
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have been, in situation semantics, other attempts towards similar applications,
ours is probably the first detailed, computational account which employs the
information-oriented features of situation theory in an essential manner.
BABY-SIT situation structures facilitate representation of sentences as ut
terance situations. Parameters denote objects having some certain properties.
Hence, they are appropriate for representing abstractions and storing lexical
constraints. Each utterance situation is associated with a parameter for its
use. Anaphora resolution is then reduced to anchoring of the parameters of
anaphoric utterances to available objects in the discourse. These objects may
be the ones denoted by simple or compound noun phrases, or they may be
situations described by utterances of a sentence. Formalization of syntactic
and semantic restrictions is done by the help of forward chaining constraints
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and parameter restriction. Backward chaining constraints are the contextual
justifiers together which syntactic and semantic resolution constraints can act
in removing ambiguities during anaphora resolution. Therefore, anaphora res
olution can be viewed as a four stage process. Figure E.12 illustrates these
stages. The first stage is the construction o f situation structures from a given
linguistic form. This is followed by information extraction which employs world
knowledge constraints. The third stage is the core of anaphora resolution pro
cess where forward chaining constraints for syntactic and semantic control of
anaphora are used.

In case there exist contextual justification constraints,

these can be cooperatively used at this stage to determine the most likely an
tecedents when there are more than one. Finally, the contextual justification
constraints can be employed to resolve new semantic ties coming up as a result
of the resolution of anaphoric relations.
We have demonstrated resolution process mainly on zero and pronominal
anaphora within sentence boundaries. We have not dealt with other anaphoric
relations such as noun phrase anaphora and quantification, but we believe that
these problems should also be worked out in the computational framework,
probably in a more enhanced version, provided by BABY-SIT.

Appendix F

Special Infonic Relations

BABY-SIT accommodates some predefined infonic relations for use.

These

relations can be used as the major constituents of infons in assertive expressions
and query expressions. By ‘assertive expressions' we mean the expressions used
in Assertion Mode or in the consequent parts of the constraints. By ‘query
expressions’ we mean the expressions used in Query Mode during situation or
oracle querying and the expressions that appear in the antecedent parts of the
constraints used during chaining. Each of the special relations is described in
the sequel. For each relation, its appropriateness conditions and minimality
conditions are also given.
<C m a k e-p art-of, sitl^ sit2, 1
When asserted to any situation, sitl becomes a subsituation of sit2. The
relation part-of is automatically asserted into sit2. This relation constructs a
functional infon. sit2 cannot be the background situation since it is always a
sub,situation of other situations in the system. This relation can be used in the
consequent parts of forward chaining constraints to obtain the intended effect.

< make-part-of | ~SIT, ~SIT > [2]
<C p a rt-of, sitl, sit2, pol >
sitl is regarded as the subsituation of sit2. An infon with this relation as its
major constituent cannot be explicitly asserted to the system. This is possible
only by assertion of the functional infon make-part-of. (It can be used in query
expressions.) It defines a partial ordering among situations.
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< part-of I ~SIT, ~SIT > [2]
<C im m e d ia te -p a rt-o f, sitl, sH2. pol ^
This is similar to the relation part-of except sitl is the immediate subsitu
ation of sit2.
< immediate-part-of | ~SIT, ~SIT > [2]

<C tim e -p re ce d e s, tL

pol,

Temporal precedence between two temporal locations can be represented
by this relation, tl precedes t2.
< time-precedes | ~TIM, ~TIM > [2]

< tim e-overla p s, tl, t2, pol >
To indicate that two temporal locations overlap each other, this relation
can be used.

< time-overlaps | ~TIM, ~TIM > [2]
< sp ace-overlaps, 11, 12, pol >
This relation can be used to represent two overlapping spatial locations.
< sp a ce -o v e rla p s | ~L0C, ~L0C > [2]

C tim e -o f, sit, t, pol >
This relation can be used to denote the temporal location of a situation.
sit is said to have temporal location t. A situation may have more than one
temporal location.

< time-of I ~SIT, ~TIM > [2]
p la ce-of, sit, I, pol >
Similar to the relation time-of, this relation is used to represent the spatial
location of a situation.
spatial location.

A situation may be associated with more than one
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< place-of | ~SIT, ~L0C > [2]
<C tprecedes, sitl, sit2, pol
Temporal precedence between two situations can be represented by this
relation, sitl temporally precedes sit2.
< tprecedes | ~SIT, ~SIT > [2]

<C precedes, sitl, sit2, pol ^
This relation represents both temporal and spatial precedence between two
situations, sitl precedes sit2.
< precedes | ~SIT, ~SIT > [2]

<C toverlaps, sitl, sit2, pol >>
If two situations temporally overlap, this can be represented by this relation.

< toverlaps | ~SIT, ~SIT > [2]
< soverlaps, sitl, sit2, pol
Similar to the relation toverlaps, this relation can be used to denote the
spatial overlap between two situations.

< soverlaps | ~SIT, ~SIT > [2]
<C overlaps, sitl, sit2, pol >>
This relation represents both temporal and spatial overlap between two
situations.

< overlaps | ~SIT, ~SIT > [2]
<C situation-p, obj, pol
This infonic can be used to check if obj is a situation or not.

< situation-p I {~IND, ~SIT, ~REL, ~PAR,
~INF, ~TYP, ~L0C, ~TIM, ~P0L} > [l]
< type-of, obj, typ, pol >
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This relation can be used to check if obj is of object type typ or not. typ
can be a complex type as well as a basic type.
< t y p e - o f I {~IND, ~ S IT , ~REL, ~PAR,
~INF, ~TYP, ~L0C, ~TIM, ~ P 0 L }, ~TYP > ' [ 2 ]

C e q u i-ty p e , objL obj2, pol
In order to test whether objl and obj2 have the same types or not, this
infonic relation can be used. The two objects are said to be ‘equi-typed’ if
each of them satisfies the restrictions imposed by the type condition set of the
other.
< e q u i-ty p e | {~IND, ~ S IT , ~REL, ~PAR,
INF, ~TYP,

LOG,

TIM, ~P0L}

{~IND, ~ S IT , ~REL, ~PAR,
~INF, ~TYP, ~L0C, ~TIM, ~P0L} > [2]

<C eq u i-stru ctu re , objl, obj2, pol ^
This is similar to the relation equi-type except the two objects are regarded
as ‘equi-structured’ if their type condition sets are equivalent, i.e., if they have
the same properties assigned to their type structures when they were first
introduced to the system.
< e q u i-s t r u c tu r e | {~IND,
~INF,
{~IND,
~INF,

~ S IT , ~REL, ~PAR,
~TYP, ~L0C, ~TIM, ~P0L)
~ S IT , ~REL, ~PAR,
~TYP, ~L0C, ~TIM, ~P0L} > [2]

<C eq u i-p a ra m e te r, pari, par2, pol >
It can be used to test if parameters pari and par2 are ‘equi-typed’ objects.
< equ i-param eter | ~PAR, ~PAR > [2]

equal, objl, obj2, pol
It is possible to test whether objl and obj2 are symbolically equivalent or
not by using this relation.
< equal | (~IND, ~ S IT , ~REL, ~PAR,
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~LOC, ~TIM , ~POL}
~ R E L , ~PAR,
~LOC, ~TIM, ~POL} > [2 ]

<C su p p o rts, sit. inf, pol >
This relation can be used to represent that situation sit supports labelled
infon inf.

< s u p p o rts I ~ S I T , ~IN F > [2]
<C anch or, par, obj, 1 >>
This is an operative relation that is used to anchor a parameter (par) to
an appropriate object (obj) in the system. This relation defines a functional
infon. It can be used in the consequent parts of forward chaining constraints
to get the intended effect.
< an ch o r I ~PAR, {~IN D , ~ S I T , ~ R E L , ~PAR,
~ I N F , ~T Y P , ~ L 0 C , ~TIM, ~ P 0 L } > [2]

<C c-co m m a n d s , sitl, sit2, pol
The constituent-command relation can be represented by using this infonic
relation.

Since situations can be considered to be the nodes denoting the

major syntactic entities in a linguistic application, this relation can be used to
represent the c-commanding of a situation (sitl) over another situation (sit2).
It is also possible to use this infonic relation in query expressions to investigate
which situation c-commands a particular situation.
< c-commands

I ~ S I T , ~ S I T > [2 ]

-C assert, sit, rel, arg^^, ..., arpr„, poL, 1 >
This operative relation enables assertion of an infon into a situation from
another situation.

The infon <Cre/, argr^, . . . , a7gr„, p o L ^ is asserted into

situation sit. Each arg¿, I < i < n , must be appropriate for the

argument role

of rel. The number of arguments, n, is bounded by the rnaximality condition
of the infonic relation rel. If polr is omitted, it defaults to 1. This relation
defines a functional infon and can be used in the antecedent parts of backward
chaining constraints to make assertions during the proof of a proposition. Care
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should be taken on use, since the infon specified in this operative relation is not
retracted by the system once it is asserted during a proof task, even if the proof
fails. It should also be noted that this relation is subject to late evaluation,
i.e., independent of its position in the antecedent part of the constraints, it is
always processed last.

< assert ( ~SIT, ~REL,
{~IND, ~SIT,~REL, ~PAR,
~INF, ~TYP,~L0C, ~TIM, ~P0L},
{~IND,
~INF,

~SIT,~REL, ~PAR,
~TYP,~L0C, ~TIM, ~P0L} > [2]

<C retra ct, sit, rel, argr^, . . . , ar^r„, po4, 1 >>
Infons supported by a situation can be deleted from that situation by using
this operative infonic relation.

The infon <Cre/, argj.^, . . . ,

polri> is

issued as a query in situation sit. No backward chaining constraints, but only
the infons supported by sit, are used to prove this query. All infons matching
this query are deleted from sit. The number of arguments, n, is bounded by the
maximality condition of the infonic relation rel if rel is a constant or a variable
bound during chaining. If it is an unbound variable, all infons matching the
query infon are deleted. If poL is omitted, it defaults to 1. This relation can be
used in the consequent parts of forward chaining constraints to retract infons
from situations.

Note that supporting situations of the propositions which

support infons with this infonic relation as their major constituents have no
effect on their interpretation.

< retract 1 ~SIT, ~REL,
{~IND, ~SIT, ~REL, ~PAR,
~INF, ~TYP, ~L0C, ~TIM,
{~IND, ~SIT, ~REL, ~PAR,
~INF, ~TYP, ~L0C, ~TIM,
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